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Preface

or as part
How does man, as an individual
of a particular
cultural
group, perceive
his environment?
This question
should be a
fundamental
consideration
in all attempts
to understand
the complex interrelationships
between man and the biosphere.
Man's decisions and actions
concerning
his environment are based not only on objective
factors,
but also on subjective
ones : this is the
underlying
principle
of environmental
perresearch.
-~ception
One of the fourteen
international
project
areas of Unesco's intergovernmental
Programme
on Man and the Biosphere
(MAB), Project
13
("Perception
of environmental
quality"),
is
addressed to such perception
studies.
The
main characteristics
of this MAB project
were
elaborated
by an expert panel convened in
Paris in March 1973. As described
in the report of the panel (Unesco 1973a), six priority
research
areas were identified
for Project
13,
including
perception
of environment
in isolated or peripheral
ecological
areas, perception of typical
man-made landscapes
of ecological,
historical
or aesthetic
importance,
and perception
of quality
in urban environments.
The panel also considered
that perhaps the
most important
point to be stressed
in MAB
Project
13 activities
is that in any programme
man's ability
to manwhich hopes "to increase
age efficiently
the natural
resources
of the
biosphere",
the perceptions
of the people directly
involved
need to be taken explicitly
into consideration
along with those of experts or officials.
The panel concluded
that
Project
13 would have limited
value as a relatively
isolated
component of the MAB Prowill
degramme. The success of this project
pend mainly on the degree to which a perception approach can be-incorporated
into,
and
reflected
in, other MAB projects.
Since 1973, many MAB National
Committees
have launched or identified
concrete
field
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research
activities
within
the framework of
the Programme. Some of these are directly
concerned with perception
as a major variable,
as
in the MAB field
study in Tunisia
on the perception
of the quality
of coastal
zones modified
by socio-economic
development,
and particularly
tourism.
Other projects
have included perception
as part of a broader scientific
study,
such as that sponsored by the MAB National
Committee of Sri Lanka on ecological
and socio-economic
aspects of peasant farming
in upland areas of that country.
Certain
countries,
such as Australia
(Seddon and Davis
1976, "Man and landscape
in Australia")
have
organized
seminars around specific
aspects
of MAB Project
13. Other countries,
such as
Canada, the United States and Mexico (CanadaMAB 1977), have joined
together
in sponsoring
methodological
training
workshops in the field
of environmental
perception
research.
These and other attempts
to promote environmental
perception
research
within
MAB,
have at times revealed
that a lack of awareness of available
methods - many of them recently
developed
- has hampered the incorporation of a perception
approach into field
studies
dealing
with man's interactions
with
various
types of ecosystems and oriented
towards the solution
of concrete
problems.
Also it has become clear that many biologists
and natural
resource
scientists
are unfamiliar with the possibilities
for systematic
observation
in the field
of subjective
perceptions.
Thus the need for methodological
guidelines
for planning
field
investigations
in
environmental
perception
became increasingly
apparent.
In particular,
it was felt
that a
methodological
study was required
which would
both provide
a rationale
and description
of
the field
of environmental
perception
in the
context
of man-biosphere
relations
and ecosystem management, and suggest alternative
research
methods for field
investigations
of

“^_..,
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environmental
perception
accompanied by indications
of their
advantages
and limitations
for specific
purposes and conditions.
In an agreement with the Scientific
Committee
on Problems of the Environment
(SCOPE)
of ICSU, Unesco entrusted
this methodological
study to an ad hoc group of SCOPE Project
7
("The communication
of environmental
information and societal
assessment and response").
This group was headed by Dr. Ian Burton chairman of SCOPE Project
7 - and Dr. Anne
Whyte, both of the Institute
for Environmental Studies of the University
of Toronto,
Toronto,
Canada. Dr. Whyte generously
agreed
to be responsible
for the study of methods
and techniques
suitable
for inclusion
and to
prepare a guidelines
document.
In order to make this methodological
study
more than a simple transcription
of readily
available
knowledge into a new format,
SCOPE
Project
7 undertook
to draw a large number of
people into a discussion
of the study. A number of small group meetings were convened to
explore
its possible
contents
and orientation.
In addition
to individual
reviews and advice
from many scientists,
the draft
document was
reviewed at an international
workshop on methods and interpretation
of environmental
perception
research,
sponsored by the MAB National Committees of Canada, United States and
of Victoria,
Mexico, and held at the University
B.C., Canada, in May 1976. The present
Guidelines
is the result
of this process of conreview and refinement.
Its main
sultation,
purpose is to provide
an elaboration
of the
ideas involved
in the perception
approach,
to
describe
methods and techniques
of research,
and to discuss and evaluate
their
requirements
and suitability
for field
research
in the MAB
context.
It is hoped that MAB National
Committees
and other national
and international
groups
will
make wide use of the Guidelines
and in
particular
that research
project
managers and
field
investigators
will
find it helpful
to
refer to this document in the formative
or
preparatory
stages of research
design.
Two cautionary
notes must, however, be
made. First,
it should not be assumed that the

Guidelines
document, placed in the hands of
inexperienced
field
workers,
will
automatica -lY
provide
all the knowledge and understanding
of available
methods necessary
for carrying
out perception
studies.
The Guidelines
is no
substitute
for the direct
involvement
in research activities
of social
scientists
knowledgeable
about available
methods and trained
in their
use.
Second, most perception
research
and development of techniques
has been undertaken
in
industrialized,
and in particular
Englishspeaking,
countries
which are often characterized
by a high level
of urbanization,
and
a relatively
modern agricultural
economy. Care
must be taken in extending
and transferring
the methods described
in the Guidelines
to
circumstances
different
from those in which
they were originally
developed and tested.
This can be done, and done very satisfactorily,
but the caveats that apply to the transfer
of
technology
also apply to that of research methods and techniques.
In making available
the Guidelines
as
MAB Technical
Notes 5, Unesco and ICSU hope
to encourage the inclusion
of perception
studies
as an integral
part of interdisciplinary
research
on man-biosphere
relations
and ecosystem management. Another aim is to
promote the exchange and dissemination
of information
among scientists
working on environmental perception
problems in different
cultural
settings
and geographic
regions.
In this
respect,
a detachable
questionnaire
on the methods and techniques
described
in the Guidelines
has been included
to solicit
the concrete comments and suggestions
of research
workers in the field.
In the light
of the
responses to this questionnaire
the Guidelines will
possibly
be revised
and up-dated.
Unesco-MAB and ICSU-SCOPE wish to express
their
thanks to all those who have contributed
to the present
study, and particularly
to Dr.
Anne Whyte for preparing
the Technical
Note
for publication.
The views expressed by her
in this publication
are not necessarily
shared
by Unesco or by SCOPE.
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Foreword

Ian Burton,
Peter Jacobs, Robert Kates and
Philip
Porter,
whose thoughtful
advice has
improved the manuscript
both in detail
and
in reorganization
of some sections.
I am grateful to them for their
time and patience.
The Guidelines
has received
the rare benefit
of a practical
comparative
field
testing
by over twenty-five
participants
from some
twenty countries
during a workshop on methods
and interpretation
of environmental
perception research
held in Victoria,
B.C., Canada
in May 1976. The workshop was sponsored by
the MAB National
Committees of Canada, Mexico,
and the United States of America and was supported by the Canadian International
Development Research Centre (IDRC), Unesco and the
Canadian and United States National
Commissions for Unesco. To the sponsors and participants
of the workshop,
I should like to
record my thanks for the help and insight
provided by their
efforts
in the field
and around
the discussion
table.
The participants
were:
M. Yusuf Badri (Sudan), Jacques Barrau (France),
Jacques Bugnicourt
(Institut
African
de Dsveloppement
Economique et de Planification,
Ian Burton (Canada), Boontham DhamSenegal),
charee (Thailand),
Bo Edvardsson
(Sweden),
Adetoye Faniran
(Nigeria),
Mario F. de la
Garza (Mexico),
F. Gonzales Bernaldez
(Spain),
Pierre
Guertin
(Canada), Aminul Islam (BangGerhard Kaminski
(Federal
Republic
ladesh),
of Germany), David Kinyanjui
(Kenya),
R. Lister (New Zealand),
J. Maini (Canada),
E.M. de
Oliveira
(Brazil),
Philip
Porter
(USA), Rio
Rachwartono
(Indonesia),
Patricia
RobertsPichette
(Canada), Alexander
W. Ryabchikov
(USSR), A. Sekarajasekaran
(Malaysia),
Derrick Sewell (Canada), Linda Van Keuren (USA),
Ann Whyte (Canada), Hiroaki
Yoshii
(Japan),
Estela Zamora (Philippines).
A report
on the
workshop is being prepared and will
be published
in 1977 by Canada-MAB.
chairman of the SCOPE Working
Ian Burton,
Group and of the Expert Panel on MAB Pro-

In this Technical
Note, I have tried
to bring
together
methods and techniques
that have been
developed
in many different
disciplines,
and
to evaluate
them for use in the field
in widely differing
environmental
and cultural
set.tings.
Throughout
the work, I have grown increasingly
aware of the isolation
of different disciplinary
approaches from one another
in their
testing
of techniques
and concepts.
Evaluating
them for measuring
environmental
perception
and for use cross-culturally,
has
proved to be a more critical
test than most
techniques
can survive.
In general,
highly
structured
techniques
were not included,
either because they impose the researcher's
view
too heavily
on the data or because they cannot be used outside
the cultural
setting
in
which they were first
developed.
The evaluation of available
techniques
revealed
a clear
need to develop new field
techniques
and research instruments
that can be used in more
than one cultural
context.
In bringing
together
the material
included
in the Guidelines,
I have been helped by the
advice of many scientists
who responded to a
request from myself and Ian Burton in 1974
for suggestions
and materials.
These are:
Howard Andrews, Duane Baumann, Len Berry,
Harold Brookfield,
David A. Brusegard,
David Canter, Kenneth Craik,
Gyb'rgy Enyedi,
Richard
Feachem, Marilyn
Gates, Norton Ginsburg,
Brian Goodey, John Harrison,
D.R. Helliwell,
Ray
Hudson, Hersch Jacobs, Peter Jacobs, Kevin
Lynch, Charles Mercer, Lester Milbrath,
Katherine Muir, H. O'Reilly
Sternberg,
Tim O'Riordan, Henry Riecken,
J.S. Rowe, Tom Saarinen,
Philip
Sarre, Derrick
Sewell,
John Sims, S.B.
Smith, Nice Stehr,
Clive Taylor,
Yi-fu
Tuan,
Geoff Wall, Gilbert
White, Joachim F. Wohlwill
and Ervin H. Zube. Their help is gratefully
acknowledged
here together
with my apolologies
for not being able to include
everything that they suggested.
The Guidelines
has also been reviewed by
9

ject 13 which met in Paris in March 1973,
played a leading
role in planning
and launching the Guidelines
project.
He has also been
a source of constructive
advice and criticism
throughout.
The major writing
task has been supported
by the Institute
for Environmental
Studies of
the University
of Toronto which has provided
two valued resources
- research
time and a
congenial
interdisciplinary
atmosphere in
which to work. In particular,
I should like
to thank Ann Young who singlehandedly
took on
the tasks of research
and editorial
assistant
in collecting
material,
typing
and editing
and drafting
the diagrams,
the manuscript,
whilst
remaining
always cheerful.
Thanks are also due to the following
individuals
and publishers
for permission
to
reproduce
copyright
material:
Addison-Wesley
American Geographical
Publishing
Co., Inc.,
Society,
Association
of American Geographers,
Athens Center of Ekistics,
I. Burton,
Clark
University
Press, Consultant
Psychologists
Press Inc.,
J. Dollard,
Faber and Faber Ltd.,

Holt,
Rinehart
and Winston Inc.,
M.J. Kirkby, McGraw-Hill
Book Company, Mouton/Edicom,
Northwestern
University
Press, Oxford University Press, Penguin Books Ltd.,
Pergamon Press
Ltd.,
Routledge
and Kegan Paul Ltd.,
T. Saarinen, University
of Illinois
Press, University
of Wisconsin
Press. Full citations
are given
in the appropriate
places in the text,
together with the relevant
entry in the bibliography.
The Guidelines
represents
the inputs of many
people and the help and collaboration
of SCOPE
Project
7 and of UNESCO-MAB. It is hoped that
these collaborative
efforts
may serve to stimulate interest
in environmental
perception
studies
and their
implementation
in MAB field
projects.

Anne Whyte
Institute
for Environmental
University
of Toronto
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Studies

Introduction

I.

ENVIRONMENTAL PERCEPTION RESEARCH
on environmental
perception
is to provide
a
systematic
and scientific
understanding
of
the view from the inside-out,
in order to
complement the more traditional
and external
scientific
approach.
The view from the inside
may be that of any individual,
of a local
community,
or even of a whole rural
population.
The scale is less important
than the relationship between those on the inside,
and those
traditionally
on the outside.
The inside
view
is characterized
by familiarity
and long experience
often coupled with inability
to effect rapid changes. It is seen as personalized and subjective.
In comparison,
the outside view becomes associated
with development,
action
and objectivity
against
internal
tradition
and resistance
to rapid change.
It is where these two ends of the spectrum
come up against
one another
in a conflict
of
interest
over resource
use - for example, in a
conflict
between the local
community and national
planners
- that the differences
in perceptions
between the two groups,
and the need
to understand
both within
the same analytical
framework,
become highlighted
and of urgent,
practical
importance.
Many examples could be cited to show the
value of a perception
approach to man-biosphere relations.
The two which are given
here illustrate
some of the advantages
and
some of the difficulties.

THE ROLE OF ENVIRONMENTAL PERCEPTION IN MAB
Environmental
perception
research
shares a
paradigm of man-environment
relations
in which
man's individual
and collective
understanding
of the environment
is seen as a major force
in shaping that environment
through the action of man's choices and behaviour.
Man's
perception
of the environment
is considered
so fundamental
that it becomes the main point
of departure
for any analysis
of man-environment relations.
A perception
approach to man-environment
relations
recognizes
that for each objective
element and relationship
in the biosphere,
there are many perceived
elements and relationships
as seen and understood
by different
people and at different
times and places.
Man
reaches decisions
and takes action
within
the
framework of his perceived
sets of elements
and links
rather
than any externally
defined
Within any given time frame
"objective
set".
scientific
knowledge of the day
or culture,
may also be viewed as more formalized
and
rigorous
sets of perceived
environmental
elements and relationships.
This is most easily
recognized
for past, superceded modes of scientific
thinking
such as pre-Copernican
astronomy.
For the purposes of analysis
(and
decision-making),
the present
state of scientific
knowledge of the environment
is usually
taken to be "objective
reality".
In this
perception
of an insense, the environmental
dividual
or group may be brought more closely
into line with scientific,
"objective"
understanding
by education
and information.
Environment
is both a physical
and social
but within
the scope of this Techmilieu,
nical
Note emphasis is placed upon perception
of physical
or tangible
parts of the biosphere, including
the works of man himself.
One important
objective
of research
based

SoiZ

erosion

Few areas demonstrate
so graphically
the
existence
of the unexpected
result
- or unpredicted
perception
- as the Valley
of
Nochixtlan
in southern
Mexico. Many of its
side slopes are ravaged by active
gullies
which remove the surface wholesale
and leave
the slopes bare of vegetation,
fields
or
houses. Since the Spanish Conquest,
an aver11

Environmental

perception

age depth of 5 m has been stripped
from the
entire
surface
area, producing
one of the
highest
rates of erosion
recorded
in the
world? Set between the forested
uplands and
the agricultural
valley
floor,
the area seems
a wasteland
which only drastic
soil conservation measures could reverse.
Government experts
share this view and have
instituted
conservation
measures including
the
construction
of low'earth
ridges
to slow down
soil movement. Few scientifically
trained
experts would disagree
with their
general
perception
of the gullying
as a problem but the
view from inside
the valley
is different.
Gullies
are seen not as a hazard but as a resource.
By directing
the flow of the eroded
material,
Mixtec farmers can annually
feed
their
fields
with fertile
soil and can, with
extend their
agricultural
land
greater
effort,
by building
new fields
over a few years.
Over the past 1000 years, Mixtec cultivators have managed to use gully
erosion
to
double the width of the main valley
floors
from about 1.5 km to 3 km; and to infill
the
narrow tributary
valley
floors
with flights
of terraces
several
kilometres
long. Judicious use of gullying
has enabled them to convert poor hill-top
fields
into rich alluvial
farmland
below, using the gullies
to transport
the soil
(Fig. 1). Thus before large-scale
gullying
began, the agricultural
productivity
of the valley
area was less than it is today.
The difference
between the "outside
expert" view and the inside Mixtec one rests on
the farmers'
greater
experience
and knowledge
of the local
situation.
Their experience
of
the highly
fertile
and erodible
local deposits,
and their
familiarity
with the technical
and social
bases of controlling
soil movement,
are too particular
to the Valley
of Nochixtlan to be readily
translated
to other areas.
Thus the concept "gullies
are good" is not
part of the outside
expert's
portfolio.
Nor
could he be expected to know that intermarriage between the hill-top
and valley
bottom
communities
enables families
to "move with
their
soil"
downvalley.
The Valley
of Nochixtlan
is an unusual
case; usually
different
groups agree that
soil erosion
is a problem but disagree
about
how to solve it. This example is intended,
however, to illustrate
the importance
of understanding
local
perceptions
of the environment in the context
of local resource
use and

research

Divide
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calcareous
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Organic
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. .
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material
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(endeque)

Und lsturbed

Redeposited

Figure

1. The average
erosion
rate over the whole surface
was
in the order of>10
mm per year over the last
500 years for a drainage
basin of area>0.4
km2
(M. Kirkby
1972).
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The role

of environmenta

But this is only the first,
social
structure.
important
step. In the example of Nochixt- both perceptions
lan - as almost everywhere
of the environment
are valid,
within
their.
own contexts.
For the farmers in Nochixtlan,
gullies
are an important
agricultural
resource. For the government authorities
concerned with the area as a whole, gullies
are
also a problem - not for those farms whose
owners remain, but for the farms abandoned
by their
urban-migrating
owners and no longer
receiving
replenishment
and protection
from
the gullies.
Thus, the national
"problem"
is
that of urban migration
and rural
depopulawhich is a higher-order
one, and which
tion,
is outside
the scope of agricultural
authorities
and local
communities.
Environmental
perception
research
needs,
to be contextual,
i.e.
able to retherefore,
late perceptions
to the resource management
it becomes but one encontext.
In so doing,
try point into a larger
system of environand society,
and the diffiment, technology
culty
becomes one of conceptual
and empirical
closure
to the "research-system".
Urban renewa
of which London, England,
is
In many cities,
just one example, planners
are trying
to move
people out of old, poor housing of central
areas into modern homes
"slum" or "twilight"
in planned communities.
The perceptions
of
the planners
have been mainly focussed on the
physical
conditions
of the slum areas with
their
inadequate
housing,
poor sanitation,
and lack of public
open space. The new communities
they design are more open and green
with adequate sanitary
facilities
and more
Services
such as shops, somodern housing.
cial centres,
transport
facilities
and schools
may lag several
years behind the arrival
of
the new residents,
but are eventually
provided.
Why then is there accumulating
evidence
that urban renewal creates
distress,
and social and family
disruption,
and may even i-ncrease health
problems rather
than solve them?
The view of the old and new areas seen
from the inside
- from the residents'
perfrom the external
one.
spective
- is different
a slum area may appear as
To the outsider,
rows of tiny,
old houses crowded together
on
streets
with no trees or grass and overhung
by heavily
polluted
air.
The same area to the
long-term
resident
means familiar
places,
encrusted with significant
memories, and reassuring him of physical
and social
stability.

perception

The rows of houses provide
a close-knit
social structure,
based on long-residence
and
inter-marriage
with its own institutions
and
customs. Information,
advice,
goods and services are shared and available
when needed.
In moving people out of the old areas,
people lose both the physical
and social
aspects of the support they had in their
neighbourhood and grieve
in much the same way as
for a lost person (Fried 1963). It is not easy
to see how the planning
dilemma might be
solved.
The evidence on clinical
health
effects of moving people to new communities
is
equivocal
(Freeman 1972). Several studies
show increases
in morbidity
when people are
moved, especially
among women who have lost
their
social
support while bringing
up young
But it is difficult
to separate
the
children.
effects
of moving from the effects
of living
The two are different
in the new community.
but linked
planning
problems.
Isolation
from familiar
places and faces
as well as low residential
densities
and
fewer really
local
facilities
(such as the
corner shop) became officially
recognized
as
"new town blues" as early as 1960 in the
United Kingdom. "New town blues" were old
community social
problems exacerbated
by the
moving process (Gold 1974; Goodey 1974).
Speaking about Harlow in England,
Pevsner
puts forward
the designer's
view in the context of governmental
constraints
on permitted
population
densities:
the New Town Look is an appearance resulting
from urban types of building
in a
green rural
setting.
It is a happy look.
There is, however, one danger in this emphasis on a green setting
for every house.
It is a danger for which the architects
and planners
have no responsibility.
The
cause is the density
laid down by the auThe New Towns will
never be
thorities.
towns in the sense in which Chipping Campare: urban
den, or Lewes, or Petersfield
density
is not permitted
in residential
looseness
is diffiareas. The resulting
cult to master visually,
and it has, in addition,
its social
drawbacks (Pevsner
1954, p. 207).
The example of urban renewal reinforces
the
significant
differences
that can exist between
the inside
and outside
views of an area. It
also introduces
the problems of criteria
and
proof in situations
that are ambiguous and conflicting.
These problems are not unique to environmental
perception
research
but they may
be said to be endemic to it, because ipso
facto perceptions
are unique and likely
to be
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management task (that is, the organizational
task) increases
in proportion
and in sophistication
at more aggregate
and collective
levels
of authority.
Thus the relative
emphasis on communication
and organizing
processes will
increase
in the research model
of collective
management.
The role of environmental
perception
research in man-biosphere
relations
can be synthesized
into five goals:
1. contributing
to the more rational
use of
biosphere
resources
by harmonizing
local
(inside)
knowledge and that available
from
outside;
2. increasing
understanding
on all sides of
the rational
bases for different
perceptions of the environment;
3. encouraging
local
involvement
in development and planning
as the basis for more
effective
implementation
of more appropriate
change;
4. helping
to preserve
or record the rich environmental
perceptions
and systems of
knowledge that are rapidly
being lost in
many rural
areas;
5. acting
as an educational
tool and agent of
change as well as providing
a training
opportunity
for those involved
in the research.
These goals are deliberately
formulated
in
policy-oriented
terms. It remains the task
of each researcher
to be sensitive
to the
needs of policy-makers.
Ultimately
his research hypotheses,
criteria,
measured variables and results
should be capable of being
translated
into action
and generalized,
if
they are ever to be implemented
beyond the
scope of his own research
project.

conflicting.
In the urban example a major difficulty
in implementing
research
results
arises
from
inadequate
criteria
of what constitutes
"menquality"
and
tal health"
and "environmental
how to separate
interacting
factors.
In terms
of implementing
the results
of research,
the
policy-maker
is confounded
as much by what
the criteria
might mean as by the conflicting
implications
of different
studies.
These two examples dramatize
the insideoutside
view as dichotomies
whereas in most
situations
no such simple polarizations
exThere are Mixtec farmers for whom gulist.
lies are a problem;
and there are urban residents who perceive
the slums as their
prishomes; and for whom the new
ons, not their
towns spell wealth,
health
and freedom. Similarly
there are increasing
numbers of scientifically
trained
administrators
who are
sensitive
to the inside
view and who seek to
harmonize change and stability
in better
resource management. One of the roles of environmental
perception
research
in the MAB
Programme is to foster
such an approach on
an international
scale.
It can be argued that wherever people are
already
living
in an area and using its rescientific
studies
of their
percepsources,
tions are a necessary
corollary
to any scientific
evaluation
of the environment
designed to improve the rational
use of natural
resources.
Local perceptions
of the environment provide
a time frame that extends into
the past; they are an active
agent in organizing
the system of resource
use in practice;
and for good or ill,
they reflect
the raw
material
from which a more rational
use of
resources
will
emerge. In this connection,
it is important
to note that an individual
farmer deciding
which crop to plant or which
tree to cut, is a resource
manager in the
same sense that the head of a state water
authority
or national
forestry
commission is
a resource manager.
The difference
between the individual
farmer and the state official
is one of scale:
the scale of environmental
impact of their
decisions
and the scale of society
on whose
behalf
their
decisions
are made. They are
both resource managers in that they use, and
thereby directly
affect,
the biosphere
through their
choices.
Their perceptions
and
choices can be modelled and empirically
investigated
in the same analytic
framework
for different
levels
of resource management.
The processes
involved
are similar
for the
individual
and the government body but the

DESIGN OF THE GUIDELINES
This Technical
Note is designed to fulfil
to describe
alternative
two main functions:
research methods for field
investigations
of
environmental
perception
accompanied by suggestions
about their
advantages
and limitations for specific
purposes and conditions;
and to provide
a rationale
and description
of the field
of environmental
perception
in
the context
of man-biosphere
relations
and
ecosystem management. The ultimate
purpose
is to encourage organizers
and planners
of
national
and international
research
projects
on man-biosphere
relations
and ecosystem
management to include
perception
studies
as
an integral
part of interdisciplinary
investigations
at the conceptual
and field
levels.
The Guidelines
is considered
as a flex-
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instead
reference
is made to a
this nature;
few principal
sources.
The methods also differ
in spirit
and general philosophy.
Some are more extractive
in
nature while others have the dual aim of data
gathering
and education.
S,elf-study,
or the
design of methods to enable local people to
gather information
about themselves,
is an
important
tool for creating
scientific
selfawareness and local research
capability.
Many of the tests described
here have not
been used in self-study
investigations
but
could probably
be adapted for this approach.
The methods are summarized in a reference
chart designed for easy location
of the alternatives
described
in this Technical
Note
(see page 105).

ible set of suggestions
which provide
the
basis for individual
choice of both the aspects of the perception
system to be investigated
in the field
and the methods by which
to do so.
At the same time, by presenting
an approach to environmental
perception
that is
oriented
to both systems modelling
and ecosystem management choices it is hoped that
the Guidelines
may encourage and facilitate
the inclusion
of coordinated
and comparable
perception
studies
across several
MAB projects and the ecosystems with which they are
concerned.
Design

and scope

This Technical
Note is designed as a practical
document for use in the planning
phases
of field
investigations
into man-biosphere
relations.
It attempts
both to structure
the
field
of environmental
perception
and to suggest specific
methods for analysis.
The need to formulate
a structure
in the
field
of environmental
perception
became apparent after
a survey of the literature
showed that no general
frameworks had yet
The frameworks
suggested here
been developed.
are not, at least
in their
present
form, adequate for the field
as a whole. They have
been selected
as being most appropriate
for
the MAB Programme rather
than on their
a
priori
theoretical
validity.
Their merit lies
in the social
science parallel
to ecosystems
modelling
that the systems approach provides,
and in the perspective
from the resource manager's position
that a choice model gives.
The adoption
of a particular
framework inevitably
leads to a rearrangement
of the topics and methods within
the field.
Some concepts and studies
become central
while others
are considered
to have only peripheral
importance. This selection
process has occurred
in
the Guidelines
and thus some researchers'
most important
concerns are treated
lightly
or omitted.
For this reason, and in consideration
of the heterogenous
nature of the
field,
the advantages
of offering
a framework
may seem debatable.
It was decided,
however,
that,
although
the boundaries
of the framework could remain open and flexible,
it would
be more useful
in a planning
document to
clearly
indicate
the key elements.
In the section
on methods, emphasis has
been given to providing
the basis for making
a choice of methods rather
than giving
a detailed
account of the development
and analalternative
ysis of each method. This latter
would have been impractical
in a document of

Relationship
research

to environwentaZ

perception

In the Guidelines
"environmental
perception"
is used to mean human awareness and understanding
of the environment
in a general
sense. It is taken to include
much more than
individual
sensory perception
such as vision
or hearing.
This broad definition
of perception is used in the MAB Programme (Unesco
1973a and 1974) but the use of the term "perception"
in this way, whilst
correctly
applied
in terms of everyday language,
is more
akin to "cognition"
in psychological
frames
of reference.
The term "environmental
perception"
is therefore
sometimes confused with
the more rigorous
and narrower
concept of
direct
sensory perception
as it is used in
psychology.
It is an unfortunate
situation,
which can lead to problems of communication
between psychologists
and others
in the field.
However, the term "environmental
perception"
to mean both sensory perception
and cognition
is probably
too well established
to be
changed now and in any case no generally
acceptable
alternative
is available.
Environmental
perception
as an area of
study is a loose confederation
of research
interests
which share a common orientation
and philosophy
rather
than close disciplinary
origins.
The substantive
field
of interest
is
thus defined
only at the most general
level.
Both the wide range of methods employed and
the great range in scale at which analyses
are made reflect
the contributions
which different
disciplinary
traditions
have made.
Some of the disciplines
which have contributed
to the field
are anthropology,
architecture,
city and regional
planning,
geography,
psychology and sociology.
So far, the convergence
of interests
from these disciplines
has not
15
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led to any synthesis
of models or methods
that lie beyond their
traditional
boundaries,
although
several
summary papers and books
reviewing
the field
are available.
The field
has been characterized
by the transferring
of concepts from one focus of inquiry
to another and the borrowing
of methods between
disciplines.
One major direction
in this exchange which is of particular
relevance
to
environmental
management at the governmental
level
is the transfer
of ideas from individual psychology,
such as identity
and role,
to the behaviour
of groups and larger
organizations
(e.g. Katz and Kahn 1966).
In a number of disciplines,
the importance
of individual
and cultural
perception
of the
environment
for human behaviour
began to be
discussed
in the 1950s or even earlier.
But
until
the 1960s there was little
sense of
impetus or cross fertilization
of ideas. As
a multidisciplinary
field
with some common
environmental
perception
research
problems,
began to appear in the early 1960s. During
this time, earlier
ideas about cultural
influences
on man's use of the environment
became re-expressed
in terms of the influence
or subjective
environment.
of the "perceived"
These ideas soon led to a rapid development
of empirical
investigations
into environmenand the need for more knowtal perception,
ledge about the role of environmental
perception in environmental
management became identified
as a practical
objective,
During the
perception
has belast decade, environmental
come a rapidly
expanding
area of research
that is empirically
and practically
oriented.
Although
environmental
perception
is concerned generally
with man-environment
relations as a function
of man's perceptions,
it
has so far concentrated
on a few aspects of
that relationship
and ignored others.
The
parts of the field
which have been developed
arise out of the interests
of related
disciplines
and have often been pursued in relative isolation
from each other.
For example,
work by psychologists
and architects
on the
perception
of the architectural
environment
and its effect
on behaviour
in buildings
has
until
very recently
developed
alongside,
but
having little
interchange
with,
work on perception
of natural
hazards by geographers
or
anthropological
studies
of folk taxonomies
of environmental
phenomena.
Figure 2 presents
diagrammatically
one
view of the main research
foci within
environmental perception
ranging
from those that are
almost developed
to those that are identified,
but neglected.
The methods and concepts employed in each of these sub-areas
of environ-

research

p = perception
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mental perception
are not necessarily
transferable
or even compatible
with those developed in other sub-areas,
despite
the common
"perception"
point of departure,
Furthermore,
the sub-areas
defined
in Figure 2 as receiving at least some attention
within
the field
of environmental
perception
do not cover all
those which are of concern and relevance
to
the MAB Programme.
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER READING
There is now available
a selection
of books
and review papers in English
which serve as
good introductions
to the field
of environmental perception.
The following
suggestions
cover only some of these,
including
the most
widely
available.
Two early and comprehensive
review papers
which provide
good reference
lists
are those
by Brookfield
(1969) and Craik (1970). Goodey
(1971) has written
a short and very readable
introduction
to the literature.
Lowenthal
(1967) and Downs and Stea (1973) have brought
together
papers by different
authors which provide useful
sets of readings.
Two books with
a stronger
psychological
emphasis are those
16
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by Proshansky,
Ittelson
and Rivlin
(1970) and
by Ittelson
et al. (1974). The first
book is
a more detailed
collection
of research
papers and the second serves as a more easily
assimilated
introductory
text.
Another book
exemplifying
the psychological
approach to
environmental
behaviour
and its implication
for design and planning
is that by Canter
(1975).
Saarinen
(1976) organizes
the field
in terms of environmental
scale from architectural
space to urban and regional
space
to the nation
and the world.
Perception
literature
with a more environmental
resource
management focus includes
Burton and Kates

reading

(1964), O'Riordan
(1971, 1976), Sewell and
Burton (1972), Burton,
Kates and White (1976),
and White (1974). The last two are concerned
with the perception
and management of environmental
hazards.
At least one journal
is
primarily
concerned with the environmental
perception
research
field:
Environment
and
Rehavior.
In languages other than English,
the literature
is sparser,
but the following
are
available:
Gehl (1971) in Danish; Hesselgren
(1966) in Swedish; Moles and Rohmer (1972)
and Kates (1970) in French; and Eringis
(1975)
in Lithuanian.
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BASIC APPROACHES

The number of techniques
that have been developed or borrowed for field
study of envrlronmental
perception
has increased
significantly
in the last ten years. These techniques tend to have the aura of complexity
and disciplinary
specialization
that is often
confusing
in new transdisciplinary
research
fields.
It is important
to note, therefore,
that all field
techniques
are based on a combination
of three main approaches:
observing,
listening
and asking questions
(Fig. 3).
These methods are complementary
and basic to
all research
in the field.
The variety
of specialized
techniques
gives the researcher
the misleading
impression that there is a wide range from which
to choose. Figure 3 shows diagrammatically
represents
the heavthat "asking
questions"
iest concentration
of specialized
field
techniques.
This situation
is based on three
trends:
the reliance
on questionnaires
and
surveys in the social
sciences
in the past
few decades; the development
of field
interview methods in environmental
perception
by
modifying
clinical
and laboratory
techniques
(mainly
"paper and pencil"
tests);
and the
search for scientific
objectivity
through experimental
and statistical
approaches
to
studying
"subjective"
material.
This does
not mean that well tried methods are not
available
for those who would observe and
listen,
but that methodological
innovation
and specialized
techniques
consist
mainly of
asking questions
in different
ways.
It is equally
important
to note that
ideal or best method. In
there is no single,
the first
place,
the best method is a function of the research
objectives,
the field
situation
and the researcher.
These are
three major criteria
for selecting
any met:hod and no one technique
is so universal
that
it can be successfully
applied
in all situ-

Observing

Listening

Asking

Areas

Figure

of

3. PrincipaZ

research

Questions

concentration

methodoZogicaZ

approaches

ations
(see discussion
on criteria
for selection,
pages 103-113).
In the second place,
methods of observation,
listening
and asking
questions
provide
different
information
which
is mutually
enriching.
Thus, when possible,
it
is better
to select
techniques
that are complementary
in that they provide
cross-checks
and new information
(e.g. observed and reported behaviour),
than to concentrate
all
field
techniques
in one corner of the methodological
triangle.

_

Figure 4 shows the relative
proximity
of some common field
techniques
to the rethe respondent
and the field
situsearcher,
ation.
Each of these three points
- the researcher with his own informal
perspectives
and more formalised
research
question,
the
respondent
representing
the individual
data
point on aggregates
of which data (especially
verbal)
are largely
based, and the environmental and social
setting
of the field
investigation
- can exert more or less influence on the design of the research
project
and on its implementation.
Different
methods
can be selected
which provide
for more or

less prior
structuring
of the research
questions by the researcher.
Other methods more
directly
base the data on the concerns 'and activities
of those whose perceptions
are being
studied.
Various methods of observation,
questioning
and listening
cover a spectrum from
researcher-structured
to "respondent-situation"- structured.
In the most general
terms, this spectrum
can also represent
a trade-off
between more
controlled,
experimental
designs and consis-where the researcher
tent measurements,
and the more idiosyntakes the lead role,
cratic,
less statistically
reliable,
but of-

SITUATIOI\I

RESE:ARCHER

‘\
Figure

4. Field
techniques
in relation
ad tke fieZd
situation

to

0

the researcher,

RESPONDENT
the

respondent

Observation:

direct

This goal is achieved
through techniques
which make the respondents
into field
researchers
through self-study
methods. The
role of the researcher
is therefore
one step
removed from direct
field
data gathering;
he
becomes a part designer
of materials
for use
by the local population,
and a part trainer
of people to use them.
In this Technical
Note, methods are discussed under four headings:
observing,
asking
'questions,
listening,
and coding answers.
These are not exclusive
categories
and many
techniques
fall
within
more than one. The
methods are only briefly
described
and researchers
should therefore
consult
more detailed
explanations
of their
concepts and
procedures
before using them,

ten more relevant
findings
of "situation-defined"
research.
These differences
are typified in the contrast
between "surface
surveys"
and "in-depth
case studies",
although
the two
excluare not, and should not be, mutually
sive approaches.
The many merits
of the situationally-open
approach (respondent
or situation-structured)
are dependent,
however, on
two methodological
elements:
- the individual
qualities
of the researcher,
especially
his ability
to harmonize appropriate
selection
and interpretation
of
data with minimal distortion
(a very difficult
path to draw guidelines
for,
or to
define);
- content
analysis,
either
formal or informal, of the unstructured
data obtained,
in order to structure
and interpret
it.
In addition
to methodological
approach and
degree of prior
structuring,
a third
axis is
shown in Figure 4 - that of degree of interVery few field
research methods are
vention.
unobtrusive.
Most incur the Heisenberg
effect of interference
with the phenomena they
set out to observe,
although
the motivation
for the development
of many techniques
is
to minimize
researcher
impact on the observations
made. Misinforming
people followed
by debriefing
afterwards
(telling
subjects
about the real purpose of the experiment)
is
a classic
routine
in psychological
experiments. Less directly,
participant
observation seeks to minimize
the difference
between the researcher
and the researched
in
the eyes of the study group; projective
tests are then based on the rationale
that
their
ulterior
purpose and design is not perceived by the respondent.
Other less used methods are more oriented
towards "research
as action"
and are expressly
designed to have an impact on those
forming part of the study.
These methods are
based on the philosophy
that the research
experience
is valuable
in itself,
and therefore something which should be equally
shared between researchers
and researched.
III.

observation

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER READING
Two of the books recommended on page 17 have
sections
devoted to methods: Proshansky,
Ittelson
and Rivlin
(1970) and Ittelson
et al.
a more introductory
(1974)) which provides
overview.
There are also numerous books available on research
methods in the social
sciences in general
and in environmental
behaviour in particular.
These include
Festinger
and Katz (1953), Michelson
(1975), Moore
(1970), Moore and Golledge
(1976), Preiser
(1973),
Selltiz
et al.
(1959) and Schatzman
and Anselm (1973). Chapters in these books
dealing
with particular
methods will
be
suggested in succeeding
sections
of this
Technical
Note. As the above books are
largely
concerned with quantitative
methods,
Filstead
(1970) on qualitative
approaches
and Webb et al. (1966) on unobtrusive
measures are also recommended. An applied,
problem-solving
approach is emphasized in Ackoff,
Gupta and Minas (1962) and Feyerabend writes
"against
method" in Radney and Winokur (1970).

OBSERVATION

DIRECT OBSERVATION

quired - they require
pretesting,
trained
observers,
long periods
of time, systematic
application
and objective
interpretation.
Observations
in environmental
perception
can be structured
according
to three dimensions (Fig. 5):
- the extent
to which they are focussed
directly
on environment
or on human behaviour
in relation
to it;

Observing
human behaviour
in the environment
is the basic method for all other approaches
to environmental
perception.
It provides
the
context
in which methods are developed
and
tested,
and it is the most flexible
in terms
of time, cost, concepts and technique.
High
standards
of observation
are not easily
ac21
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Observation

- the degree to which they are structured
or unstructured;
- whether the emphasis is on just recording
what is there or on rating
(evaluating)
it.
Structured

Rating
P

Structured
observations
are designed to measure the occurrence
or interaction
of specified sets of variables
that are isolated
as
far as possible
by the researcher
in his
choice of observation
points
in space and
time, and in his definition
of categories
into which the observations
are placed.
Without
detailed
knowledge of the research
aims and
sampling and coding frames
field
situation,
This is why unstructured
cannot be prescribed.
observation
must come first,
in the form of
a pretesting
or design stage. During the pretesting,
hypotheses
can be generated
and selected, the observations
can be designed in
terms of which points,
how many, and how often, and coding sheets can be drawn up and
tested for recording
the observations.
The
experimental
design will
dictate
the necessary level
of reliability
of observed data.
linstructured

IBehawour

observations

or .simiZarity

Unstructured

Enwonrnent

Structured

Reuxdmg

Unstructured
observations
are more dependent
on the qualities
of the particular
researcher
since there are fewer guides for him to follow and a larger
area open to his own initiative and biases.
The advantage of a less
structured
approach is that it better
preserves the holistic
nature of what is being
observed - the stream of human behaviour
and
its complex interaction
with the environment.
The disadvantage
is that it is usually
a less
rigorous
approach in which the effect
of discrete variables
is hidden in a matrix
of the
"whole system".
Thus the two approaches
achieve different
types of analysis:
the structured
one tends
to emphasize the interaction
of individual
factors
and the unstructured
one stresses
system interrelationshins.
These distinctions
are as important
as the more commonly recognized one that unstructured
methods are more
open to subjective
interpretation
through the
observer's
own perceptions
and preconceptions.
Expert

1

observations

Figure 5. Three axes of' observation methods in
environmental perception

a better
approximation
to the average or
"true"
value.
It is a particularly
useful
technique
in the pretesting
stage of strucand where ratings
(evaltured observations,
uations)
are required.
The use of several
judges is widely
practised
in environmental
perception
studies
because one is often dealing directly
with "subjective"
values and certain types of obvious biases can be reduced
simply by asking more than one person to judge
the same data. The selection
of individual
ohservers
can be based on their
roles as "experts"
in a relevant
area of knowledge or experience
or can simply be in the interests
of increasing
the number of judges to obtain
"mean observed value".
Thus
an acceptable
the observers
themselves
become calibrated
as measuring
instruments.

judgement

One way to reduce the subjectivity
of an individual's
observations
is to increase
the
number of observers
at any point and compare
their
results.
This gives an idea of the range
of values
(error
or standard
deviation)
and

Examp 1e
Teams including
teachers,
engineers,
psychologists
and architects
visited
twenty pri22

Direct

observation

acts is less frequent.
For example, social
interaction
in a market place will
be more frequent on market day than other days in the
week, during
the day rather
than at night,
in
fine weather rather
than in bad. The market
place will
have a more rapid series
of interaction
events to observe than an empty resiThe context
of the investigadential
street.
tion and the daily,
weekly,
seasonal pattern
of activity
associated
with it are the main
criteria
for time sampling
- together
with
the general one that the longer the time period, the better.
Common time units
range from
l/2 day (6 hours) once a day for a week up to
12-24 hours once a week for several
months.
The unit for observation
can be a place
or a group of people (or individual);
or the
observer
himself
can cover a transect
and
even make his observations
from a closed traverse.
In studying
water or plant use, for
example, the researcher
can either
station
himself
at the collection
point or consumption point or preferably
both in succession.
It would be useful
also to have a complementary observation
unit of the water or plant
collectors
- that is, the observer
should
follow
a person or group and record exactly
what is done throughout
the day. This procedure has been followed
for nomadic groups
where the need to move with the resource
managers is more obvious.
It is also the best
way to study the use of wild plants
in diet
since many of these are consumed en route and
not brought hack to the home. There are many
other situations
where a similar
sampling
strategy
is advantageous.

mary schools in England and rated several
dimensions
of the school environment
such as
and noise levels
(Sommer
thermal,
visual,
1972).
thermal propFor example, the following
erties
were rated and/or measured:
1. Thermal comfort of the interior
measured values
air temperature
measured values
radiation
expert ratings
air freshness/stuffiness
measured values
air movement
measured values
humidity
expert ratings
variability
in conditions
2. Thermal environment
design
thermal properties
of
building
solar penetration
thermal
insulation
surface treatment
outside/
inside

expert

ratings

expert
expert
expert

ratings
ratings
ratings

Asswnption.
It is assumed that consensus of
same expert's
judgements
provides
consistent
measures of properties
between buildings.
Evaluation.
In this example, no effort
was
made to obtain
ratings
from the teachers
and
pupils
in the building.
This would have added
significantly
to the value of the survey and
helped to validate
the results.
Study

units

in direct

observation

The study unit for observation
will
involve
sampling in space and time. Observation
points
are usually
fewer in number than, for examin a questionple, the number of interviews
naire survey,
because the observation
of human behaviour
takes longer than the average
questionnaire,
and environmental
observation
usually
involves
greater
distance
between
data points
than interviews.
Rarely will
it
be possible
to include
all observation
points
landscape views,
fields)
(e.g. market places,
in a given study programme, so that sampling
is necessary.
However, in observation
of behaviour
in particular,
sampling strategy
is
often best designed with an eye to common
sense as much as to statistical
procedures.
Random numbers may never place the water
quality
observer
at the single
oasis in a
desert valley.
Time samples also need to be selected
in
the context
of study and not on a priori
grounds.
Landscape evaluation
observation
will
take as long as the observation
and rating task requires
- perhaps up to one hour
at a point.
Observation
of human behaviour
will
take longer as the flow of events or

Evaluation
Direct
observation
as a formal technique
is less used in environmental
perception
than
other,
more verbally
oriented
methods. This
is probably
because it takes longer to carry
out in the field
than the average interview.
Its design and pretesting
requirements
and
needs for well trained
observers
are similar
to interview
studies,
but many studies
seem
to lack the benefit
of just a few days' observation
with which to compare their
responses to hundreds of interviews.
One bias of direct
observation
of behaviour as a method is to emphasize "events"
rather
than "non-events"
because discrete
acts are easier to count, and nothing
happening is seen as a continuous
event until
relieved
by another
"event"
when something
happens. Thus despite
what was said earlier
about selecting
observation
points
where
there is most activity,
the record of "nothing happening"
can also be valuable
data.
23
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Observation

fluence
how people respond to an area.
- The significant
visual
elements can be isolated and scaled either
in the field
or
from photographs.
- The relationship
between selected
landscape
elements and their
perceived
value is sufficiently
culturally
influenced
for an observer's
perceptions
to be shared to some
degree by a relevant
larger
group ("residents",
"users",
or "general
public").
The first
assumption
is concerned with the
validity
of the measure, and the last with
its reliability.
In other words, would people
other than the researcher
select
the same features of the landscape
as being diagnostic
for determining
landscape
"value"
and would
other people make the same evaluations
of particular
landscape
scenes even if they agreed
on the salient
diagnostic
features?
Whether or not these assumptions
are reasonable can be determined
by comparing two
methods of landscape
evaluation,
both of which
use direct
observation
of the environment.
The first
is a technique
developed by Leopold
(1970) to compare the aesthetic
appeal of different
river
valleys
in the United States to
aid the environmentalist
to quantify
his
judgements.
The second is a method to develop
a map of landscape
quality
to use as a regional
planning
tool in southeastern
England
(Fines 1968).

Sometimes it is difficult
or impossible
to do direct
observation
of behaviour.
Response to earthquakes
or floods,
for example,
is difficult
to observe at the time because
it requires
the researcher
to know in advance
where the event will
occur, or to be able to
travel
quickly
to the site.
Such obstacles
are not easily
overcome, hence the necessity
to recreate
behavioural
responses by asking
questions
or listening
to respondents'
narratives,
after
the fact.
Similarly,
behaviour that occurs very rarely
in the life
of
an individual
(such as during a serious
accident)
or gradually
over a long period
(learning,
some industrial
diseases)
are less
amenable to a direct
observation
approach.
SPECIALIZED TECHNIQUES IN DIRECT OBSERVATION
Landscape

evaluation

The sensory experiences
[of landscape]
are
derived
not from visual
satisfaction
alone
but from an amalgam of all five senses.
The sounds of birds,
running
water,
rustchurch bells,
bustling
city
ling trees,
the smells of earth,
vegetation,
streets;
newly tarred
roads; these can be powerfully
evocative
of the 'genius
loci'
of
country
or town (Fines 1968).
Despite
the great difficulties
in trying
"objectively"
to evaluate
the subjective
experience of landscape
perception,
it is increasingly necessary
to do so. Landscape is a resource which has an economic value and usefulness.
Planners
at all levels
of government
are asked to identify
priority
landscapes
and
areas as part of local and regiona land use
planning.
Much of the work done in measuring
landscape quality
has been problem-oriented
and
designed to meet specific
land use planning
needs. Similarly,
a visual
analysis
of landscape quality
is often undertaken
as one part
of a larger
socio-economic
and ecological
evaluation
of an area. The recent trend in
several
countries
towards requiring
environmental impact assessments to be made for new
man-made projects
and processes has encouraged efforts
to provide
scales by which landscape quality
can be measured. Thus the plan
to build a hydro-electric
dam in Hell's
Canyon in the United States led to Leopold's
work in devising
a "uniqueness"
scale for
landscape
quality
(Leopold 1970).

Examp2e 2: LeopoZd's
(2970) method of 2andscape eva2uation
Method. Forty-six
factors
were selected
which
were considered
relevant
to landscape aesthetics (Table 1). These were grouped into physical factors
(e.g. river
width,
velocity,
valbiological
and water quality
facley height);
pollution,
land
tors (e.g. water turbidity,
flora);
and human use and interest
factors
vistas,
urbanization).
(e.g. accessibility,
Each of these factors
was provided
with a
1 to 5 evaluation
score for which verbal descriptions
or numerical
values or categories
were given by the author (see Table 1).
Sites to be evaluated
were observed from
one point at the edge of the river.
The observer completed the checklist
of fortysix items without
regard to whether he considered evaluation
number 5 as superior
or
inferior
to evaluation
number 1.
Once the set of selected
sites was directly
observed (in the original
study this
consisted
of twelve river
valley
sites
in
Idaho),
the relative
uniqueness
of each landscape factor
at each site was computed by
dividing
each evaluation
category
by the number of sites that fell
into it and assigning
the same score ("uniqueness
ratio")
to each

Assumptions
All of the methods used for landscape
evaluation
involve
three main assumptions:
- Visual
landscape
elements in some way in24
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FACTOR
NUMBER

DESCRIPTIVE
CATEGORIES

techniques

1

FACTORS
River width (ft.)
at
Depth (ft.)
low
Velocity
(ft. per sec.) ( flow )
Stream depth (ft.)
Flow vari&ility
River pattern
Valley heieht/width
Strrnm bed material
Red slope (ft./ft. I
Drainclpe area (sq. mi.)
Strrarn ,,!llr*~
Erosi
of banks
Sediment d~.pwition in bed
Width of \alley flat I ft. I

in direct

observation

EVALUATION
3

2

NUMBERS
4

5

PHYSICAL

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

F~c~oas
water rol0r
Clear cvlorless
Turbidity
(parts per milli<m)
<2.5
None
k’loating muirrial
Poor
Water condjrion
(grncral)
Algae
Amrlunt
Type
Larser plants
An1crunt
Kind

B101.0C1~

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

3-10
<3
.5-l
<.5
.5-l
<.5
1-2
<l
Little variation
1’001 & riffle
Torrent
2-s
21
Clay or silt
Sand
.0005-,001
<.ooo:t
l-10
<l
52
3
Stal,le
Stalrle
100-300
<lOO

8

FATEH

300.,500

.500- 1000

25.150
Vegrtalion

Cnxw tints
150-1000
Foamy
Gwd

1000-5000
Oily

Clue-green

Diatom

Floating

Ullk~OWll

Elodra. duck
weed

Water

>‘,ooo
Variety
Exrcllent

green

Open

26

Hillside

Open

27
28

Diversity
Condition

Small
Good

HUMAN ~JYE & hTERES+
FACTORS
Trash & litter
Metal
no. per
Paper
100 ft. of
Other (
rivrr
1
Material removable
Artificial
controls (dams. etc.)
Accessibility
Individual
Mass use
Local scene

Infrstcd

Vistas

39

Land use

40

Utilities

41
42

Degree of change
Recovery potential

43
44
45
46

Urbanization
Special views
Historic features
Misfits

lily

Caltail

Brushy

Wooded

Trees and brush

Hrushy

Wooded

Trees and brwh
Great
Overused

5-10
5-10
5-10

10.50
10-50
10.50

>50
>50
>50
Difficult removal
Controlled

Wilderness
Wilderness
Diverse views
scenes

Vistas of far places
Open or no
obstructions
Crazed
Wilderness

View confinement

KEY:

Open w. grass.
trees
Open w. grass.
trees

2-5
<2
2-5
<2
2-5
<2
Easily removed
Free and natural

and

37
38

Infested
Sonc

Large variety
Evident

Valley

34
35
36

n ro\\‘,,

Rivrr fauna
l’ollution
evidence
l.nnd flora

25

29
30
31
32
33

>lOO
>5
>5
>8
or large variation
Braided
215
Cobbles or larger
>.Ol
>I000
26
Eroding largewale deposition
> 1000

@.AI.ITY

rooted
23
24

10-30
30-100
2-s
1-2
1-2
3-5
2-4
4-8
Ephemeral
Normal
Without ril%=s Ieandrr
11-11
5-10
C.ravel
Sand & gravel
.OC5-.Ol
.oo l-.005
10.100
10-1000
4
5
Slumping

Lumbering

Forest, mixed
recreation

Scrnc obstructed
by utilities
Materially
altered
Natural recovery
unlikely
Many buildings
Unusual interest
M.Sy

Scene unobstructed
by power lines
Original
Natural
recovery
No buildings

NOIE
None
None
< less than, > greater

Table 1. Scales
with permission

Urban or paved access
Urban or paved access
Closed or without
diversity
Closed or no vistas
Closrd by bills.
cliffs or trees
Urhanized

Many

than, ?Z less than or equal to, I divided

for emluation
from LeopoZd

of Landscape
2970)
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Observation

site for that factor.
For example, if two
sites were classified
as category
5 for accessibility
(paved access),
then each site
would have been assigned a uniqueness
ratio
for accessibility
of 0.50 (1 divided
by 2
The uniqueness
value was thus indesites).
pendent of the scales set up for each factor
(in this example, paved access to wilderness).
When uniqueness
ratios
were obtained
for
each of the forty-six
factors,
the ratios
for
each site were added up to give a "total
uniqueness ratio"
for that site.
Using these
the uniqueness
of one site could be
totals,
compared with that of another;
the higher the
the more unique the site.
This total
ratio,
ratio
was objective
in that it did not distinguish
between aesthetically
attractive
or
unattractive
uniqueness.
Any combination
of the forty-six
factors
could be selected
to perform additional
operations
and obtain
indices
of, for example,
degree of pollution
or bioriver
character,
logical
importance.
Using two such indices
of "valley
characcharacter",
Leopold sought
ter" and "river
to validate
his case for Hell's
Canyon's (Idscenic qualities
by comaho, lJnited States)
paring i~ts score with those similarly
obtained
for four recognized
spectacular
natural
beauty spots in the tinited
States:
Grand CanSnake River in Grand Teton
yen, Yellowstone,
National
Park and Yosemite National
Park.

and researcherform, it is culture-bound
If used in other studies
and in
structured.
the significant
landscape
other countries,
features
would need to be chosen within
the
local cultural
context.
The selection
should
also reflect
a consensus of a representative
judgement
example of people, using similarity
techniques
(page 22).
The main assumption
of the method - that
uniqueness
is critical
to landscape value is probably
less true for longer settled
countries
where typicality
(e.g. the typical
Normandy countryside
in France) is valued in its
the emphasis on natural
own right.
Similarly,
river
features
of the landscape
is obviously
less valid
in other environments.
With appropriate
selection
of landscape
features
and
recognition
of the cultural
and spatial
limits
to their
validity,
Leopold's
method can form
the basis of a useful
and systematic
approach
to landscape
evaluation.
Example 2: E'irzes' (2968) method of landscape
c7)aha tion
Yethod: development
0s scale.
A representative group of forty-five
"judges"
was selected to independently
rank and evaluate
in
twenty selected
colour phototerms of beauty,
graphs of landscape and townscape views, all
of which were taken under average atmospheric
One photograph
was selected
as a
conditions.
"control
view" with a value of 1.0 and numerical values were assigned by each judge for
each view in relation
to the control
view.
The design experts within
the forty-five
judges provided
a scale of values from 0 to
32 which were then arranged
in six categories:
undistinguished,
pleasant,
disunsightly,
superb and spectacular
(Fig. 6).
tinguished,

Leopold's
main assumption
is that
A:;:;ury3iion.
unique landscape
is of more significance
to
society
than landscape
that is common. Beyond
this explicit
rationale,
there are several
other assumptions
that are implicit
in the
method:
- The forty-six
landscape
factors
selected
are appropriate
for measuring
landscape
significance
to society.
- Of the forty-six
landscape
factors
selcan be concerned with
ected, twenty-three
river
characteristics.
- Social features
of landscape
(historic
appropriateness
urbanisation,
features,
of buildings)
can be scaled from 1 to 5
in the same manner (and by the same observer?)
as river
depth, width and velocity.
- A site can be evaluated
from one observation point.
can be additive
to enable
- "Uniqueness"
comparison
of sites.
- The method is quantitative
and scientifically
objective.
The setting
out of the assumptions
implicit
in Leopold's
method indicates
some of the
main problems in using it.
In its present

was used to deField work. This technique
velop a map of landscape value for use in regional
planning
of East Sussex, England.
It
required
one surveyor
and one driver
for 90
working days in the field
for an area of 773
square miles (c. 2000 km2), which is a rate
of progress
of 8.5 square miles per day (c.
22 km2/day).
This was followed
by 25 man/
days of office
work in drawing the map (equivalent to about 30 square miles,
or 80 km',
per man/day).
The surveyor
needed to be trained
in landscape and map interpretation.
He was expected
to choose an area of suitable
size for each
day's work and design an economical
route
his own observaaround it. He then selected
In the East Sussex survey,
about
tion points.
two viewpoints
per km2 were used. Some idea
of the field
task involved
will
be gained
from these extracts
from the field
manual:
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OF LANDSCAPE
VALUES

,2 <LANDSCAPE

VALUE

observation

NORMAL RANGE OF VALUES FOR
TYPICAL
LANDSCAPE
& TOWNSCAPE TYPES
(5EE ATFOOT
W v

UNITS1

1

CA

31.
M29.

CI HIGHEST
NORMAL
VALUE -WORLD
(wwto”I
special atwaphwc
plw~wla)

Ia

a HIGHEST

NORMAL
VALUE
GREAT
BRITAIN

-

Q HIGHEST
SUSSEX

NORMAL
VALUEEAST
AND LOWLAND
BRITAIN

17
It

4
I2

SUPERB

DISTINGUISHED

6
S
4

PLEASANT

3

c

7

8

9

/5

---._
-.._lb----MEAN-EAST
SUSSEX
COUNTY
ROROUCHS

WITH
S.2R

MEAN-SOUTH

ENGLAND

EAST

43

2
UNDISTINGUISMED
UNSIGMTLV
Lmvlond Lmdrcop
Types
I.
Countryside
spoilt by wcossiva
cluttw.
2.
Flat unrolievad
plains (inc. prairie.
steppe,
desert
3. Flat or gmtly
undulrtin;
“humanised’
countryside.
4. Woods
and forats
(incorior).
5. Coastal
marshes.
creaks.
duna.
6. Fbt DC #ently
undulating
heaths and commons.
7.
Landscrpad
parks.
8.
Low hills (inc. Downs.
woodad
hills).
9. Couul
cliL.

Figure

6. Scale
peniaaion

for

Highland
l.ondscope
Types
IO.
Hi;h hills and moo”.
I I.
Loww
mountains
(*.I. Britain)
12. Groat mountains,
canyons.
wrtwfallr.
Townscape
Typos
13. Slums and dwalict
areas.
14. Modern
industrial
l d commercial
areas.
IS.
Modem
suburbia.
16. Towns of~rchitactunl
and historic
interest.
17. Classic towns (e.g. Florw~ca.
Venice.
Edinbuwh).
Note: Many of hichest
value viws
combin.
two or mom
WP-.

and tundra).

hadaoape
beaity
evaluation
from Fines 1968)
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Observation

- "At each viewpoint
the value of views in
all directions
(where significant)
will
be recorded."
- "Views over a particular
tract
of land
should be obtained
from several
different
directions."
- "Establish
for a particular
tract
of land
the highest
and lowest values."
- "View - a sector of the landscape
enclosed
within
an angle of 600."
- "Tract
- a small indivisible
area of land,
homogeneous in character,
normally
bounded
by natural
features,
e.g. a ridge and wa(Fines 1968).
tercourse"
Field observations
(the numbered values for
each view) were recorded directly
onto maps.
in the office,
these observed,
view
Later,
values were converted
into values for areas
paying particular
attention
to
or tracts,
uniqueness
of a view and to special
sequences
of "absolute
beauty"
of views. The evaluation
was made irrespective
of the relative
accessibility
of the area (i.e.,
even where no one
could see it).

Comparison of LeopoZd's and Fines' methods
Comparison of these two direct
observation methods reveals
that the major weakness
of landscape
evaluation
is its subjective
appraisal
of landscape
on behalf of other peoand its highly
local validity
to speci0,
fic cultures
and environments
for any one
scale or system of nomenclature.
There is so
far no universally
accepted system of landscape values or of the most significant
landThe criteria
for selection
of
scape features.
view values
(in Fines' method) and landscape
features
(in Leopold's
method) are arbitrary.
Neither
method deals explicitly
with the issue of changing landscape value over time or
with more complex values such as "ambiguity"
which have emerged in studand "complexity"
ies of urban perception
as valued attributes
(see pages 66-69).
Other methods have been developed specificially
for forest
landscapes
(Litton
1968)
urban landscapes
(Steinitz
1968), and the absorptive
capacity
of landscapes
to change
(Jacobs and Way 1969). Some of these use direct observation
of the environment,
while
others use photographs
or slides
as surroas an aggregates. Some focus on landscape
gate or "view",
while others evaluate
particular
landscape
elements.

Assumption.
The assumption
in this method is
that landscape
beauty is a culturally
shared
which can be reliably
scaled indepenvalue,
dent of the observer
and that,
in England,
relative
relief
(and associated
land use) is
a prime determinant
of landscape
beauty.

Behavioura

mapping

Behavioural
mapping is a technique
used to
record what human activities
take place where.
The maps provide
a graphic,
shorthand
description
of different
types of behaviour
for
a defined spatial
unit,
which can be a building, a street
or a larger
area such as a national
park. The scale of the study unit helps
to define the number of observation
points
and
time samples. In large areas such as national
may be of car
parks, the observed behaviour
and pedestrian
movements, such as stops to
admire views or animals,
or to take walks and
picnics.
In these cases, several
observers
stationed
at points
or going along transects
through the area can be used as the sampling
basis.
In smaller
areas such as buildings
and
children's
playgrounds,
all the relevant
space
may be observable
from one point and time samples may be every 15 minutes to 1 hour over
an entire
day.

Evaluation.
This approach to landscape
appraisal
is replicable
in other environments
are relevant
although
the criwhere "views"
teria
for the categories
are clearly
culturally biased and researcher-structured.
New
sets of categories
would need to be selected
and validated
for extending
the study outside
of England.
The method is laborious
and reobserver
in its present
quires an "expert"
format but could be modified
to use several
less experienced
observers.
Accessibility
may
not be considered
an important
criteria
of
beauty in the landscape
but it is important
in evaluating
it for mapping as opposed to
The field
time would be
"site"
evaluations.
much increased
where roads are poor and the
observation
points would be more widely
spaced
Where topographic
and land use maps are available (scales
of 1:63,360
or less),
a map interpretation
technique
produces comparable
results
to direct
observation
(Linton
1968).
In the absence of detailed
maps or air photos,
direct
observation
can be a systematic
though
culture-dependent
method for landscape
evaluation.
Fines'
technique,
modified
for local
circumstances,
could,
for example, be used
for this purpose.

Method
The standard procedure
for behavioural
mapping is to:
- identify
the categories
into which the
continuous
stream of behaviour
is to be
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observer
was or was not present.
In conclusion,
it has been demonstrated
that the technique
is highly
reliable
as a
scientific
method. Its validity
is more difficult
to ascertain,
but despite
its heavy
dependence on the initial
categories
set up
to group many different
behaviours,
it is also expected to be reasonably
valid.
Its constraints
are the practical
ones of the area
that can be covered by direct
observation
and its limitation
to easily
visible
and
spatial
behaviour.

grouped by first
observing
the areas to be
mapped and recording
observations
as a naruse similarity
judgement to check
rative;
reliability
of categories
(see page 22);
- define
the area to be mapped;
- prepare observer
instructions
and coding
and a sampling
schedule;
sheets,
- carry out field
observations,
recording
them onto data sheets or maps;
- analyse data;
- make experimental
change in environment
and repeat survey of behaviour
(optional).
The total
frequency
of all types of activities in any one place defines
its behavioural
density
and the relative
frequency
of each
type of behaviour
defines
its activity
profile.

Example
An example of the application
of behavioural
mapping is provided
by Ittelson,
Rivlin and Proshansky
(1970).
The study unit was
two psychiatric
wards of a large,
private
general hospital
each having about twenty-two
patients
staying
up to about 3 months each.
Observers
first
recorded all patient
behaviour over periods
of a few hours and listed
300 descriptions
of behaviour.
Trained judges
reduced this list
to six categories:
isolatedpassive,
isolated-active,
social,
mixed-active,
visit,
and traffic-behaviour
(Table 2).
Observers were trained
in the method and became familiar
with the hospital
routine
and
ward personnel
before making observations.
These were recorded on data sheets and key
punched later.
Observations
were made every
15 minutes during most of the working day.
Where it was checked, agreement between observers was high - 84 per cent of behaviours
were reported
identically
by two independent
observers.
Other checks on reliability
were
equally
high.
An initial
survey showed a high proportion
of isolated
behaviour
in the one room of the
ward and alterations
to this area, followed
by a resurvey,
showed a complex pattern
of
behavioural
adjustments
throughout
the various parts of the ward. The study thus demonstrated
that overt behaviour
and environment
are functionally
related,
and that this relationship
can be measured by behavioural
mapalso stress
that beping. The researchers
havioural
mapping can be used to describe
the
relationship
between physical
space and behaviour
and to compare two or more different
situations
or conditions.

Assumption
The underlying
assumption
is that the spatial
distribution
and frequency
of different
behaviours
of individuals
and groups are related to the environment
in which they take
place.
Evaluation
Behavioural
mapping is a simple and reliable
technique
for observing
how people react to specific
environments.
It is most rigorous where the area to be mapped is small
(e.g. within
buildings),
and where the "behaviours"
are of a restricted
range. It is
particularly
useful
in longitudinal
or experimental
study designs where an environmental variable
can be modified
after
the
first
maps are made and its effect
on behaviour measured by a second observational
survey (as in the example below).
Two decisions
which must be made at the outset,
and which
affect
the interpretation
of the results,
are
the way the behaviours
are categorized
and
whether the observed behaviours
are those of
in which case the observed enindividuals,
vironment
must include
both other people and
physical
components,
or of groups. Observations of group behaviour
may still
emphasize
interaction
with other groups (e.g. people
on beaches) or the groups may be relatively
isolated
from one another
(e.g. in a wilderness area).
The technique
requires
that the observer
does not intrude
on the behaviour
of the observed any more than necessary.
He should
try to fade into the background
and obviously,
the longer he continues
to observe,
the less
intrusive
he will
be. Cross-checks
of observer intrusion
are useful,
such as asking
some people afterwards
whether they saw any
significant
differences
in behaviour
when t:he

Behaviour-setting

Assumptions
A survey of behaviour-settings
is the method developed
over a 25-year period by
Roger Barker.
This method is an outcome
approach to the study
of his "real world"
29
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survey
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Observation

Patient
Patirnt

reclines on bench, hand over face, but riot aslwp
lica ill bed awake
.~____
Patient sleeps on easy chair
One patient sleeps whde others are lined up for lunch

lie awake
Isolated
Passive

sleeping

Patient
P.ltient

sits, smiling to self
alts, smoking and spitting

sitting
alone

Patient
Patient

writes letter on bench
takes notes from a book

write

Patient
Patient

sets own hair
sits, waiting to get into shower

Patient
Patient

reads newspaper
reads a book

Patient
Patient

and nurse’s aid stand next to alcove
stands in doorway smoking

stand

Patient
Patlent

paces between room and corridor
paces from roonl to room saying hello to other patients

pacing

p?rS”“d

hygiene

and paces

Isolated
Active

read

Upon receiving lunch so~ne patients t.lke it to bedroom
Patient sits at table and eats by self

eating

Patient
Patient

housekeeping

cleans tables with sponge
makes bed

Two patients listen to record player
Patient turns down volume on rxlio

phonogrnphdl”

Patient
Patient

knits, sitting down
paints (oils), sitting

arts
and crafts

Patient
Patierlt

and registered nurses watch TV together
watches TV, goes to get towel, returns

TV

Patient
Patient

stands and watches a card game
sits on cans in hall watching people go by

watching
activity

down

Patients play soccer in corridor
Patient and doctor play chess

hlixed
Active

a”

games
Social

One patient talks to another in reassuring tones
Four patients sit facing corridor, talk sporadically
Patient fails to respond to doctor’s questions

talk

Patient
Patient

talk (visitor)

Visit

traffic

TGlRC

introduces visitors to other patient
stands near room with visitors

Patient comes in to flick cigarette
Patients go to solarium

Table

2.

ashes

Classifying
behaviour
from Ittelson,
RivZin

into categories
and Proshansky
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for the design of built
environment
comparisons
between towns, countries,
tures,
etc.

of behaviour
and environment
(Barker 1968).
His model of environmental
perception
is focussed on "behaviour-settings"
which are ecological
units
in which people exhibit
characteristic
patterns
of behaviour.
The units
have definite
bounded locations
in space and
and a
time. For example, a church service
school playtime
are behaviour-settings
whereas the educational
system and teenagers
are
occurs in well
not. Most of human behaviour
defined
socio-physical
settings
such as a
park.
shop, meeting hall or recreation
Barker's
thesis
is that behaviour
within
the same behaviour-setting
is more similar
than the behaviour
of any individual
as he
moves between different
behaviour-settings.
This is true for both individuals
and people
in the aggregate.
Thus we will
behave differently
in a church,
in a shop, and on a
sports ground although
we remain the same peoterms, the behavple. In overt behavioural
iour-settings
are more consistent
than peothus forming characteristic
ecological
de,
units.
A survey of behaviour-settings
is thus
a method for obtaining
an inventory
and description
of the behaviour-settings
of larger
such as a town or an inecological
units,
stitution
(e.g. school,
hospital).
It is one
way to discover
the rules of the game - the
arrangement
of appropriate
behaviour
for different
places and different
times, which people read from environmental
cues every day.

in
cul-

Emmpte
Barker's
survey of Midwest,
Kansas (Barker
and Wright 1955; Barker and Gump 1964; Barker 1968), a small town of 830 inhabitants
in
the United States,
has been a major effort
of
the Midwest Psychological
Foundation
for over
The study - with its comparisons
in
25 years.
England) and Svelvik,
Yoredale
(Yorkshire,
behaviourNorway - stands as the prototype
Trained observers
were used
setting
survey.
in direct
observation
studies
which sometimes
followed
one person for a whole day and which
together
total
several
man years of field
observation.
The results
of this study have been detailed
in several
reports,
showing the different
levels
of usefulness
of the results
of
this kind of survey.
For the town of Midwest,
the 830 inhabitants spent 1,125,134
hours in the town's 884
behaviour-settings
during the survey year.
The time spent within
any one setting
ranged
from 1 hour (Saddle Club Organizing
Meeting)
to 87,376 (Trafficways).
In terms of local autonomy, over 70 per
cent of the inhabitants'
time was spent in
behaviour-settings
controlled
within
the
town and the surrounding
district
compared
to less than 5 per cent controlled
at state
and federal
levels
- an interesting
index of
the high degree of local
control
over their
life-spaces.
The 884 behaviour-settings
of Midwest could
he grouped into 198 categories,
or "genotypes"
in Barker's
terminology.
In a comparison
with
nearly
half of these
in England,
Yoredale,
genotypes were shared between the two different national
and cultural
settings.
In comparing behaviour-settings
within
schools,
critical
distinctions
in behaviour
were found between large and small schools
(Barker and Gump 1964). Children
in small
schools were more actively
involved
and more
they saw themselves
as
closely
regulated;
functionally
more important
to the school
and sharing more responsibility.
They
identified
more closely
with the school.

!vethod
The steps Barker proposes for a complete
behaviour-setting
survey of a town are:
- identify
all possible
behaviour-settings
using direction
observations,
content
analysis of local newspapers,
public
notices,
etc.;
"non-behaviour-settings"
that
- eliminate
do not fulfil
specified
criteria
(see Barker 1968, p. 37-46);
- conduct a direct
observation
survey
of each behaviour-setting
(usually
by 30
recording
observations
minute periods),
in terms of behaviour
episodes and rating
them into eleven action
patterns
and four
behaviour
types,
as well as describing
the
characteristics
of the setting
(see Table
3 for summary of observation
ratings
an2
scores);
- classify
behaviour-settings
into groups
are in
(genotypes) ; behaviour-settings
the same genotype if they can continue
functioning
normally
when their
key personnel are interchanged
(e.g. lawyer in
teacher
in school,
mana legal office,
ager in a factory);
- interpret
data in terms of implications

Evahatiovz
A behaviour-setting
survey on the scale
of the Midwest survey is a time-consuming
and expensive
operation
involving
trained
obthe analysis
of many data and a comservers,
mitment of at least a year's
field
work for
one small community.
The work done is important as a rare in-depth
study of environmen3 1
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BEHAVIOUR

-

SETTING

RATING SCALES
ACTIVITY

T
BOUNDARIES

ACTION PATTERNS

aesthetic
business

frequency

education

duration

government

occupancy

nutrition

penetration

personal

appearance

physical

health

time
(roles

professionalism
recreation
religion

TOTAL

ORGANIZATION

BEHAVIOUR

pressure

affective
gross

motor

welfare

activity

(purpose

autonomy

manipulation
talking
thinking
TOTAL

Richness

b

of Behaviour-Setting

Table 3. Barker's

system
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=
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Indirect

observation

Webb et al. (1966) provide many examples
of indirect
observation,
or unobtrusive
meato measurements made by
sures. In addition
hidden instruments
(instead
of human obserthey suggest three main sources for
vers),
indirect
measures:
trace indicators
such
- erosion measures,
as wear on paths to measure traffic;
- accretion
measures,
accumulating
indicators such as dust on library
books to measure readership;
- archival
records,
official,
institutional
and sales records as data sources.
The use of archival
records
is similar
to
"listening
and coding" methods. In Durkheim's
(1951) study of suicide,
analysis
is made of
suicide
rates from archival
records
for several centuries
in terms of season of the year,
time of day, education,
sex, etc. McClelland
(1961) also makes use of a wide variety
of
archival
material
including
folk-tales
and
children's
stories
in his analysis
of "The
City directories
can be
Achieving
Society".
used to study rates of residential
mobility
for different
ethnic
groups as they become
acculturated
into the urban society
(Ianni
1957-58).
Social mobility
and family
organization
have been studied
using information
inscribed
on gravestones
(Warner 1959).
The possible
sources of indirect
information are endless and can provide
important
supporting
evidence to that gained by other
advantages
of
methods. The methodological
these sources lie in the non-interference
with
human behaviour
as it happens, also possible
to some extent with other methods. The major
weakness of such sources are that they integrete many variables
and are thus less useful
for analysing
the process of environmental
perception
leading
to human actions.

ta1 perception
in a natural
setting,
but it
is unlikely
to be replicated
on a similar
scale. At the level
of a whole community,
it
is questionable
whether the investment
in
field
effort
is worth the output in terms of
results
which can be useful
for policymore behaviour-settings
making. In Midwest,
were found than the total
number of inhabiThe logistics
of doing such a survey
tants.
soon grow to unmanageable proportions
if larger communities
are studied.
Many interesting
data were generated
which
suggest possibilities
for better
describing
a town as an ecological
unit,
but the most
practical
results
were gained at the level
of
comparing buildings
and their
functions.
The
work on schools has direct
value in designing their
physical
layout
and their
social
organization.
The comparison made in the behaviour
of old people in Yorkshire,
England,
and Kansas (Barker 1961) can be used in helping to provide
better
community facilities
for old people.
It is possible
to take Barker's
methodological
approach and study particular
behaviour-settings
to answer specific
research
questions.
His scheme for categorizing
behaviour may not, however, be universally
applicable. There also remains the problem that
the classifying
and rating
of behaviour
relies on the judgement of the observer.
Where
tests for inter-observer
reliability
were
(Barmade, they were found to be acceptable
ker and Wright 1955).
The behaviour-setting
survey is based largely on direct
observation
with some interA future
direction
might well be to
viewing.
increase
the complementary
role of interviewing after
observations
have been made. The
data would be richer
and less time consuming
to collect.

Example:

Dongore

welt

water

use

INDIRECT OBSERVATION
Ethiopia,
good water is
At Dongore, in rural
supplied
by a government well which serves
about 3000 people who walk an average distance of 2.5 km to fetch water.
A study was
made of water use at the well (Browne 1974).
Direct
observation
on several
days was used
in combination
with interviews
with people
who came to the well,
and the use of watersale records
to integrate
the other time sample data over a year.
Figure 7 shows the water collected
from
by the inthe well over a year, as indicated
direct
measure of monthly revenue.
It was revealed that water was bought from the well
by most users only in the dry season. During
the wet season, they used other poorer quality
sources.
The implications
for health
benefits

Direct
observation
sees behaviour
as it happens; indirect
observation
uses the effects
of human action
on the biosphere
as a meaIt is an integrated
measure of'behaviour.
sure which includes
environmental
perception
with behaviour.
For example, the movement of people in the
countryside
can be measured by direct
observation
or by interviewing
a sample of respondents.
It can also be measured by the differential
width and wear of tracks and paths.
In
an area where people's
movements are entirely
such as a national
park, their
recreational,
behaviour
might be directly
related
to their
perception
of the landscape
and preference
for different
recreational
activities.
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of installing
the deep well are obvious - for
had no beqpart of the year, the installation
eficial
effect.
Supplementing
this information
by direct
observation
and interviews
at the well for a
were able to
few sample days, the researchers
relate
the water use to poor management of
the well which exacerbated
a situation
in
which water quality
was not perceived
as a
high order priority
for most households.
Thus,
in addition
to the cost of good water,
people
were discouraged
by long queueing times of
3-6 hours at the well which led to black market prices
of eight times the official
water
rate.

will
have access to more data and will
be
able to interpret
those data more meaningfully
in relation
to the respondents'
perceptions.
Until
recently,
participant
observation
was largely
an anthropological
method which
evolved as a necessary
means to understand
foreign
cultures
and unknown languages.
In
using participant
observation
to study the
perceptions
and functioning
of the researcher's own society,
new possibilities
and problems emerge.
Observer-observed

Participation
involves
relationships
with
For the direct
observer
and
other people.
the interviewer
with his structured
questionnaire,
relationships
with respondents
can be
kept relatively
distant
and short-lived.
The
participant
observer
may have to maintain
credibility
and sociability
with others for
weeks, months or even years, when he may be
living
relatively
isolated
from his own social structure.
The participant
observer
occupies
a position in the network of relationships
he is
studying.
His role as observer may be more
or less disguised,
as he may be more or less
active
in the affairs
taking place or more
or less marginal
to the society,
aloof to
its concerns and transitory
to its development.
But wherever the observer may place himself on any of these dimensions
is less important
than how the respondents
perceive
him. Their images of the observer
are critical
to how they respond to him and what
data he will
be able to collect.
Once the observer is accorded a meaningful
role by respondents,
his position
in the social
network
is assured and data collection
are facilitated.
The collection
and interpretation
of data
are conditioned
by the observer's
own perceptions and experience.
The contrast
discussed
by Oscar Lewis between his study and one done
by Robert Redfield
of the same community of
Tepoztlin
in Mexico,
illustrates
the importance of different
observers'
perceptions
over and above any "objective"
changes that
took place in the village
between the two
studies:
The impression
given by Redfield's
study
of Tepoztlan
is that of a relatively
homogeneous, isolated,
smoothly
functioning and well-integrated
society
made up
of a contented
and well-adjusted
people.
His picture
of the village
has a Rousseauan quality
which glosses
lightly

Evaluation
This study is a good example of a small-scale,
well designed
investigation
using three comindirect
obserplementary
methods, including
to provide
a practical
set of recomvation,
It demonstrates
how an indirect
mendations.
measure can be used to extrapolate
direct
observation
and interview
data over a longer
period and for the total
population
concerned.
It also demonstrates
the force of the argument that three methods are better
than one.
PARTICIPANT OBSERVATION
Participant
observation
is a widely
used and
highly
adaptable
method for field
investigation
of environmental
perception,
whose
theory and method are relatively
little
discussed. It is a method more often practised
In participant
obserthan "talked-about".'
vation,
direct
observation,
asking questions
and listening
are blended together
as the
researcher
takes part in the life
and actions
of the people he is studying.
The researcher
thus plays two roles - observer
and partic-ipant. His field
work consists
of joining
in
the lives
of his respondents,
talking
to some
of them (especially
his "informants")
and <assembling detailed
notes as soon as possible
after
the events take place.
Assumption
As an approach,
participant
observation
implies
less concern with methodological
refinements
for handling
data after
they are
and more concern with the needs
collected,
for valid
data (Vidich
1954-55).
Its rationale is that the researcher
who participates
1. Someimportant exceptions are Kluckhohn
Lewis

(1951)

and Whyte

interaction

(1940),

(1951).
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over evidence of violence,
disruption,
suffering
and maladjustcruelty,
disease,
ment. We are told little
of poverty,
ecoor political
schisms.
nomic problems,
Throughout
his study we find an emphasis
upon the cooperative
and unifying
factors
in Tepoztecan
society.
Our findings,
on
the other hand, would emphasize the underlying
individualism
of Tepoztecan
institutions
and character,
the lack of coopthe tensions
between villages
eration,
within
the municipio,
the schisms within
the village
and the pervading
quality
of
envy and distrust
in interpersonal
fear,
relations
(Lewis 1951).
Field

pologist
to put the respondent
at his ease
as teacher and expert where the researcher
is clearly
alien
to the society.
It is a much
more difficult
role to play in one's own society without
incurring
the personal
label of
fool or deceiver,
or both.
Working in his own society,
the participant
observer
has the advantage of familiarity
with
much of the cultural
meaning of what he observes and the disadvantage
that,
in fact,
his experience
is more limited
than his respondents usually
realize.
Situations
paralleling
those in anthropology,
where subcultures
are studied
within
one's own society
social,
occupation
groups) en(e.g. ethnic,
able a naive stance to look more plausible.

strategy
Use of informants
in underAgain, the obvious difficulties
standing
foreign
cultures
has made the anthropologist
more experienced
in the use of
local
informants
than most other social
scientists.
Experience
has shown that informants
are often self-selected
people who are themselves somewhat marginal
to the group being
studied,
and who are able to "objectify"
their
experiences.
The great advantage informants have over the observer
himself
is
that their
perceptions
have been shaped over
time by their
experiences
within
the study
however much they are able to "objecgrow,
tify"
them later.
Like the observer,
however,
they tend to be marginal
to the local group
and this will
colour
their
information.
The
use of informants
is thus an adjunct
to participant
observation;
it should not be considered a substitute.

Commitment versus aloofness
Participant
observers
usually
try to keep
their
own preferences
and allegiances
hidden.
Sometimes the problem of conflict
of interests emerges and each group will
want to know
with which faction
the observer's
loyalties
It is a natural
demand, for the research
lie.
er is likely
to be entering
several
camps indeed,
he will
be deliberately
trying
to
maintain
his neutrality
and access to all
sides in order to describe
the situation
obThis may make him suspect unless
jectively.
his role as transcender
of local discords
is acceptable
to all.
and "aloof-observer"
His position
outside
the situation
clearly
shapes the character
of the data he can obtain.
The alternative
direction
to take is that
with the respondents
of "emotional
identity"
(or one section
of them) in addition
to "role
identity".
It may thus become impossible
for
the observer
to remain outside
the situation
and he may even deliberately
reject
his objective
role in favour of commitment to his
new society.
Rather than a slide
in one direction,
the participant
observer
often experiences
emotional
swings of the pendulum
as he observes events from day to day. As a
scientist
he should be aware of these emotional
pulls
and record them as part of his
data.

Field notes
Records of observations
should be made as
soon as possible
as the sense of immediacy is
important
to what they convey. Writing
up
notes each day is a standard part of field
work in participant
observation.
The research
process inevitably
brings
changes in the observer's
perceptions
as his understanding
of
what he sees deepens. Field notes made later
in the period of observation
will
reflect
these changes. There is a natural
tendency
to discard
earlier
perceptions
in favour of
earlier
notes inlater
ones, and to redraft
to the perceptual
framework of later
ones.
The final
report
thus emerges as a more coherent document which may mask valuable
data
on the process of change and alternative
perspectives
on the events which took place.
The observer's
last set of categories
and
perceptions
are not necessarily
his only, or
most valid,
ones.

Naivety
Versus expertise
Anthropologists
working
in alien cultures
and languages have an important
advantage
over the researcher
working within
his own
society;
they can reasonably
maintain
an attitude
of ignorance
and naivety
which enables
them to ask simple questions,
and to repeat
them rather
in the manner of a child
seekIt is easier for the anthroing information.
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questions:

intemietiing

In addition
to the specific
references
to
landscape
evaluation
techniques,
two overview
papers by Jacobs (1975) and Crofts
and Cooke
(1974) can be mentioned,
Webb et aZ. (1966)
provide
the best source of material
on indirect observation
and Rosenthal
(1966) complements their
thesis
with his work on experimenter effects
in behavioural
research.
Kluckhohn
(1940) and Whyte (1951) discuss
the methodological
issues in participant
observation.
There are many examples in different languages
of participant
observation
available in sociological
and ethnographic
studies.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER READING
Selltiz
et al. (1959) discuss
structured
and
unstructured
observations
and Webb et. al.
(1966) have useful
comments on simple observations
and problems of sampling.
Barker (in
Barker and Wright 1955, Barker and Gump 1964,
Barker 1968) has developed
the most comprehensive
system of behaviour
observation
and,
in addition
to the references
cited
in the
a good analysis
using long periods
of
text,
observation
is given in the account of "One
boy's day" by Barker and Wright
(1951).
IV.

ASKING QUESTIONS
itory
"opinions"
versus deeper-seated
"values".
If the answers to these questions
are generally positive,
then a questionnaire
or standard interview
schedule
is likely
to be the
research
instrument
chosen. Questionnaires
are the most structured
form of asking questions
since respondents
are usually
asked to
complete the answers without
the interviewer
being present
to clarify
and elaborate
the
questions
or to give encouragement.
The choice
of a standardized
interview
schedule
(sometimes also called
a "questionnaire")
usually
implies
a trade-off
between reliability
and
efficiency,
over validity,
in its widest
sense
of measuring
perceptions
as the respondent
perceives
them.
In contrast
to some of the observational,
listening
and interviewing
methods described
in this Technical
Note, there are many descriptions
and discussions
of interviewing
methods. A practical
guide to structured
survey
interviewing
was published
by the Survey Research Center in Michigan
(1976). Dexter
(1970) has discussed
specialized
interviewing
and included
an annotated
bibliography.
Gordon (1969) has compared various
types of interviews
and their
applications.
In addition,
most standard
texts on social
science methods
include
interviewing
techniques
and sampling
design.
The Guidelines
will
therefore
briefly
review the various
ways of asking questions
and concentrate
on describing
some specialized techniques
for environmental
perception.

INTERVIEWING
As in observational
methods, techniques
in
asking questions
range from highly
structured,
preceded ones to informal,
unstandardized
approaches.
Interview
and questionnaire
methods
are used far more than observational
methods
in the social
sciences;
this is still
true to
a lesser
extent
for studies
of environmental
perception.
The rapid proliferation
of questionnaire
social
surveys since they were developed in nineteenth-century
Europe is less
a reflection
of their
superior
validity
as a
means of obtaining
data, than of their
relative economy in time and effort.
Except for
the more specialized
interviews
- which may
merge into participant
observation
- asking
questions
to which responses are specifically
directed
generally
takes less time per respondent than observing
him or listening
to
his freely
composed narratives
and descrip-,
tions.
Asking questions
of people also provides
information
that could not be systematically
observed,
such as questions
about the past
and future,
and questions
on attitudes,
feelings and beliefs.
The choice of a more or less
standardized
approach involves
consideration
of:
- the confidence
with which the researcher
feels he can "precede"
the data and anticipate
all the relevant
questions
and
categories
of responses;
- the need to obtain
large samples for quantitative
analysis
and statistical
inference to larger
populations;
- the time, money and personnel
available
to do the research;
- the literacy
and familiarity
of respondents with questionnaires
and interviews,
opinion
polls,
etc.;
- research
questions
and goals,
e.g. trans-

Unstandardized

interview

An important
difference
between an unstandardized (elite,
in-depth,
specialized,
key actor interview)
and a standard,
survey interview is that in the unstandardized
one, all
respondents
are not considered
equal.
Some
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people are better
informed and more sensitive
to the topic of the interview
and their
responses carry more weight in the final
analysis. Thus, where a deviation
would be handled
statistically
in a survey,
a unique or unusual response in an unstandardized
interview
may form the basis of a revised
interpretation.
The design of the interview
is not unstructured,
as is sometimes claimed,
but is
implicit
and not visible
in the form of questionnaire
schedules,
etc. It requires
thorough familiarity
before the interview
with
the topic of the interview
and with the main
actors and events likely
to be involved.
A
set of key questions
should be prepared beforehand
and can be written
out on a single
sheet as a reminder during the interview.
The reward for good preparation
is often
an easy, conversational
interview
between
two people who respect
one another's
roles
and who have a certain
degree of mutual trust,
with one person (the respondent)
sharing his
greater
knowledge and experience
(of the topic in hand) with the other (the interviewer).
The main principle
to keep in mind is to
encourage the respondent
to present not only
his perceptions
of the situation
but to let
him define
that situation
in his own terms,
to include,
as far as possible,
what he himself regards as relevant.
Apparently
inconsequential
remarks can reveal
important
information
when considered
in the context
of
interviews.
It has been sugthat,
and other,
gested that one should aim for "something
which sounds like a discussion
but is really
a quasi-monologue
stimulated
by understanding comments" (Dexter 1970).
In introducing
the interview,
the interviewer should be fairly
vague about the focus, becoming more precise
with later
ques"Tough" questions
are best left
untions.
til
near the end of the interview,
after
there has been an opportunity
to establish
some rapport
between the respondent
and the
Notes should ideally
be as cominterviewer.
plete as possible
and written
up the same day.
Tape recording
is possible
in some interview
situations
but requires
an enormous amount
of time to transcribe
and inhibits
some respondents as well as some interviewers.
It is important
to establish
a temporary
working relationship
with the respondent
but
the form the relationship
takes will
vary between situations
and cultures.
In North America, interviews
tend to go better,
compared
to England,
if the interviewer
displays
an
outgoing,
slightly
aggressive
personality.
In France, interviews
with key actors need
more frequently
to be established
on intel-

questions

lectual
criteria
with the respondent
seeing
to the research
prohimself
as "consultant
ject"
(Lerner 1956). Nadel (1939), describing his field
work in Africa
with one tribe
whose culture
was characterized
by individual
aggression
and jealousy,
comments:
In the case of interviews
which bear on
secret and forbidden
topics,
I have found
it profitable
to stimulate
the emotionality
of a few chief informants
to the extent
of arousing
almost violent
disputes
and
The expression
of doubt and
controversies.
disbelief
on the part of the interviewer...
induced the key informant
to disregard
his
usual reluctance
to speak openly (Nadel
1939) *
In other tribal
and peasant settings,
an interview
situation
should reflect
the highly
deferential
and respectful
mode, characteristic
of many traditional
societies.
ReZiabiZity
interviews

and validity

in unstandardised

A frequently
asked question
is: how do we
know people are telling
the truth?
In surerrors
in response are
vey interview
studies,
handled statistically
- it is hoped that the
number of people giving
false answers is small
enough to be counterweighted
by the large numresponses.
ber of "correct"
In unstandardized
interviews,
the number
of interviews
is not as high and each one may
produce "unique"
information.
One approach to
this problem is to design the interviews
so
that each interview
acts as a partial
crosscheck on the others.
For example, in a study of information
flow between key people involved
in managing
an environmental
pollution
problem,
the object was to relate
their
perception
of the
problem with their
roles and access to releQuestions
directed
to findvant information.
ing out who passed confidential
information
to whom for each respondent,
acted as crosschecks between the interviews
(Wbyte 1975a).
Thus one can proceed round a structure
of interviews
as though surveying
a closed traverse.
The degree of error is represented
by
the gap between the starting
and finishing
points,
and there is usually
sufficient
additional
information
to allow the "error"
to
be assigned to particular
interviews.
rnttarV?:el,,er-respondent

effects

An interview
represents
a social
interaction
between two or more people, no matter how
short and formally
conducted it may be. The
nature of that social
interaction
inevitably

Interviewing

the following
In general,
be considered
in designing
ules.

will
make some difference
to the data obThe researcher
needs to be aware of
tained.
likely
effects
and their
magnitude
and diespecially
when they are systematrection,
ically
operating
in one direction.
It is usually
assumed that establishing
a
friendly
rapport
based on mutual respect will
minimize
bias either
in the respondents'
answers or in the interviewer's
interpretation
and recording
of them. Standardizing
the question is one strategy
to minimize
interview
biases.
Another is to select
interviewers
who
are likely
to be able to establish
rapport
and to be sympathetic
to the respondent.
This
selection
may include
consideration
of the
ethnic
origin,
age, sex, social
status and
personality
of the interviewers.
There are
no hard and fast rules,
but in North America,
female interviewers
and younger interviewers
of both sexes are generally
found to make the
best interviewers
in terms of establishing
rapport
(Hyman et al. 1954). This may imply
that the interview
situation
is most succesful when it mirrors
one of "experienced
teachin the eyes of the responer-naive
learner"
dent - at least for survey questionnaires.
Another source of interviewer-respondent
effect
is where either
party is embarrassed
by a question
or perceives
the other to be.
This is particularly
important
for projective
techniques
where familiarity,
competence and
ease with the technique
on the part of the interviewer
are critical
to their
successful
use in the interview.
Where interviews
are aimed at a socially
useful
objective
such as improvements
in forest management or soil conservation,
it is
important
to make the interview
itself
a twoway exchange of information.
At the same time
as obtaining
information
from the respondent,
it ,is possible
(and usually
desirable)
to use
the opportunity
to provide
him with information on the topic of the interview.
Thus, interviewing
becomes more than an extractive
process;
it is educational
for both interviewer and respondent.
Questionnaire

and interviezc,

schedule

Logic
The schedule should have its own internal
logic
and consistency.
Its structure
and purpose may not be fully
appreciated
by the respondent but he should be able to see the
"sense of it"
or he will
be confused and start
asking why the questions
are being asked.
Questions
should therefore
flow logically
from
one another,
to the extent possible,
and,
where a new topic begins,
it should be introduced with an explanatory
sentence or two.
Information
The respondent
should be told at the outset something about the questionnairelinterview - its purpose,
who is doing the research,
how long it will
take, and if results
will
be
available
to respondents.
The respondent
should usually
be assured of anonymity
(except where he agrees not to be anonymous) and
thanked for agreeing
to be interviewed.
In
some cases, confidentiality
of data obtained
and reassurances
of security
of information
will
also be relevant.
CZarity
The schedule
should be clear to the interviewer,
who should have been trained
or at
least familiarized
with this particular
schedule. Instructions
to both interviewers
and
respondents
should be uniform
and unambiguous.
Cross-checks
The design should include
questions
which
enable cross-checks
to be made either
within
different
parts of the schedule or between
the interview
and other (e.g. census) data
(internal
and external
validation).
Order
Order within
the schedule
is important
since there are sequential
and time effects
as with any other social
relationship.
Respondents tire
through
the course of an interview. They also may become wary, oversensitized,
anxious
to please or hostile.
"Difficult"
questions
are therefore
asked towards
the end; and open questions
are asked before
closed ones. In giving
lists
of objects
to
rank or scale,
there are systematic
ordereffects
and biases.
For example, last ones
are most recalled;
right-hand
end of scale
is more commonly used whatever
its label;
first
ones mentioned
in predominantly
righthanded societies
are more influential.
These

desigx

Pretesting
with a small number of respondents
is almost always necessary
in designing
a
good questionnaire.
It is not possible
to see
all the ambiguities,
conflicts
and difficulties that particular
questions
and wording
might produce,
nor to know all the alternative responses that should be included
in
closed questions.
The first
affects
the reliability
of the research
instrument
and the
second, its validity.
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points
should
interview
sched-

Asking

can be minimized
by careful
the use of cards.

design

questions

time it is said (or immediately
after
the interview)
without
structuring
the respondent's
answer before he gives it (Table 4).
Open questions
can provide
daunting
arrays
of data but if they do, it suggests that a
closed question
would have been less valid
(would have missed important
options)
and
when they do, they can usually
be coded into
a manageable number of categories
with acceptable
inter-coder
agreement.
The main difficulty
is not that the task of coding such
questions
is unquantifiable
or not objective,
but that it is time-consuming.

and by

Intervieuer's
report
This report
is completed privately
at the
end of the interview
by the interviewer.
His
evaluation
of the respondent's
attitude
and
any additional
comments he may make, enable
the researcher
to evaluate
the meaning and
usefulness
of the responses.
The interviewer
can also make his own estimate
of the age and
income of respondents.
Length
Ideally,
interview
schedules
should be as
short as possible.
Thirty
minutes is about
as long as an interview
can reasonably
be in
Europe and North America without
prior
appointments
being made with the respondent.

Ctosed questions
Highly
structured
techniques
have not been
widely used for environmental
perception,
but
there are times when closed questions
are the
obvious and best format.
Some questions
seek
specific
information,
such as the individual
characteristics
of the respondent
- his age,
education,
address,
etc. Other questions
simply require
a yes/no answer. Where closed
questions
are given with a list
of alternatives,
they can be used to educate the respondent and indirectly
make him aware, without embarrassing
him, of more possibilities
than he might otherwise
consider.
They also
are less difficult
for many respondents
who
have only to respond to a given set of choices
rather
than initiate
or create an answer. In
a long interview,
fatigue
and impatience
are
important
considerations;
time limitations,
where many topics
need to be covered,
are commonly met by using closed questions.
Closed questions
usually
simplify
the situation.
However, when attempts
are made to
make the closed question
comprehensive,
the
number of options
which must be given can
make the question
so cumbersome that an open
question
becomes simpler
to ask and easier to
respond to.
As a general rule,
open questions
are given
before closed questions
covering
the same topic in order not to bias unduly the content
of the open responses.

MEASURING VERBAL RESPONSE
Alternative

question

formats

Gpen questions
Open questions
fall
into the same class
as unstructured
observation
and non-standard
interviews
- that is, they maximize the respondent's
view of the situation
and minimize
the effect
of the researcher's
preconceptions
on the responses.
This type of question
proand
vides,
however, a more time-consuming
less rigorously
quantifiable
set of responses
In environmental
perception
refor analysis.
search this disadvantage
is often outweighed
by the fact that the rationale
for doing the
study in the first
place is to understand
the
respondent's
perspective.
Responses to open questions
should be recorded as verbatim
as possible
to include
both the relevant
"facts"
and enough of the
verbal
expressions
used to convey the nuances
of meaning. Anonymous individual
responses
can be used as examples to illustrate
and detail
particular
aspects of the perceptions
being studied.
The usual caveats about the
protection
of identity
apply (see page 112).
Open-ended questions
can also be handled quantitatively
by using content
analysis
to code
them and to draw up frequency
tables
for the
This is commonly the way
categories
selected.
that pretesting
is done to find out what responses should be offered
as alternatives
in a
closed question.
One way to allow for more rapid analysis
of open questions
while not losing
the flavour and variety
of individual
responses
is
to use preceded open questions.
The interviewer is asked to code the open response at the

Forced-choice
questions
The forced-choice
question
asks respondents
to select
from two or more given alternatives,
that which one comes closest
to their
own view
or situation.
It requires
that each alternative be simple,
conceptually
and literally,
and that each be roughly
opposite
on some relevant dimension.
This is a more difficult
task
than it may appear.
Forced-choice
questions
facilitate
coding
and analysing
of the results,
but there are
sometimes difficulties
in administering
these
40

Measuring

How would
(Probe)
Response

Open:

Pre-coded

coding
Check

response

you describe
this
What are its main
(record
verbatim)

open question:
What are
(Probe)
(record
Response

Interviewer
respondent.

verbal

area?
characteristics?
-

How would
its main
verbatim)

you

describe

this

area?

characteristics?

Respondent

(do not say these to
as many as applicable)

mentions:

people
housing
services
convenient
cheap,
changes
other
(specify)

Closed:

Which

of

these

descriptions

do you
Yes

think

apply

to

Inbetween

NO

this
Don't
know

too many people
poor housing
poor

services

cheap
convenient
changing
good neighbours
Forced

choice:

Which
best

of

the

,(

following

describes

this

statements

do you

area?
a or b

a.
b.
a.
b.
a.
b.

The houses and services
are poor
It is cheap and convenient
There are too many people
The neighbours
are good
There are a lot of changes here
This area hasn't
changed much
Table

4. Comparison

of

op?n,

closed

and forced-choice
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-___question

fonats

think

area?

Asking

questions

influence
of particular
labels
on intermediate
points
and it gives the respondent
a freer
choice which does not greatly
increase
the
difficulty
of his task and which can still
be readily
scaled by the coder (by simply measuring with a 100 mm ruler).
Its main disadvantage for some interviews
is that it requires
the respondent
to read the statements
and fill
in the scale himself.
A danger in the use of a continuous
scale
is that it may appear more accurate
than it
many such observareally
is. By cumulating
tions into a frequency
diagram,
a false impression
can be given of the fineness
of gradations
that people use or of the distinctions
that they actually
make.

questions
because respondents
feel none of
the alternatives
are suitable
and are hesitant
to select
one without
being encourresponse may literally
be
aged. Thus, their
This is more common with respon"forced".
dents who are particularly
knowledgeable
or
as they often see the
aware of the topic,
forced-choice
question
as irrelevant
and overIt is also sometimes unclear
what
simplified.
the forced-choice
question
is actually
meaespecially
when compared to scaled
suring,
questions.
Scaled questions
often called Likert
quesScaled questions,
are advantageous
in that they provide
tions,
ordinal
data (and, in the case of attitude
There is a vast litscales,
interval
data).
erature
on scaling
techniques,
especially
in
the context
of attitude
scales (see, for example, Fishbein
1967). Scaled questions
are
often put in the form of statements
to which
the respondent
shows his degree of agreement
or disagreement
with the scaled value - degree of importance,
expense, experience,
etc.
There are several
formats for the scales,
the simplest
being a three-point
scale (e.g.
high-medium-low)
from which the respondent
selects
the appropriate
value (Table 5, part
A). These are simple enough to be read out to
the respondent
and short enough to repeat for
each successive
statement.
More complex scales can have from five to
thirteen
points
but three to seven are most
so
common, since the task of discriminating
finely
becomes arduous and may not reflect
the respondent's
perceptual
categories
unless
he is very involved
and informed
on the topic. Each point on the scale can have its own
label or the end points
only are labelled
(Table 5, part B). The second form requires
the respondent
to be more familiar
with the
idea of such scales and what he is asked to
do. The exact wording of the scales is highly
influential
in where people score their
feelings and opinions
on it.
In the example given,
changing the end label from "very large"
to
"large"
or "extremely
large"
would change its
and the number of times it
perceived
value,
was used, even though it remained the extreme
category.
The format given in Table 5, part C, has
been developed more recently.
It consists
of
a line
(usually
100 mm long) with labels
only
at either
end, such as "highly
important"
and
"highly
unimportant".
The respondent
is asked
to cross the line at the point which he feels
best represents
his view. The advantages
of
the line scale are that it lessens the undue

CarJd questions
The problem of order-effects
in asking
questions
is a particularly
acute one in environmental
perception
because questions
are
likely
to raise topics which the respondent
has not intellectually
formalized
or verbalized to any great extent - for the most part,
people relate
to their
home, city,
and interactions
with the natural
environment
in an
non-verbal
way. The order in which
implicit,
topics or environmental
stimuli
are given to
the respondent
will
be most influential
where
he has not thought
them out beforehand.
One
way to reduce this source of error and to make
the data more valid
is to-present
the stimuli
in random order for each respondent.
Thus order-effects
will
still
operate at the individual level but not when the data are handled
collectively.
Card questions,
where the elements are
written
or depicted
on individual
cards, enable the interviewer
to "shuffle"
the cards
and randomly select
them for presenting
to
the respondent.
The interviewer
should note
the order of presentation.
The use of cards is also valuable
where
the respondent
is asked to evaluate
a set of
elements,
e.g. to rank them in order,
or to
put them into categories.
Ranking more than
about six elements is a difficult
task when
they are presented
either
verbally
or visually as a consolidated
list.
The respondent's
task is simplified
by being able to arrange
and rearrange
the cards until
the (perceived)
right
order is found and a more accurate
response is also achieved.
Similarly,
cards are
valuable
means of grouping
elements into sets,
especially
where the sets are created by the
respondent
himself
to reflect
how he discriminates between elements (Q-sorts).
The advantage of card questions
is that they can be
easily
rearranged
and that they allow for
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Measuring

A.

3-point

scale

If

village

your

had a new water

the number of people
the number of animals
B.

7-point

verbal

using

it

using

supply

response

would

check one

:

be
it

be

scale

Circle
number each time that corHand respondent
card with scale (below).
responds with his views.
If he says 'don't
know' check number 8 but do not
suggest it to him.
SCALE

If your village
sible
changes?

had a new water

supply

how would

you rate

the following

Circle

C.

the number of people

using

it

in the wet season

12

the number of people

using

it

in the dry

12345678

the amount used for

drinking

the amount used for

washing

Continuous

season

and cooking

3

posDon't
know

one
4

5

6

7

8

12

3

4

5

6

7

8

12

3

4

5

6

7

8

scale

Here are various
views that have been expressed
about what happens when a
Would you please say how far you agree
new water supply is put in a .village.
or disagree
with these views for your village
by putting
a cross on the line
at the place which represents
your position.
If you strongly
disagreed
with
the view, YOU might put the cross at that end of the line.
If you neither
agree
nor disagree,
you should put your cross in the middle of the line.
Please only cross each line in one place.
Water will

cost

less

money
strongly
disagree

strongly
agree
The women will

have too much free

time

strongly
agree

strongly
disagree
There

will

be more illness
strongly
disagree

strongly
agree
Many people

and animals

will

come in

strongly
agree

Table

5. Some altsrnative

formats
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for

scaled

the dry
season

questions

strongly
disagree

Asking

questions

Another advantage is that
"second thoughts".
the respondent
is allowed
to handle the cards,
which is a more interesting
and concrete
task
than answering
a series
of questions.
Respondents in many cultures
have been found to enjoy this type of questionning
and to be interested in sorting
cards.
Obtaining

relevant

quantitative

relevant
ways to classify
respondents
for the
particular
research
goals of environmental
perception
studies.
Their socio-economic
characteristics
are usually
obtained
in the interview as a standard procedure
(age, sex, income, occupation,
etc.).
Running cross-tabulations
of responses with the respondent's
status
is also a
age, sex, socio-economic
fairly
standard
type of analysis
provided
for
in many package social
science computer programmes. While these data may be valuable
from an environmental
perception
point of
view, the respondent's
own categories
of his
social
setting
are also relevant.
This has
been found to be true in studies
of perception of environmental
pollution
in England
where people did not think of themselves
according
to the researchers'
categories
of
"45-60 year olds" or "income group 3". Instead, their
reference
groups were residential
associations
and professional
groups,
which were the groups with which they identified and which determined
their
behaviour
(for response to pollution).
It is possible
to obtain the resident's
own perception
of his socially
relevant
groupings by asking him to describe
himself
or by
using Q-sorts
to arrange social
elements into
categories
(e.g. age, ethnic,
occupational
groups or named individuals).

data

Categories
In most questionnaire
studies,
categories
are provided
by the researcher
in the light
of his research
questions
and the results
of
In environmental
perception
his pretesting.
there is a strong rationale
for enresearch,
abling,
as far as possible,
the respondent
to determine
his own categories
and to assign
elements to them. The use of open questions
which are coded by several
judges is one way
of emphasizing
the respondent's
view, especially
if one or more of the judges has a
similar
background
to the respondents,
or to
whom the respondents
are well known.
Q-sorting,
or asking the respondent
to arrange elements into sets, is a more open way
of obtaining
the respondent's
own categories
and the criteria
he uses for dividing
up his
perceived
environment.
Q-sorting
is a recognized laboratory
research
technique
for obtaining
inter-coder
agreement in similarity
or expert judgement approaches,
for example
in designing
attitude
scales.
It can also be
used in the field
as a research
instrument
with respondents.
The task can be more or
less structured,
from putting
the elements
(usually
in the form of cards) into a specified number of labelled
categories
(boxes or
and with a specified
(forced)
distripiles),
to allowing
the respondent
to decide
bution,
the number and labels
of the categories
himself.
The size of categories
and the frequency with which they are used by different
respondents can be analysed
quantitatively
to
or collective
view of the
obtain
a "cultural"
environment
that is relatively
free of the
researcher's
influence.
Categories
can also be obtained
using a
specialized
technique
called
repertory
grid
(see page 59 ).
Interview
schedules
and questionnaires
provide
a great wealth of raw material
for
producing
frequencies
and cross-tabulations
in environmental
perception
as for any other
research
area. The importance
of having relevant frequencies
in terms of the environmental categories
used has already
been discussed.
It is also valuable
to consider
the most

Rankings
The problem with strong order-effects
in
previously
non-verbalized
data has been discussed with reference
to card questions,
which are recommended for ranked questions.
For similar
reasons,
i.e.
the topic not being
formally
considered
by the respondent
before
the question
is asked, many questions
in environmental
perception
that ask respondents
to rank data do not obtain relevant
orders
in the middle ranks where respondents
are
relatively
"indifferent".
Thus respondents
are able more readily
to say which comes first
and last and less sure of exact order in the
middle.
With this proviso,
useful
ranked data
on environmental
perception
can be obtained
from interviewing
respondents.
Scaled data
The use of a scaled format (Table 5) enables responses to any individual
question
to be ranked along the dimension
of the scale.
Sets of questions
or statements
can be constructed
which provide
interval
data on
strength
and direction
of respondent's
perceptions
and values.
These statement
sets
are usually
done for scaling
attitudes
and
their
construction
requires
expert judgement,
44

Projective

t:echniques:

pretesting
and validation
in the field.
Alalready
constructed
scales are
ternatively,
available
but they also entail
pretesting
in
the field
situation
(see page 57). Such
scales require
that the respondents
answer
in terms of the dimensions
provided
by the
researcher.
An alternative
approach,
which
provides
non-parametric
data, is multidimensional
scaling
in which the scales are elicited by the respondent
(see page 58).

tests

detail
than other methods. Reference
can be
made, for example, to Cannel1 and Kahn (1953)
and the chapters
on verbal
scaling
in Selltiz et al.
(1959). Hyman et al. (1954) is entirely
devoted to the issues of social
research interviewing
and Kish (1965) discusses
survey sampling.
The interviewers'
manual
written
by the Survey Research Center of the
University
of Michigan
(1976) is clearly
set
out with illustrative
sample pages. A good
introduction
is also given in Michelson
(1975),
particularly
in the chapter by Marans. Dexter (1970) is recommended for unstructured
interviewing.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER READING
Books on research methods usually
terviewing
and survey techniques

verbal

discuss
inin more de-

V. PROJECTIVE TECHNIQUES AND OTHER SPECIALIZED WAYS OF ASKING QUESTIONS
The tasks involved
in projective
techniques range from a simple association
of
words to asking respondents
to create a story
from a short beginning
or a picture.
The tasks
thus include
association,
ordering
and selection,
completion
and creation.
The respondents are asked to respond to verbal
stimuli
(words, sentences,
stories),
graphic
stimuli
(cartoons,
pictures,
blank sheets of paper),
and game situations
(Table 6). Each of these
combinations
of task and stimulus
is best
suited
for particular
research
needs and field
situations.
There is no single
best method.
Generally
speaking,
projective
techniques
rely on trained,
sympathetic
interviewers
and
are biased towards literate
respondents
used
to working with paper and pencil.

Projective
techniques
can be used to encourage respondents
to give freer,
less inhibited
responses
that include
both their
conscious
and unconscious
feelings.
This is achieved
by enabling
people to "project"
their
own
thoughts
onto a character
or scene represented in words or pictures.
The techniques
vary considerably
in how deeply they are intended to probe the individual's
personality
or unconscious.
As used in the field,
the
techniques
are generally
modified
to test for
specific
dimensions
of perception
rather
than
an in-depth
analysis
of personality
or attitudes.
The procedures
described
in the following
discussion
are more formalised
and reliable
methods of asking the type of questions
which
can easily
be posed in an unstandardized
interview,
questions
such as: "Imagine
a flood
bigger than any you have experienced
in which
your ideal
..* " or "How would you describe
environment
or Utopia?".
These are everyday
conversational
projective
techniques.
The techniques
included
in the Guidelines
have been used in the field
and are, with
relatively
easy to administer
some training,
and code (usually
for specific
dimensions).
The techniques
may also produce data rich
enough for a trained
person to extract
much
additional
information.
Projective
techniques
even when the
are, however, often worthwhile
analysis
is deliberately
limited.
Adaption
to the field
situation
usually
reduces the
experimental
rigour
or clinical
depth with
which they were first
developed.
But the compensations
can be that,
compared to the labthe tests are more relevant
oratory
setting,
to respondents'
real lives
and concerns;
in
addition,
related
interview
and behavioural
data provide
checks for validity.

VERBAL TESTS
Adjective

check-lists

A list
of adjectives
can be presented
to the
respondent
who can indicate
which adjectives
describe
the environment
or other topic of
the test.
The list
should comprise adjectives
relevant
to the topic and should reflect
all the environmental
attributes
likely
to be perceived
by respondents.
It should also reflect
everyday language and avoid specialized
terminology.
The technique
is simple and provides
limited
though useful
information.
The list
should not be too long
or the task becomes wearisome.
Semantic

differentia2

This technique
is presented
as a more elaborate form of the adjective
check-list,
more
carefully
grounded in psycho-linguistic
the45
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Projective

techniques

and other

speciaZized

questions

STIMULUS

TASK

STORY

SENTENCE

Association

Adjective

Ordering,
selection

Semantic
differential
Place
preferences

o-sorts

Korschach
Test
(inkblots)
Attitude
scale
Personality
scale
MDS

Structured
scenario

Sentence
completion
Argument
completion

story
completion
Scenario

Picture
Arrangement
Test
Szandi Test
Rep. grid

grid

Completion

Free

Selfdescription
labels

Creation

Note.

Techniques

Table

6. Tasks

discussed
invoZved

in
in

this

Environmental Apperception
Test
TAT

story

Technical

some projective

are

indicated

Mental
(TAT)

maps

Environment
building
(children)
Role games

in itabzcs.

techniques

items per minute so that ten concepts each
with ten scales take about 15 minutes per respondent.
Analysis
is usually
done by computer,
using coefficient
of correlation
tests
to measure interrelationships
among scales
and factor
analysis
(principal
and concepts,
components solution)
to explain
the interrelationships
in terms of their
overall
pattern
or dimensionality.
Thus the number of items
per respondent
should be as large as is practicable
in order to increase
the accuracy of
the measure. Usually
the semantic differential
test takes about 30 minutes to administer.
Assumptions
The test was originally
developed by Osgood, Suci and Tannenbaum (1957) in order to
measure the "meaning" of word labels
in relation
to the psychological
"meaning" of the
concepts they describe.
Their theoretical
basis centred on linguistic
encoding;
researchers using the semantic differential
technique
should become familiar
with its conceptual
background.
One important
idea is that of "semantic
space" which is defined
as
a region of some unknown dimensionality
and Euclidian
in character...Each
semantic
scale defined by a pair of polar
(opposite
in meaning) adjectives
is assumed to represent a straight
line function
that passes
through
the origin
of this space, and a

CONCEPT : Wilderness
Dangerous

Note

and related

Method
The test consists
of a set of concepts
which are measured by a set of bipolar
adThe set of scales is repeated
jectival
scales.
Each concept/scale
measurefor each concept.
ment is called
one "item",
Respondents are asked to place an "X" in
one of the seven spaces between the adjectives
pairs at the location
which best represents
their
view of the concept.
For example,
- - - - X - --X----

Doll
construction

Rozenzweig
Picture
Frustration
Test

ory. It is one of the most popular
"paper
and pencil"
tests in environmental
perception,
used especially
in relation
to architectural
space. It is not dissimilar
to attitude
scales
in its construction
of bipolar
scales and in
what it often seems to measure.

Orderly

BLANK

PICTURE

CARTOON

check-lists

Rep.

GAMES

GRAPHIC

VERBAL
WORDS

SCALE:

ways of asking

Chaotic
Safe

the respondent's
direcThus for each scale,
tion and intensity
of polarity
is obtained.
Scales and concepts are presented
randomly to
reduce order-effects
and the "high"
and "low"
values of the scales are varied
from right
to
left
for similar
reasons.
Typical
instructions
given to the respondent
are shown in Table 11.
The choice of number of concepts and scales
can be left
to the individual
researcher.
Students have been found to do ten to twenty
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VerbaZ tests

characteristic
dimensions:
evaluation,
power
and activity.
Where these dimensions
have
fixed ratios
of one to another
(Bechtel
1975),
they appear to mirror
a part of language
structure
itself.
An example will
clarify
the concepts
involved in semantic differential
tests.
Figure
8 shows the "meaning" of twelve environmental
hazards as perceived
by a sample of fiftyeight Canadian students
(Golant and Burton
1969). Each student
judged each hazard against
twenty-one
adjectival
scales.
The results
were analysed by correlations
and principal
components analysis.
The two main factors
to
emerge were "man-made hazards"
and "natural
with quasi-natural
hazards of polhazards",
lution
as a third
factor.

sample of such scales then represents
a
multidimensional
space. The larger
or
more representative
the sample, the better
defined
is the space as a whole (Osgood,
Suci and Tannenbaum 1957, p. 25).
These authors define differences
in semantic
meaning as:
the successive
allocation
of a concept to
a point in the multidimensional
semantic
space by selection
from among a set of
given scaled semantic alternatives.
Difference
in meaning between two concepts
is then merely a function
of the differences in their
respective
allocations
within
the same space.
Semantic space has now been defined
by over
1000 studies
(Heise 1969) and it has three

NATURAL

HAZARDS

Factor

II

I.0
Snowstorm.
Tornodo
0
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in environmental
perception,
it is more economic in design and administration
than it is
in enabling
the researcher
to meaningfully
interpret
and use the data obtained.
It requires elaborate
analysis
and is weakest for
those environments
of most interest
to field
investigators.

Evahation
The semantic differential
is a relatively
simple test to administer,
though it is a
highly
repetitive
task which rapidly
induces
it is difficult
to ask
boredom. In the field,
respondents
to spend 30 minutes or more filling in semantic differential
scales without
such as analysis
of a
specific
motivation,
particular
building
for which user-evaluation
situations
is needed. It is in these latter
that the test has been most widely used.
A number of problems posed by this test
have been described
by Bechtel
(1975). For
use in large-scale
environments,
especially
complex natural
and man-made ones, the problems Bechtel
discusses
are exacerbated.
These
are mainly problems of ambiguity
about the
concepts being measured and ambiguity
and distortion
of the factors
elicited.
When a concept (e.g. strange environmentsj
is unfamiliar
to the respondent,
it can seem
ambiguous so that he cannot meaningfully
describe it in relation
to other concepts.
Ambiguity
also arises when the concept is a
complex one (e.g. landscape,
street)
and when
it is not clear to which specific
parts the
respondent
is referring
when he scales the
concept.
The use of a semantic label for such
complex environmental
stimuli
obviously
glosses over many details
giving
the impression
that may not exist
in the resof "wholeness"
pondent's
eyes. This problem has arisen when
semantic differential
scales have been used
to measure perception
on urban walks (see
page 66).
One problem with this technique
is that
the use of the factor
analysis
procedure
always gives factors
or dimensions
which are
whereas in reality
the
orthogonal
in nature,
dimensions
may be "correlated"
and oblique
studto one another.
Also, in many empirical
should be labelled
ies, the way the dimensions
is unclear
because they often seem to contain
a mixture
of adjectival
scales.
This difficulty
arises
in part because researchers
derive their
own scales for particular
investigations
without
any very clear basis for doing
so.
These difficulties
are related
to a more
general
issue in assigning
"dimensions"
to
environmental
perceptions,
cognitions
and values. Often such classifications
are constructs
of the method and/or the research
questions.
They do not necessarily
reflect
the way the
respondent
categorizes
the world,
either
explicitly
or implicitly,
nor reveal
the principles
of his classificatory
system.
Generally
speaking,
despite
the fact that
this test is one of the most commonly used

Sentence

completion

test

:??ethod
In this technique,
the projective
element
is provided
by a sentence beginning
or stem
which the respondent
is asked to complete.
of home
For example, in a study of perception
area one might use sentence stems such as:
"When I think of my farm, I..."
or "If we
moved from here I...".
The stems ideally
should be free of affectladen (emotional)
words that might unduly influence
the response and should encourage
dichotomous
classification
of responses or a
simple range of responses along a defined
dimension.
Sentence completions
are often most
effective
when they describe
behaviour
situations.
They can be read out to the respondent and his completions
recorded by the researcher or written
in by the respondent
himself.
Sentence completions
are one form of a related series of tests ranging
from word association
to paragraph
completion,
argument
completion
and story completion.
They enable
the respondent
to answer freely
within
an ambiguous framework constructed
by the researcher. Thus the subject
of the response is directed by the sentence stem but the direction
is free enough to reveal
strong differences
among and between people. As illustration,
one sentence completion
test has been used in
the twenty-three
nation
comparative
interviewstudy of perception
and response to natural
hazards (White 1974). The results
showed differences
among and between people as individuals
and among and between social
groups as
to how they viewed natural
hazards and other
negative
events,
which were seen as setbacks
either
to be mastered or to be accepted fatalistically.
Assumptions
Sentence completions
are based
lowing assumptions:
- The respondent
will
reveal his
feelings
and intended
behaviour
he completes the sentences.
- The sentence stems do not bias
the respondent
when he completes
- The respondent
understands
the
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ficiently
and is familiar
of sentence construction.
- The sentence completions
coded for the dimensions
signed to measure.

with

the

several
respondents
were alienated
by the
test,
although
they understood
it. Perhaps
even more significant
was the fact that some
interviewers
disliked
the test,
and their
feelings
about it were probably
conveyed unknowingly
to respondents.
The test requires
respondents
to understand the task, i.e.
to comprehend the structure of a sentence.
From a cross-cultural
to
point of view, this is a severe limitation
Tn parts of Bangladesh and certain
the test.
other rural
areas where it has been used with
largely
illiterate
populations,
the task
(seemingly
simple to researchers)
is not easthe respondent
tends to wait
ily understood;
for the interviewer
to finish
his sentence,
and he may well think the interviewer
rather
foolish
to stop in the middle of a sentence.
As a specifically
cross-cultural
test,
there
are also difficulties
of translation
into different
languages and idioms.
To measure the
same dimension or concept in different
cultures,
quite different
sentence stems need to
a translation
of concepts
be used, requiring
rather
than just a simple word translation.
Research workers in each country must understand the test fully
and be capable of designing their
own field
instruments
using the
technique.

idea

can be reliably
they were de-

EvahatiorL
Compared to other projective
techniques,
the materials
for sentence completion
tests
seem relatively
easy to design for each spe-cific
field
investigation.
Similarly,
administered
as part of a longer interview,
they are less time-consuming
than most other
They appear to have valprojective
tests.
idity
in that they do reveal differences
be,tween people's
responses.
It can also be argued, however, that a direct question
would be as effective
and probably simpler
to code. As for most projective
coding is a disadvantage
of the
techniques,
test.
When responses are reduced to a positive-negative
dichotomy,
much of the richness of data and advantages
of the indirect
More refined
coding,
on
technique
are lost.
the other hand, is best done by those with
training
and experience,
and by using more
than one coder to provide
a measure of reIn field
conditions,
coding is ofliability.
ten middle-range
in depth and refinement,
with three to five categories
set up for specific
dimensions.
Some problems also arise in constructing
and administering
sentence completion
tests.
Special
care needs to be taken in not including
sentence stems which bias the response, such as everyday expressions
to which
completions.
For examthere are "automatic"
ple, this sentence stem used in a study of
air pollution
perception
in England was:
"Being a success in the world results
from
. . . " to which over 80 per cent of respondents
probadded "hard work". Other construction
lems include
the use of "1" and "my" over "we"
If the inappropriate
pronoun is
and "our".
seek to correct
the stem
used, respondents
rather
than complete it.
The major difficulty
lies in administering
Because of its simple construction,
the test.
its projective
aspects and checks for internal reliability
(such as repeated themes) are
visible
to the respondent
and may well irriunnatural
task
tate him. It is also a rather
to finish
someone else's
sentence,
especially
in cultures
where politeness
in waiting
for
people to finish
what they are saying is the
norm. Nor is it an interesting
or very rewarding task. In the field
testing
of perception methods during an international
ElAB workshop in Victoria,
Canada (Canada-MAB 1977),

Example: perception
of hurricanes
A study on perception
of hurricanes
(Baumann and Sims 1974) was carried
out as part
of the cross-cultural
research
on perception
of natural
hazards (White 1974). The sentence
completion
test consisted
of ten sentence
stems given in the first
part of a standardized interview.
The sample consisted
of 360
respondents
in the United States (in three
towns in Florida,
Mississippi
and Texas) and
147 respondents
in Puerto Rico (one coastal
and interior
site).
The sentence completion
test was designed
to explore:
- perceived
response to hurricane
hazard before,
during and after
it might occur;
- perceived
efficacy
- internal-external
control
(see page 89).
The coded responses to the sentence completions
on perception
of hurricane
hazard for the
United States and Puerto Rican samples are
given in Table 7. They show that respondents
in the two areas differ
in the ways that they
anticipate
responding
to a hurricane
before
and after
it might occur, but perceive
very
similar
strategies
for coping during the storm.
There is generally
greater
acceptance
and
passivity
on the part of respondents
in Puerto
Rico than in the mainland United States in the
49
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Puerto Rico
(N = 141)
@)

Sentence stems and completions

If d hurricane
is predicted.
I
mnkc preparations
(unspecified)
keep on the Art
feel fcar/jnxict)
seek refuge
[other]
When a hurricane
is coming,
I feel
fear
anxiety
concern
for the consequences
dcrirr
to take precautions
[other]

Duritlg
During
make

the hurricane,
preparations

31

19
4
14
14

29

48
26
2
15

31
18
15
14
22

38
10
13
9
13
12
5
0

17
18
9
16
18
8
7
7

38
II
6
36

31
23
10
15
4
17

the hurricane

pny

me feel

[st.1ys c;rltn)

9

[other]
In 3. hurric.me
the people
I fcrl some
fanily
of procrcatioll
(husband
or wife and chddrcn)
children

,ments

family
and
nonfamil)
[other]

17

9

I
(unspecified)

communicate
with
others
feel fearlanxiet)
protect
“l)stzlf
protect
others
proceed
normally
[other]
Going
through
a hurricax
makes
tc;ir
xnuiety
negative
emotions
(unspecified)
concern
for the consequences

U.S.
(N = 360)
6)

nonfamily

0
rcsponsilnlity

for

are

40
9
6
24
14
7

37
17
7
25
12
2

29

26

23

18

10
l?
14

IO
29
4

6

6

IO

7

31
6
4?

48
6

II
4
6

11
2
17
16

Table 7. Sentence
compZetion
tests
for hurricane
perception
(reprinted
with permission
from Bawnann
and Sims 19741
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face

of hurricane

tives he most agrees with.
If he feels an additional
outcome is likely,
this should also
be recorded.
A card should be made for each
scenario
and should be presented
separately
to the respondent.
His answer should be obtained before the next card is presented.

hazard.

Scenarios
Scenarios
are a technique
which are related
to sentence completion
but which provide much
richer
data. They consist
of a short story or
set of initial
assumptions
which describe
an
initiating
chain of events.
The respondent
is
asked to continue
the sequence as he thinks
it might,
or will,
occur. As used today in
perception
research,
the method has parallels
in both the story-telling
tests used in clinical psychiatry
and educational
psychology
(as well as in social
games in many cultures)
and in fault-tree
analysis
as developed
in
systems engineering
(particularly
in nuclear
engineering).
In the latter
case, the scenario is used to discover
and assign probability numbers on possible
combinations
of events,
such as simultaneous
failure
of engineering
components.
It is a highly
quantified
and rigorous form of scenario
analysis
which is rapidly
increasing
in importance.
The advantage of scenarios
as a field
research method is that people generally
enjoy
doing them and appear to readily
"project"
their
own attitudes
and feelings
into the sequence of events and their
outcomes. At a
relatively
superficial
level,
scenarios
are
fairly
easy to code, but, as in other projective
techniques,
more profound
analysis
is
more difficult.

Exm@e.
The following
test example was used
in the MAB Perception
Workshop, Victoria,
Canada (Canada-MAB 1977). A structured
scenario (one of two stories)
was given to farmers to measure their
feelings
of personal
control
or responsibility
for environmental
hazards to agriculture.
The three alternative
outcomes given in each case included
one external
response,
one internal,
and one intermediate
response indicating
compromise or
adaptation.
Instructions
given to the researcher were:
- Give respondent
card.
- Explain
that you would like him to read
first
one story and then say which of the
three outcomes he thinks
would be most
likely
to happen. Encourage him to select
only one alternative.
Record his answers
together
with any comments or additional
outcomes he suggests.
Prompt the respondent for additional
comments if this seems
useful,
especially
if he suggests that
there are other possible
outcomes, or if
he points
out reasons for his selection.
Once he has done this,
ask him to read the
second story,
and to repeat the procedure.
A sample card would be:

Structured
scenarios
One way to ease the coding problem is to
structure
the scenarios
into three or four
possible
alternative
outcomes and to ask the
respondent
to either
select
the one he prefers or thinks most likely
to occur, or to
rank or rate each outcome. Providing
alternative outcomes constrains
the respondent's
freedom of expression
but enables him to consider possibilities
he may not have thought
of by himself.
In this situation
his response
may not be stable.
It may change rapidly
over
time because the question
is not salient
to
him. On the other hand, a valuable
education
process may take place.
Presenting
alternatives
is particularly
useful
for stimulating
discussion
between respondents
in a group
setting.

CARD REFERENCE

one farmer had a very productive farm in Sanich and
grew bulbs and potatoes for export. But a run of bad
weather conditions meant the farmer lost his liveli1hood over a few years. People talked a lot about this.
A. Somepeople said it was probably the man's fault.
If he'd done the right things it wouldn't have happened.
B. Somepeople said that you couldn't blame a man
when things like this happened. We have to learn
to take the bad with the good.
C. Other people said that it was just another example of what happened when we didn't work in harmony with the environment but used methods that
disrupted the balance of nature.
Which of these explanations do you most agree with?

Method. A test consists
of one or more structured scenarios,
describing
locally
relevant
situations
in two sentences.
Each "story"
-is
followed
by about three alternative
outcomes
and the respondent
is asked to read the scenario and then to state which of the alterna-

Unstructur~ed
scenarios
Unstructured
scenarios
are administered
in a similar
way without
suggesting
alternatives,
although
encouragement
to develop
ideas
the respondent
introduces
and to take them to
conclusions,
is allowed and is usually
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part of the interviewer
and the ability
to
encourage respondents
without
directing
them.
Otherwise,
the stories
can be sketchy and
poorly developed without
providing
data rich
enough for analysis.

necessary
to obtain good (projective)
stories.
The respondent's
story should be recorded verbatim if possible.
If he digresses
into description
without
a "plot"
he can be gently
encouraged back towards specifying
events in
his story.
Used in this way the scenario
is a storytelling
technique
in which the respondent's
imagination
is stimulated
by the story beginning with which he is presented.
The scenario
given to the respondent
(whether he is a layman or an expert)
can be
more or less complete in terms of plot development
and sequence of events from the initial
conditions.
Where the technique
is used
to educate perceptions
and increase
environmental awareness rather
than to elicit
the
respondent's
perceptions,
the story is presented as a more developed
chain of events.
Obviously,
the degree of scientific
rigour
versus imagination
that such developed
scenarios include
can vary. Erickson
(1975) provides examples of carefully
constructed
scenarios for presenting
the likely
impact of
the loo-year
flood in Boulder,
Colorado,
USA.
His detailed
construction
of the chain of
events as the flood progresses
through
the
city
is based on documented evidence of existing
land use and flood control
conditions
linked
by scientific
inference
about the velocity
and discharge
of the flood.
The resulting
scenario
is long but sufficiently
well documented to let decision-makers
see
where they might implement changes to alleviate
or reduce a particular
danger ("failure-mode"
in the language of fault-tree
analWell constructed
scientific
scenarios,
ysis).
considerable
understanding
however, require
of the situation
and close documentation
to
be convincing.
In many field
investigations,
simpler
stories
are usually
at least partly
projective
in design to elicit
reactions
from
respondents
about the outcomes, as well as
increasing
environmental
awareness and sensitivity.

/lna?,~sis.
Analysis
of structured
scenarios
is
straightforward
since respondents
are asked
to check one of several
given alternatives,
each of which is usually
designed to correspond to a general dimension
of interest
to
the researcher.
Analysis
of the unstructured
scenarios
requires
content
analysis,
preferably by several
independent
judges.
The structured
format where alternatives
are given allows the respondent
to consider
equally
several
possibilities,
which may not
have occurred
to him spontaneously
in the interview
situation
(though they could possibly
have occurred
to him outside
the interview).
It has been used successfully
as a technique
in rural
areas in developing
countries
with
people who would not be comfortable
with some
of the other "pencil-and-paper"
tests.
It is
also a valuable
technique
for involving
individuals
and groups in decision-making
in
both developed
and developing
countries
and
for educating
people to the range of options
possible.
GRAPHIC TESTS
.Yn7~ironmentaZ &perception

Tests

The term Environmental
Apperception
Tests
(EATS) is used for picture-story
tests designed to elicit
environmental
perceptions.
They are similar
in format to the clinical
technique
known as Thematic Apperception
Test
(TAT) developed originally
by Murray (1947)
as a measure of personality
and aptitude.
Since Murray developed
the original
set
of picture
stimuli,
many others have been
used with specific
relevance
to individual
studies.
The form of analysis
also varies
from analysis
rooted in the tradition
of abnormal psychology,
to straightforward
analysis of the respondent's
story in terms of its
structure,
style,
coherence and consistency,
etc. In terms of the pictures
used or the
analysis
of them, there is, therefore,
little
in common between TAT tests that have been
applied
to personality
testing,
and Environmental Apperception
Tests, except for the
general
"picture
stimulus-story
response"
format. It is unfortunate
that all of these tests
tend to be described
as TAT tests,
since some
other term such as that proposed here would
perhaps provoke less defensiveness
on the part

Evahation
Administration.
Scenarios
are usually
easier
to administer
than sentence completions
and
are generally
enjoyed by respondents
(although some object
to them). These reactions
help establish
rapport
as well as obtain good
data. Structured
scenarios,
where several
alternative
outcomes are listed,
are more
straightforward
to administer
and easier
for
the respondent
to complete.
Unstructured
scenarios,
where the respondent
is asked to
develop a story from a brief
set of initial
conditions,
require
more experience
on the
52
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of some psychologists
who feel,
with good
that untrained
researchers
should not
reason,
embark on individual
personality
analysis.
As used in environmental
perception,
EATS
can usefully
form a field
technique
for obtaining
responses along specific
dimensions
being investigated
(e.g. efficacy,
territoriality)
while placing
less demand on the
training
of the story analyst.
The more parochial
pictures
(showing local
scenes or
events)
and more explicit
ones appear to
evoke less deep emotional
responses,
and responses that are more directly
related
to people's
roles and behaviour
than to their
personality.
The pictures
should be sufficiently
ambiguous to allow free rein to the respondent's
imagination
(for this reason colour
is usually avoided)
and the set should together
show a range of incidents
and scenes. They
can be either
photographs
or drawings
(Fig.
9). If people are in the picture,
they ideally
should include
some of the same sex and
approximate
age as the respondent
(or be amIn a clinical
TAT for personality,
biguous).
ten to twenty pictures
are used in two l-hour
As a field
instrument,
EATS ususessions.

Figure

9. Environmental

Apperception

Test:

emntple

tests

ually

include

three

to six

pictures.

.kfethod
The respondent
is shown a picture
and
asked to make up a story about it describing
who is in the picture,
what his or their
feelings are, what is happening
in the picture,
what led up to the scene, and what the outcome will
be. Prompting
is allowed
and the
story is recorded as verbatim
as possible.
The other pictures
are similarly
presented
in turn and the stories
recorded.
They can
be presented
to groups of people (e.g. as
slides)
and the stories
written
by the resThe stories
are later
pondents themselves.
analysed using content
analysis.
Typical
instructions
for administering
the test could be:
- Hand respondent
one picture
at a time.
- "Please would you look at this picture
carefully
for about 30 seconds. Now can
you please make up a short story based on
Try to give the story a defthe picture.
inite
ending and use what is in the picture for your plot.
For example, who do
YOU think is in the picture
and what might
he be saying? What might have happened

of
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or will
happen?"
- Interviewer
should ask the respondent
to
speak slowly
so that the main ideas can
be noted.
- Interviewer
should try not to say anything
more until
the pictures
have been described,
although
general
encouragement
can
be given to elicit
more detailed
narratives.
He should then thank the respondent
and say the stories
are very good and interesting.
- It is very important
to try to record the
story verbatim.

ways of asking

mers tending
severance.

questions

to see success

in terms of per-

Evaluation
Saarinen made some suggestions
for making
practical
use of the results
of this type
of study.
Since the dominant environmental
perception
of the farmers was of a long-term,
"deadlocked"
conflict
between man and nature
(farmer and drought),
Saarinen considered
that innovative
solutions
were unlikely
to
be adopted by the majority
of farmers.
Thus
he concluded
that government policies
to relocate
farmers would be resisted
by most farmers, and agricultural
innovations
would be
adopted by only a few individuals.
Both interviewers
and respondents
can enjoy this technique
if the interviewer
is competent and at ease with it. For both, it provides a change from the routine
verbal
question-answer
format of an interview.
As for
several
of the techniques
described
in the
Guidelines,
the results
can be analysed at
more than one level,
depending upon the research questions
being asked, the suitability
and the experience
of the
of the pictures,
analyst.
Where the pictures
are essentially
graphic
forms of structured
questions,
they
will
elicit
fairly
specific,
structured
responses which should not be analysed at any
deep psychological
level but rather
at the
level
of attitudes,
or dispositions
to act,
in relation
to the environment.
generated
by the picCommonly, the stories
tures evoke longer and more useful
data than
those evoked by verbal
scenarios.
But pictures require
even more careful
pretesting
than verbal
stimuli
because incorrect
details,
or too many of them, in the picture
can stimulate inappropriate
responses,
which cannot
test a
be readily
coded. In a cross-cultural
picture
stimulus
has advantages
over verbal
ones because of its suitability
for many popFor some people,
ulations.
such as illiterate
it has obgroups, old people and children,
vious important
advantages
over verbal
tests;
The difficulties
of finding
suitable
pictures,
whether drawings or photographs,
should not
be underestimated.
It is not yet known if a
set can be devised which would be valid
for
more than one culture
or ecological
setting
because little
effort
has yet been given to
developing
such environmental
cross-cultural
picture
tests.
Barrau (1976) has used a procedure
in
southern
France in which children
were asked
to draw pictures
of their
community.
The children as a group selected
those pictures
which
they felt
were most representative
of their

Example: perception
of drought hazard on the
Great Plains,
United States
One of the photographs
used by Saarinen
(1966) in his study of drought perception
showed a man with a stooped posture
standing
The attitudes
revealed
by
in a barren field.
farmers in the Great Plains
to this situation
are shown in the following
extracts
of the
stories
that Saarinen obtained:
"Because of
the great opportunities
in the late 20s and
early 3Os, this farmer moved to the drylands
of the High Plains.
His first
few years were
successful
. ..And for the next four or five
years the wind blew and the soil drifted...
And in despair
with his hands in his pockets
and his head bent low, he started
his return
of some
to the big city."
'I.. .He's thinking
way he's going to control
it."
"...Nature
will
take care of it if he gives a little
help."
'I...' Bout the most hopeless
feeling
there is in the world."
(Saarinen
1966).
the stories
were analysed
In this study,
using a technique
to abstract
a three-part
theme (initial
phase which sets the scene;
action
phase in which something
is done; and
a resolution
phase or outcome).
Murray's
(1947) scheme of psychological
"needs" and
on the personality
was
external
"presses"
used to analyse the events described
within
the three parts of the theme. Saarinen used
a group method of analysis
rather
than trying to understand
the relationship
between
individual
personality
and environmental
perception.
Saarinen was able to show that conflict
was the main element in the farmers'
perception of their
environment,
with their need
to achieve production
in opposition
to environmental
forces
(drought).
However, whilst
most farmers experienced
this conflict,
they
expressed
in their
stories
little
in the way
of solution.
Almost half envisaged
doing nothing and most of the others showed only passive coping mechanisms.
Thus for them the
confiict
continued
unresolved,
with the far54
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area that is drawn but the fact that the respondent himself
translates
his mental images
spatial
terms.
into graphic,
The respondent
may be asked to describe
what he has drawn and to annotate
it. Depending on the research
questions
of the investithe map can be content
analysed
in
gation,
terms of its structure,
components,
style,
or
what it includes
or does not include.
The
analysis
of the maps obtained
from a sample
of respondents
can be converted
back into a
cartographical
form to present
a model of the
collective
image held by a group of people.
Such group mental maps can then be compared
with those of other groups.
(1974)
compared
drawSanders and Porter
ings of an outline
map of Africa
made by students in Tanzania and the United States (Fig.
10). Using principal
components analysis
and
principal
axes factor
analysis,
they were
able to systematically
compare shape and orientation
errors
between the two groups
of
students.
They suggested that similar
analyses might be made of successive
early maps of,
for example, Africa
or the New World to determine how historical
perceptions
of newly discovered lands changed as knowledge of them increased through time.
These collective
images have been used in
comparing different
ethnic
and social
groups'
mental maps of a city and in tracing
the developmental
sequence of spatial
images in
children
of different
ages. Lynch (1960) did
pioneering
work in comparisons
of urban images, but his samples of respondents
were
small and not selected
primarily
to represent
social
or ethnic
differences
within
the city.
His main concern was with the "imageability"
of the environment.
In a more structured
form of the test,
the
respondent
is simply asked to draw a line
around the part of the map which he considers
to be his own area or neighbourhood.
The conhas both social
and
cept of "neighbourhood"
physical
meanings to most people whose area
of social
contact
and identity
is usually
smaller
than their
perception
of physical
homogeneity
such as housing type (Lee 1968).
It has been found in other studies
that the
perceptions
of what constitutes
residents'
their
neighbourhood
differ
from that of planners, and knowledge of residents'
perceptions
is useful
to planners
in urban renewal and
design.
The careful
structure
of respondent
groups; young and old
samples (e.g. ethnic
people) can enable researchers
to make valuable suggestions
about the planning
and design of such areas with particular
reference
groups.
A good
exto the needs of particular

village
or neighbourhood.
These pictures
were
then presented
to the adults
of the community
as a set of picture
stimuli
to elicit
adult
perceptions
of their
home environment.
In
this way, child
and adult perceptions
could
be compared and discussed
and the pictures
themselves
were generated
from within
the
community.
this method has considerable
In general,
potential
for field
studies
in environmental
It enables free responses
that
perception.
provide
insight
to the researcher
beyond what
he may be able to code in a formal analysis,
and gives revealing
specifat a group level,
ic details
which convey the flavour
of the
local
situation.
Mental

tests

maps

maps are a technique
Mental or "cognitive"
for finding
out the images of spatial
relationships
and environmental
characteristics
about in their
heads" and
that people "carry
the attitudes
they hold towards them. These
maps fall
into two main groups:
- mental maps of places of which people have
direct
sensory experience
(e.g. their
home
area, place of work);
- mental maps of areas perceived
through cognitive
processing
of personal
experience
(e.g. travel)
and information
(e.g. books,
reflecting
the inconversations),
films,
dividual's
ignorance,
prejudices
or beliefs
(e.g. national
stereotypes).
Maps of places people experience
directly
are
concerned with the cognitive
processing
of
sensory perception,
particularly
in relation
to distance
perception,
orientation,
spatial
relationships
and environmental
"legibility"
(see page 65). The second group of maps is
based on the whole system of the perception
variables
described
in the discussion
on basic approaches and reflects
perceptions
in
the sense of prejudices,
preferences
and
stereotypes.
The two types of mental maps are
characteristically
obtained
by different
methods.
Direct
(or revealed)
mental maps
In this method the respondent
is asked to
draw a map (on a blank piece of paper or area
of ground) of an area, or a route.
The area
or route may be defined
as a specific
geographic
location
(e.g. Nairobi),
as an area
known to the respondent
(e.g. his neighbourhood), an area in his past (e.g. his childor a hypothetical
area
hood environment),
(e.g. his "Utopia").
The unifying
element is not the type of
55
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ample of the use of this technique
in urban
planning
is given by Appleyard
(1969) in his
study of the new Venezuelan
city of Ciudad
Guayana.

Twelve randomly
selected
examples of student
Figures
A-H were drawn by Tanzanian
students,
The area of each has been standardized.
Figure

10.

questions

Younger children
were found to draw their
neighbourhoods
much smaller
than older children. This was the only significant
effect
of
age found, which is a surprising
finding
in
view of the developmental
psychology
assumptions made about children's
perceptions
of
space. The effect
of race was strongest;
white children
were able to draw more accurate maps of the whole city,
and their
neighbourhood maps covered larger
areas. Their
friends
lived
farther
away from their
home
and they were more likely
to ride than to
walk to school.
White children
had lived
at
their
present home for less time than black
and Mexican-American
children.
Their maps emphasised
the structure
and pathways of their
areas and were bounded by main roads and railways. In contrast,
black children's
maps emphasized the home.

Example: Children's
perceptions
of their
home environment.
Maurer and Baxter (1972)
used mental maps to study children's
images
of their
homes, neighbourhoods,
journeys
to
school,
liked
and disliked
places and their
city of Houston, Texas. The children
included
ninety-six
black,
white and Mexican-American
boys and girls
from 7 to 14 years old. Each
child was interviewed
by a young woman of the
same race and asked to draw maps on paper of
his neighbourhood
and city.
Each child was
asked to name places on the maps, to describe
the journey
between home and school and to
say where he most liked
and least liked
to
play.

Note.

ways of asking

attempts
to draw
and Figures
I-L

Revealed
menta2 maps: African
and American
students'
draw the shape of Africa
(reprinted
with permission
Porter
29741
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the shape of Africa.
by American
students.

attempts
to
from Sanders and
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Indirect
mental maps
is asked
With this method, the respondent
to rank a series of elements
(e.g. countries,
towns) in terms of some attribute
(e.g. knowfor them as a place
ledge, or his preference
to live in).
These rankings
are then aggregated for the total
sample of respondents,
factor
analysed,
and presented
graphically
in
map form. The mapped attribute
can be presented as isolines
superimposed
upon a cartographic map of the area.
Distortion
in distance
or area can alternatively
be used to represent
the difference
between the geographical
spatial
relationships of different
places and their
perceived
values for a group of respondents
along a
named attribute.
The latter
can produce humorous maps of gross over-distortion
of local
areas to reflect
ethnocentrism
and territoriality
as well as our common ignorance
of more
distant
places (Could and White 1974).
Indirect
mental maps are less a technique
of eliciting
spatial
images than one of presenting
in map form aggregated
perceptions
of,
or preferences
for, geographic
places.
It is
unfortunate
that both the direct
and indirect
methods have come to be known as "mental
maps", since only the method involving
the
individual
respondent
as the principal
draughtsman can really
be described
as a "mental map"
test.
Maps of the second type (indirect
mental maps) are more accurately
described
as
maps of spatial
knowledge or preference.
OTHER SPECIALIZED INTERVIEW TECHNIQUES
Attihde

scaies

The concept of attitude
is described
on page
93. Attitudes
usually
are considered
to include emotional,
intellectual,
and behavioural
aspects which together
predispose
the individual to act in a certain
way. In terms of
stability,
attitudes
are assumed to come somewhere between values
(long-term)
and opinions
(transitory).
Thus, attitude
scales are usually designed to measure attitude
direction
(positive
or negative
towards the attitude
object),
attitude
strength
(the extremity
or
moderation
of view) and consistency
(expected
relationship
between attitudes).
Studies measuring attitudes
at different
points
in time
for the same population
can also use these
scales to measure attitude
change.
Attitude
scaling
is now a well developed
technique,
forming a major research
area within social
psychology.
There are several
col-

techniques

lections
of scales to measure attitudes
to a
wide range of specific
and general phenomena.
It is thus worthwhile
to survey the literature to determine
which is most appropriate
for the research
to be undertaken
(e.g. Robinson, Rusk and Head 1973; Robinson and Shaver 1973; Shaw and Wright 1967).
One problem encountered
when using these
scales is that the wording of the statements
is usually
critical
to the responses.
For
this reason, in any particular
field
situation,
it often seems preferable
to construct
a new scale.
Thus, the number of scales is
constantly
increasing;
very few of them are
used in more than one study,
so that the validity
and reliability
of most scales are unknown.
Scale corlstrwtiov.
An attitude
scale is a collection
of statements to which the respondent
is asked to respond one at a time by indicating
to what extent he agrees or disagrees
(see discussion
on scaled questions).
Ideally
the statements
should be short,
contain
one idea, and be
phrased in unambiguous language suitable
to
the study population.
The statements
included
in the scale (usually
between ten to thirty
statements)
are selected
from a much larger
number on the basis of pretesting
(with a number of judges rating
all statements)
so that
the relative
strength
of each statement
can
be calculated.
The final
scale is made up of
those statements
which appear to cover the
range of attitudes
found among the study population.
These statements
should be spaced
roughly
equally
apart in attitudinal
distance
and should be consistent
in discriminating
between people where their
attitudes
are placed
along the scale.
The scale requires
validation
by testing
on two populations
which on other behavioural
or social
characteristics
would be expected
to differ
in attitude
along the measured dimension.
If the scale measures significant
differences
in attitude
between the two populations,
it is considered
ready for use.
Attitude
scale construction
is described
in more detail
in Fishbein
(1967).
It is not
possible
here to go into the theoretical
difficulties
surrounding
these scales but anyone
contemplating
constructing
his own scale
should be aware of them. One major problem
which should be at least mentioned
is that
it is difficult
empirically
to find a relationship
between measured attitudes
and observed behaviour
(Wicker 1969).
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MultidimensionaZ

Evaluation
The advantage of using an attitude
scale
is that,
if properly
constructed,
it provides
interval
rather
than nominal or ordinal
data
so that the relative
attitude
strengths
of
different
people and groups may be compared.
The difficulty
is that the large number of
statements
necessary
to obtain valid
measurements sometimes tire
the type of respondent who thinks
carefully
about each one, especially
if the scale is part of a longer interview.
Some people also find it irritating
to consider
statements
that seem to them to
be irrelevant,
oversimplified
or self-eviThis is a similar
probdently
wrong-headed.
lem to that of forced-choice
statements
(see
page 40) and is a particular
difficulty
with
more knowledgeable
and thoughtful
respondents.
Sometimes respondents
want to make two separate assessments,
one for the present and
one for the future;
or alternatively,
for how
things
really
are, and for how they should be.
Filling
in responses
to a number of statements, especially
for more complex scales,
requires
effort
and concentration.
Also the repetitiveness
of some ideas used for internal
validation
can be noticed
and queried by respondents.
These are problems common to many
attitude
scales.
Attitude
scales are easy to analyse because they are already
constructed
to allow
rapid scoring.
The ease of analysis
is gained
only at the expense of careful
and time-consuming scale construction.
Attitude
scales are usually
highly
situation-specific
with regard to culture
and location.
Even between North America and England, attitude
statements
require
different
wording.
When attempts
are made to use the
same instrument
for wideiy
different
cultures,
the problems are magnified
to such an extent
that the validity
of the instrument
becomes
highly
questionable.
Designing
a scale for
each specific
situation
is therefore
a timeconsuming task leading
to scale proliferation
and problems of validation,
but this is necessary if such a technique
is to be used
cross-culturally.
A more fundamental
problem is that attitude scales were initially
developed
for literate,
western populations
generally
familiar
with questionnaires,
opinion
polls
and penciland-paper
tests.
In many other cultures,
the
task of saying how far one agrees or disagrees with a set of statements
is not part
of the culture
or social
organisation.
The
use of attitude
scales cross-culturally
is
therefore
fraught
with many difficulties.

questions

scaling'

Multidimensional
scaling
(MDS) is a technique designed to overcome some of the traditional
problems in scaling
verbal response.
These problems include:
- sensitivity
to the way the scales are administered,
especially
in interviewer-respondent interaction
effects;
- assumptions
that the researcher
can prejudge which and how many relevant
dimensions to measure;
- assumptions
that the scales selected
by
the researcher
are unidimensional.
Multidimensional
scaling
is a means of scaling respondents'
judgements or attitudes
along dimensions
which are obtained
from the
respondents'
answers rather
than from the researcher's
questions
(Romney, Shepard and
Nerlove 1972). It can also be used to show
how distance
is subjectively
distorted
in relation
to the absolute
distances
that exist
between points
in Cartesian
space. When interstimulus
relationships
are shown in a twodimensional
configuration,
the result
is a
mental map which depicts
the way people
stretch
and compress their
perceived
environment.
Method
The technique
requires
that the respondent
makes a successive
number of judgements.
These
may concern the distance
between two points,
or the difference
between two attitude
statements, or which one (object,
statement,
place)
he prefers
to another.
Thus the respondent
is
evaluating
the similarity,
dissimilarity
or
degree of association
between any stimuli
or
elements.
These may be presented
to him as
triads
(see page 59)or as successive
pairs
(Messick 1956; Torgerson
1952). If the stimuli
are attitude
statements,
a respondent
can be
requested
to estimate
the differences
between
stimuli
on a scale where 0 represents
total
dissimilarity
and the upper end signifies
total similarity.
Often a respondent
is asked
to simply indicate
his preference,
and the
distance
between the stimuli
is measured by
the proportion
of times he chooses one over
another.
Analysis
Multidimensional
scaling
is concerned with
the problem of representing
n objects
geometrically
by n points
so that the distances
1. The author
gratefully
ceived
from Hersch
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between each point in space correspond
to an
empirical
measure of relatedness
among various psychological
stimuli.
Consequently,
the
technique
involves
two models. The first
one,
a distance
model, is necessary
to obtain
inter-stimulus
distances.
Psychological
distance
is viewed in terms of agreement or disagreement between two statements.
Short psychological distances
represent
dissimilarity
or disagreement,
while long psychological
distances
represent
similarity
or agreement.
The distances are supplied
by the respondent's
judgements.
The second component of the multidimensional
scaling
procedure
is a spatial
model
to determine
the dimensionality
of the space,
and the projections
of the stimulus
points
along its axes. Numerous algorithms
have been
developed,
but modern multidimensional
scaling began with a non-metric
procedure
developed by Shepard (1962) and Kruskal
(1964a,
is now carried
out using com1964b). Analysis
puter package programs such as TORSCA and
INDSCAL which incorporate
various
improvements
to the original
formulation
(Golledge
and Rushton 1972). The number of dimensions
obtained
and their
identity
must generally
be interpreted on the basis of the loadings
each stimulus has on each of the dimensions
for the
various
solutions.
This procedure
is characteristic
of any
factor
extraction
technique
such as principal
components analysis,
but multidimensional
scaling
has two advantages.
Experience
has
shown that an acceptable
solution
seldom exceeds three dimensions.
When the judgements
of a group of respondents
are collapsed
into
a single matrix
by calculating
the modal or
median differences
between pairs of stimuli,
the Shepard-Kruskal
procedure
yields
a metric
solution
from the weakest possible
assumptions
in the original
data.
Evaluation
Multidimensional
scaling
is a potential1.y
important
technique
in environmental
perception because it does not impose the researcher's structure
on the data at the outset.
Recause it is also essentially
a non-parametric
technique,
it has advantages
over other multivariate
analyses.
At the same time, however,
it does have several
disadvantages
for use
in the field:
- There is at present no basis for determining the number of respondents
necessary
to produce meaningful
and stable dimensions.
- The number of stimuli
given to each respondent must cover a large enough range
to ensure that all the relevant
dimensions

techniques

are included,
but every additional
stimulus increases
the size of the task exponentially.
- The dimensions
obtained
by analysis
'are
not always clear in their
number or identity.
- The task for the respondent
and interviewer is time-consuming,
onerous,
and largely
uninteresting.
The last point should perhaps be the most influential
one for field
investigations.
Repertory

The repertory
grid is a method devised to
measure how people categorize
phenomena
(places,
people,
events).
It enables the researcher
to find out what things
are put in
the same or different
classes
in people's
minds and how the classes of phenomena are
distinguished
from each other.
The method was originally
developed
by
Kelly
(1955) as a clinical
technique
to measure personality
by asking people to distinguish
between people in their
personal
lives
(mother,
teacher,
etc.).
It has since
been used in environmental
perception
to meatribal
perceptions
sure, among other things,
of agricultural
problems in Africa,
perceptions of urban services,
and comparisons
of
different
places (locally
and nationally).
As
used in environmental
perception,
its results
are not necessarily
interpreted
within
Kelly's
personal
construct
theory from which it was
developed as a model of personality.
Method: presentation
of triads
The technique
is one of presenting
a respondent (or group of respondents)
with triads,
or sets of three phenomena or concepts.
These
are usually
words either
written
on cards or
spoken verbally.
They can also be pictures
on cards, drawn on the ground or pointed
out
in the environment.
Cards have the advantage
that the respondent
can handle them, and physically
rearrange
them as he considers
alternative
groupings
so that the task becomes
easier,
more concrete
and evidently
more enjoyable.
For example, "mountain",
"river",
"field",
"village"
etc.,
could be presented
in several
different
ways depending on the interview
cirThese are called
"elements".
They
cumstances.
may either
be given as a set to the respondent or he may produce his own. Often responses to open questions
in the rest of the
interview
can provide
the "set" of elements.
the element-set
can consist
of
Alternatively,
some researcher-initiated
responses
and some
respondent-initiated
ones.
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8. Instructions

Use a small
"elements".

for

set of cards.

repertory

questions

analysis
in order to identify
the major principles
on which he discriminates
between phenomena. The triad
method of presentation
is
being increasingly
used in field
research
independently
of repertory
grid techniques.
The repertory
grid presents
more difficulties to the interviewers
than to the respondents.
It is a relatively
complex procedure
for interviewers
to fill
in the grid correctly
as well as randomly present
successive
triads.
Interviewers
therefore
need considerable
training in the use and rationale
of the grid before using it in the field.
The simplest
way to present
the interviewer's task is to show a grid and a set of typical
instructions
to interviewers
(Table 8).

The respondent
is then asked to indicate
one important
way in which any two elements
of the three presented
to him are alike
and
are different
from the third
element.
In the
example above, he might say "mountain"
and
"field"
are alike because both provide
him
with food.
Then he is asked which card is the odd
one and in what way it is different
from the
If "river"
others.
were the third
element in
the triad,
he might say it was different
because it didn't
provide
food but flooded his
crops and ruined them. For another respondent,
one could imagine a quite different
set of
constructs
and groupings
for these same three
elements,
reflecting
differences
in environmental perceptions
and lifestyles.
For each of the remaining
cards in turn,
the respondent
is then asked to say whether
they are more on the "alike"
side or the "unalike"
side of the construct
he has defined.
(Alternatively,
respondents
may be asked to
rate the elements according
to how much alike
or unalike
they are on the construct,
but
this is a more difficult
task for the respondent in an already
long test and requires
more analysis.)
The elements are randomly presented
in
sets of three,
ideally
until
all possible
combinations
have been explored.
This full
repertory
grid allows analysis
of the relationship
between a respondent's
constructs
by factor
analysis
or principal
components
Table

ways of asking

BvaZuation
For the respondent,
whose task is to select between three given variables
on the
grounds of his own criteria
of "difference"
and "alikeness",
the task is relatively
simple. The use of cards makes the task more
concrete
and enables the respondent
to make
alternative
rearrangements.
The structure
of
the task itself
is different
enough from the
usual interview
schedule to provide
a relief
from questioning.
To complete a full
grid requires one or more hours, and this is a significant
problem in using the repertory
grid
as one part of a longer interview.
Repertory
grids can be analysed at several
levels.
Where complete grids are obtained,
ELEMENTS

grid

These are the

place three cards selected
1. Interviewer
at random in front of the respondent
and
ask him to say one important
way (construct)
in which any two of them are alike and are different
from the third
one. Write his response in the "alike"
column.
2. Then ask which is the odd card out and
in what way it is different
from the
others.
Write down his response in the
"different"
column.
3. Write X in the appropriate
two "alike"
elements.

boxes for

the

Write 0 in the appropriate
"different"
element.

boxes for

the

L

E

BT
z
5

3

dry

x

AA

home

ADXAXAOAAA

ours

DOAXADDAXD
t
-

D

D

Write in A (alike)
or D (different)
each box in the row as he answers.

for

or until

0

D-X

D

-5
y-----

6
+-

8
9
10
The elements
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and constructs

dangerous
not ours

4

Note.

wet

A
--

7

4'. For each of the remaining cards in turn,
ask him to decide whether it is more on
the "alike"
side or the "different"
side
of the construct.

5. Repeat for as long as possible,
the grid is completed.

DIFFERENT

ALIKE

filled

in are samples only.
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environment
in several
studies
(Baumann and
is described
on
Sims 1974). This dimension
page 89. It can be measured by devising
sentence completion
and Environscenarios,
mental Apperception
Tests,
among others,
to elicit
responses along the axis of perceived control
or perceived
powerlessness.

they are usually
key punched for the computer and analysed by factor
analysis
or principal component analysis.
For incomplete
grids
where the object
is to gain some sense of the
main criteria
by which phenomena are compared,
analysis
can usefully
be done at the "eyefor
balling"
level.
Thus, there is potential
sophisticated
analysis
with repertory
grids,
but much can also be learned at the level
of
identifying
people's
"labels"
for environmental components and places.
(e.g.
The use of cards, real objects
plants,
pointing
to parts of the landscape)
or drawings
in presenting
triads
of elements
makes repertory
grids an attractive
and flexible cross-cultural
technique.
However, its
two main difficulties
- the time taken and
the need to carefully
train
the interviewers - make this technique
less useful
in a
survey or sampling
situation.
It should perhaps be restricted
to supplement
in-depth
studies
by experienced
personnel,
so that additional
material
(e.g. folk-lore,
linguistic data) can be used to give a more complete
context
to the repertory
grid data. The repertory
grid is an important
means of probing
categorisation,
but it tends to provide
only
one possible
taxonomy, whereas most people
and cultures
operate with a complex set of
criteria
for their
environment.
Personality

techniques

InternalL-External

Control

Scale

One well known measure for efficacy
is Rotter's
Internal-External
(I-E) Control
Scale
(Rotter
1966) to measure people's
perception
of their
degree of control
over events in
their
own lives
and in the world in general.
Although
it is not so pure a scale as it was
originally
thought
to be and although
later
work has shown "personal
control"
(personal
events)
and "control
ideology"
(events in
general)
to be different
components of the
scale,
it has been widely
and successfully
in North America.
Personal
conused, mainly
trol
is found to be the dominant factor,
accounting
for most of the variance.
Over fifty
per cent of the studies
investigating
InternalExternal
control
have used the Rotter
I-E
scale although
there are another
twenty scales
developed
to measure efficacy
(reproduced
in
Robinson and Shaver 1973).
The scale is a self-administered
paperand-pencil
test and consists
of twenty-three
forced-choice
questionnaires,
plus six "filler" questions
that are not scored.
Internal
statements
are paired with external
statements.
One point is given for each external
statement selected.
Scores can range from zero
(most internal)
to twenty-three
(most external).
The I-E scale was tested in the field
by
participants
at the MAB perception
workshop
held in Victoria,
Canada, in May 1976 and
evaluated
for its usefulness
cross-culturally
(Canada-MAB 1977). It was found that in a
field
setting
even within
North America (as
opposed to student
populations
on campuses),
the forced-choice
format produced considerable
difficulty
in admini-stration.
Respondents were
unwilling
to commit themselves
to either
alternative,
despite
the initial
assurance
that
the task was simply an exercise
to decide
which extreme statement
was closest
to their
own view. Extreme statements
were alienating
and respondents
wanted to modify them, if
they had not already
rejected
both views.
The task was also fairly
long (15 to 20
minutes),
especially
when respondents
felt
negative
about it, and were unused to such
pencil-and-paper
tests.
The concept of perceived
control
over the

measures

Personality
scales and tests
(including
the
TAT) are largely
concerned with measuring
individual
personality
in relation
to the socio-psychological
environment
rather
than the
physical
environment
- in the context
of landscape, towns, streets
and places.
?lany of these personality
measures require
use by highly
trained
personnel
and/or they
require
the respondent
to "take a test"
in
the sense of sitting
down with paper and pencil and filling
in one hundred or more items.
Their predictive
ability
for how man perceives and relates
to his physical
environment is not yet known, although
work by Craik
(1975) using a battery
of personality
tests
in assessing
environmental
appraisal,
may unravel some of the more relevant
measures.
tests which measure only a few
Generally,
dimensions
of personality
rather
than seek
a comprehensive
personality
assessment have
been more successful
in relating
personality
to environmental
perception.
This is true
for Saarinen's
(1966) modified
analysis
of
farmer's
responses
to TAT or (EAT) pictures
of drought.
It is also true for measures of
efficacy
or perceived
control
over one's
61
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environment
was considered
to be significant
in environmental
perception
and behaviour,
but
doubts were raised as to whether this scale
was the best way to measure it for householdThe wording of the statements
ers in Victoria.
showed a strong orientation
towards American
college
students
and was not relevant
enough
Even though the Victoria
to the respondents.
respondents
were part of a literate,
"western"
society,
the task of identifying
themselves
Independenllywith a long series
of extreme statements
was
Oriented
not congenial
to them.
The workshop therefore
concluded
that the
I-E scale in its present
format is not useful cross-culturally
although
the concept of
internal-external
control
in relation
to the
environment
is of relevance.
The present
I-E
scale is directed
at control
over events in
the context
of a particular
type of society,
and in any cross-cultural
modification
its
content
and format would need to be completely
reconstructed.

questions

Risk-SeekIng

Dependently Oriented

Oriented

Environmenta
persona2ity
measures
The development
of personality
measures
specifically
with reference
to man's interaction
with his natural
and built
environment,
rather
than with society,
is still
in its infancy. We lack a coherent
model of man-environment relations
which would provide
criteria for selecting
dimensions
along which to
measure individual
personality
dispositions
towards the environment.
Even more important,
in terms of personality
dispositions,
it is
not yet known if the physical
environment
is
significantly
different
from the social
environment
to require
new models of man-enviThe relationships
beronment interaction.
tween the individual,
his social
setting,
and his ecosystem are not well conceptualized
in scientific
theory.
Three measures have been developed
in
North America for scaling
personality
among
specific
dimensions
in relation
to the physical
environment
(Little
1973; McKechnie
1974; Sonnenfeld
1969). The three main diover nature,
somensions found are: control
cial versus technological
orientation
and
risk-seeking
avoidance,
with a fourth
dimension of time orientation
and change. These
dimensions
are shown as axes in a hypothetical man-environment
"space" in Figure 11.

Risk-Avolding

Figure

11. Major dimensions
in man-environment
relations
being measured by present
environmentaL?
personality
scaZes

nology,

aesthetics
and privacy.
The test is
a self-administered
paper-and-pencil
one in
which the respondent
is asked to indicate
the
extent
to which each statement
describes
or
5-point
scale
applies
to him, using a full
from strongly
disagree
to strongly
agree (see
page 42 on scaled questions).
The test takes
up to 40 minutes for unselected
adult samples
in North America,
and is invalid
if more than
sixteen
items are not completed.
From the 184 responses,
eight environmental disposition
scores and one validity
score
(called
communality)
are obtained.
These are
described
in Table 9 together
with idealized
descriptions
of how a high and low scorer
The ERI has already
remight be described.
ceived some validation
in North America and
this work is being continued.

Environment
Response Inventory
(ERI)
The most elaborately
developed measure is
the Environmental
Response Inventory
(McKechnie 1974) which consists
of 184 statements
covering
a wide range of attitudes
to the
natural
and built
environments,
science,
tech-

Evaluation
of environmenta
persona2ity
measures
Table 10 shows the relationship
of scales
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Other

specialised

interview

techniques
-

HIGH
SCORERS
DESCRIBED
AS:

ARE

Aesthetic,
affectionate,
tractible,
outspoken,
unconventional,
IIOUS,
selfish.

OFTEN
SCALE

AND

MAJOR

LOW
SCORERS
ARE
DESCRIBED
AS:

THEMES:

OFTEN

complicated,
disprogressive,
rebelunpredictable,

PA (Pastoralism).
Opposition
to land development; concern
about population
growth:
preservation
of natural
resources,
including
open
space;
acceptance
of natural
forces
as shapers
of human
life; sensitivity
IO pure environmental
experiences;
self-sufficiency
in the
natural
environment.

Apathetic,
conscientious,
conventional,
deliberate,
friendly,
honest,
practical,

Critical,
skeptical,
responsive
to urban
aesthetics,
highbrow,
concerned
with
philosophical
problems
in life, valuing
intellectual
activity,
managerial
interests.

UR
(Urbanism).
Enjoyment
of high
density
living;
appreciation
of unusual
and
varied
stimulus
patterns
of the city; interest
in cultural
life; enjoyment
of interpersonal
richness
and
diversity.

Conscientious,
conventional,
friendly,
generous,
nonverbal,
opportunistic,
robust, simple,
unselfish.

Autocratic,
condescending,
conservative,
efficient,
enterprising,
extroverted,
hardheaded,
mannerly,
methodical,
power
and
money
oriented,
judgmental,
aesthetically
unresponsive.

EA (Environmental
Adaptation).
Modification
of the environment
to satisfy
needs and desires,
and to provide
comfort
and leisure;
opposition
to governmental
control
over private
land use;
preference
for highly
designed
or adapted
environments:
use of technology
to solve environmental
problems;
preference
for stylized
environmental
details.

Artistic,
awkward,
compassionate,
curious,
distractible,
idealistic,
introspective,
moody,
nonconforming,
sensitive,
sensuous,
worrying,
forthright.

Adventurous,
disorderly,
dreamy,
easy-going,
immature,
progressive,
unconventional,
able.

SS (Stimulus
Seeking).
exploration
of unusual
complex
and
intense
breadth
of interests.

Conscientious,
conservative.
practical,
responsible,
rigid,

distractible,
impulsive,
undepend-

Interest
places;
physical

in travel
and
enjoyment
of
sensations;

conservative,
dependable,
self-controlled.

ET (Environmental
Trust).
General
environmental
opennes\.
respowivene\F,
and
trust:
competence
in finding
one’s
way
about
the
environment
vs. fear of potentially
dangerous
environments;
security
of home;
fear of being
alone and unprotected.

Bitter,
cold,
ful intolerant,
thrift,
unkind.

Affectionate.
artistic,
changeable,
dependent,
dreamy,
emotional,
forgiving,
idealistic,
introspective,
aesthetically
reactive,
warm.

AN
(Antiquarianism).
Enjoyment
of antiques
and historical
places;
preference
for traditional
vs.
modern
design;
aesthetic
sensitivity
to
man-made
environments
and
to landscape;
appreclatlon
of cultural
artifacts
of earlier
era<;
tendency
to collect
objects
for their emotional
significance.

Coane.
cool,
conservative,
mischievous,
moralistic,
stolid,
unemotional.

Aloof,
arrogant,
autocratic,
bitter,
cold,
formal,
hard-hearted,
sulky,
polished,
resentful,
stubborn.

NP
(Need
for
Privacy).
Need
isolation
from
Ftimuli;
enjoyment
dislike
of neighboring;
need for
distraction.

Appreciative,
cooperative,
friendly,
seeking
reassurance,
acceptance.
lacks confidence,

Arrogant,
hearted,
sociable,

MO
(Mechanical
Orientation).
Interest
in
mechanics
in its various
forms:
enjoyment
in
working
with
one’s
hands.
interest
m technological
processes
and basic princlplea
of 5clence:
appreciation
of the functional
properties
of
objects.

Affectionate,
understanding,
warm.

CO (Communality).
honest,
attentive.
tude;
response
manner.

Hard-headed,
flirtatious,
mature,
opportunistic,
independent-minded,
complex.

Capable,
helpful,
thorough,

Calm,
tient,

competent,
ingenious,
tolerant,

diligent,
resourceful,
well-adjusted.

efficient,
stable,

conceited,
egotistical,
hardmasculine,
self-seeking,
inflexible,
manipulative.

civilized.
initiatory,
mannerly,
tactful,
trusting,
rule-following.

pa-

for physical
of solitude:
freedom
from

A validity
scale.
tapping
and careful
test-taking
attito items
m statistically
modal

Table 9. Environmenta
Response Inventory
pert&&n
from McKechnie
19741

Scales

(reprinted

fastidious,
severe,
stingy.

coarse,
dissatisfied,
moody,
prejudiced,

distrustspend-

deliberate,
practical,
sly,

easy-going,
warm.
seeks
introverted.

feminine,
generous,
sincere,
submissive,
sympathetic,

with

good looking,
imversatile,
witty,
psychologically

Projective

techniques

and other

specialised

ways of asking

questions

Scales
Dimension
Control

of

___Harmony

with

Dependence

Social

of

the dimensions
measured
by the EnvironmentaL
Re(ERI),
sponse Inventory
Environmental
PersonaZity
Inventory
(EPI),
and the
T-P Scale

nature
on nature

orientation
____
orientation

EPI

Environmental
adaptation

Control

Pastoralism'

Sensitivity

__-

Urbanism
--Mechanical
orientation

~~__

Need for

privacy

Stimulus

seeking

Time

Antiquaridnism

orientation

the use of "pastoralism"
who are conservationist,
9).

(in terms of their
verbal
labels)
measured
by the Environmental
Response Inventory,
ERI,
Person(McKechnie 1974); the Environmental
ality
Inventory,
EPI, (Sonnenfeld
1969); and
the T-P (Thing-Person)
Scale (Little
1973).
The most comprehensive
set of scales is that
of the ERI which includes
all the axes diagrammed in Figure 11. By comparison,
the T-P
scale is focussed on the social
axis and the
EPI measures personality
along the risk-taking and environmental
control
axes.
The rational
construction
of the ERI scales
and their
similarity
to scales obtained
by
factor
analysis
suggest that the scales are
measuring
significant
dimensions,
at least
for North American populations.
Use of the ERI cross-culturally
is, however, limited
by its derivation
within
a single cultural
context.
It has been shown in
many anthropological
studies
(and discussed
cross-culturally
by Douglas 1966, 1970, and
Whyte 1975b) that an important
dimension
in
environmental
perception
is where the distinction
is made between man and society
on
on the other.
the one hand, and environment
What is considered
to be "man-made" or "mancaused" versus "environment-caused"
varies
with individuals
and cultures.
The personality dimensions
presently
being measured by
available
tests may thus be subsumed below
another untapped dimension.
In view of the
strong cultural
differences
in defining
what
and in
is external
to man (his environment)
attributing
cause and effect
in natural
and

Person
.-.- ~___~~~~__.__~_~__
Thing

Solitary
__Risk seeking

'Note that
individuals
(see table

T-P Scale

Environmental
trust

orientation

Technology

Table 10. Comparison

nature

ERI

orientation

orientation
.____

Mobility
Risk-taking

here does not imply
somewhat fatalistic

stock-herding
and sensitive

people but
to nature

social
processes,
the available
personality
measures are not yet suitable
to be used
cross-culturally
in their
present
forms.
In addition,
as field
instruments,
especially
among largely
illiterate
populations,
present personality
tests are obviously
limited by their
length
(except for the T-P
Scale),
by their
paper-and-pencil
test formats as well as by the content of their
statements. Until
further
development
is made within different
cultural
contexts,
personality
dimensions
are probably
best measured by content analysis
of projective
tests.
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER READING
The literature
on projective
techniques
is
very diverse
and much of it is highly
technical.
Researchers
wishing
to find out more
about the semantic differential
technique
should consult
Snider and Osgood (1968). Similarly,
the repertory
grid technique
is described in Bannister
(1970), Harrison
and Sarre
(1971, 1975) and Slater
(1969). Q-sorts
are
discussed
in North et al. (1963) in the context of content
analysis.
Mental maps are described by Gould and !Jhite (1974) and Downs
(1966) study of
and Stea (1973). Saarinen's
perception
of drought hazard is a good empirical
example of some of the possibilities
and problems of fieldwork
using Environmental Apperception
Tests.
Saarinen also discusses projective
techniques
generally
in Iton attitude
telson
(1973). The literature
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tude scales,
and Fishbein
(1967) for a thorough introduction
to theory and method.

scales has already
been mentioned but two
source books are worth repeating
here: Robinson and Shaver (1973) for examples of attiVI.

of structuring

RECORDING AND CODING

METHODS OF STRUCTURING LISTENING
The third
major methodological
approach to
environmental
perception
- that of listening
and recording
oral and written
evidence - combines the skill
of observation
and interviewing with the art of understanding
what is
heard and read and the faithful
transcription
of it into a permanent record.
Listening
and recording
are primarily,
but
concerned with oral evidence.
not exclusively,
As methods, they place major importance
on obtaining
respondents'
perceptions
and information without
constraining
their
form or content by the immediate research
objectives.
These perceptions
and knowledge are transmitted
to the researcher
either
as conversations or through diaries
kept by the respondent. Like the participant
observer,
the researcher who uses listening
as a main field
approach will
spend much of his time talking
with people and then transcribing
what he
has heard.
Listening
and recording
are rarely
singled
out for separate
treatment
in methodological
discussions.
There is no set of rules to follow since so much depends on the individuals
concerned - both the researcher
and the respondent.
They also produce invaluable
but
generally
non-numerical
data that have been
unfashionable
among social
scientists
in recent decades. The art of "scientific"
listening is therefore
the most neglected
technique
in the researcher's
field
kit.
Listening
and recording
require
sympathy
and patience
on the part of the researcher
who may have to sit through,
and later
transa long and apparently
tangential
monocribe,
logue whose bearing
on his research
is uncertain
at the time. They also require
skill
in coding narratives
into categories
if any
quantitative
analysis
is to be done with the
material.
Listening
and recording
require
much time
and effort.
Each session with a respondent
may take several
hours and researchers,
such
who use listening
as their
as oral historians,
main tool may visit
one respondent
many times
over a period of years.
It is not possible
to specify
a set of
methodological
rules to follow
which,
if adachered to, would produce "scientifically"

ceptable
research
results.
Some guidelines
have been given in the section
on unstandardised interviewing
(page 37) which is the
form of interviewing
which comes closest
to
a "listening"
approach.
Further
guidelines
will
be described
in the section
on oral history.
Oral historians
have developed
a wealth
of experience
in letting
respondents
speak
about themselves
and their
own lives,
using
a research
approach similar
to that of many
anthropologists,
except that it is applied
to the researcher's
own society
and culture.
Both research
traditions
have much to offer
to students
of environmental
perception.
Three methods - urban walks,
time diaries
and oral histories
exemplify
the usefulness
of a listening
and recording
approach.
These
are not exclusively
oral listening
methods,
nor are they completely
unstructured.
But
they do reflect
a research
relationship
in
which the researcher
hears what the respondent can tell
him in his own terms. In other
words, the respondent
becomes the "expert"
within
the confines
of the immediate research
topic.
Urban walks
Urban walks are a synthetic
technique
in that
they combine observation,
interviewing
and
listening
in various
degrees.
They were pioneered by Lynch (196G) in his study of the
imageability
of urban environments
in the
United States.
Since then, several
similar
studies
have been undertaken
to compare different
groups'
images of their
cities
(e.g.
children,
ethnic
groups, occupational
groups),
including
a comparative
study of four cities
in the United States by Lowenthal
and Riel
(1972). Each study used the urban walk technique in a slightly
different
way.
Assumptions
The assumptions
of the technique
of urban
walks are as follows:
- Cities
are complex physical
and social
environments
which require
"decoding"
in order for the individual
to find his way.
Orientation,
route-finding
and distance
estimation
are ways in which environmental
perception
enables people to live
in a
city and to "read" it.

Listening,

recording

of a city is a source
- The "imageability"
of emotional
satisfaction
to individuals
and groups. This imageability
is related,
to the design and layat least in part,
out of urban settings
in the context
of
their
present use.
- The high information
content
of a city requires cognitive
organisation
into a coherent pattern.
The process of acquiring
this coherent
image brings
satisfaction
to the individual.
- Within
cities,
sub-groups
with different
behavioural
patterns
perceive
the city differently.
These distinct
perceptions
in
turn help to shape their
urban behaviour
(especially
spatial).
Examples of subplanners
and resigroups are: professional
dents; residents
of different
neighbouroccupational,
social
and
'hoods; and ethnic,
age sub-groups.
?b.kt:iod %
SampZing.
searchers
the urban
pondents.
statistical
them are

and coding

- what were his feelings
on the walk;
- what made the greatest
impression
on him.
The respondent
is shown a set of photographs
of buildings,
street
views,
etc. He is asked
to say which ones he noticed
during his walk.
These responses are compared with his observations
at the time of the walk.
bfethod 2 (LouenthaZ and Riel 29721
SmpZing.
Respondents are recruited
from various groups to be reasonably
homogeneous with
respect
to several
principal
background characteristics
and large enough to provide
statistical
validity.
Ten walks are selected
as
representing
the "quintessence"
of the city
rather
than its overall
character.
Each route
is designed to provide
a change in direction
and a well defined beginning
and end. Each
respondent
is asked to cover all ten walks.
Walks. The walks can be taken in any order
but only in the prescribed
direction
because
views and impressions
are obviously
influenced
by the direction
taken. Respondents have to be
by themselves
and walks have to be taken on
specified
days of the week, during daylight
hours when it is not raining.
No more than
two of the walks can be taken in any one day.

(Lynch and Riukin
l959)
The walk is selected
by the reto be reasonably
characteristic
of
area. It is not chosen by the resRespondents are not selected
on any
sampling basis as the numbers of
small anyway.

Questionnaire:
YahIe 2% (from LowenChal l972).
The structured
questionnaire
is completed by
the respondent
immediately
after
the walk, often at locations
suggested in the walk itinera semantic differential
test
ary. It includes
(see page 45) to find out which traits,
among
twenty-five
pairs,
respondents
feel are most
significant
in each walk and a description
in
their
own words of the area or of their
feelings about it.

i;'aZk. A respondent
(usually
a resident)
is
asked to take a walk around a specific
urban
route with an interviewer.
He is told:
"We
are about to take a short walk. Don't look
for anything
in particular,
but tell
me about
the things
you see, hear or smell;
everything
and anything
you notice."
A microphone
is attached to the respondent
and everything
he
says is recorded.
There should be a minimum
of talking
by the interviewer.
Afterwards
these verbatim
impressions
are transcribed
and content
analysed
(see page 75). An alternative
procedure
is for the interviewer
to
take as full
notes as possible
during and immediately
after
the walk.
htersrieu.
Within
2-3 days after
the walk,
the respondent
is interviewed.
He is asked to
recall
the walk and the things
and events he
noticed.
His verbal
description
is recorded.
After
this open-ended question
on recall,
specific
questions
are asked, such as:
- questions
about particular
buildings,
sounds, traffic
signs,
etc.;
- how many definite
areas he had passed by;
- if he felt
the areas had any order of continuity
and if so, why;
- whether the part of the city visited
seemed
to fit
into his picture
of the city as a
whole;
66

Ir,tem)iei,l.
A few days after
the last walk is
taken, the respondents
are interviewed
about
their
recall
and asked to elaborate
on their
written
questionnaires.
Background data on
the respondents
and their
impressions
of the
city are obtained.
Both methods of urban walks are heavily
dependent upon content
analysis
as a means of
structuring
the free impressions
provided
by
the respondents.
Lowenthal
and Riel (1972) also
make use of the semantic differential
test to
provide
comparative
ratings
across walks and
respondents
for twenty-five
pairs of descriptions or verbal
labels.
This makes possible
the statistical
handling
of data, but has been
criticised
for the selection
of non-standard
semantic pairs which does not allow valid
com-
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-Walk

Questionnaire

2. Weather conditions
3.

Your own condition

4.

Experience:

a. windy
b. still

il. warm
b. cool-

(check 1 of each pair)

Have you previously

page you will

describes

what you saw on the walk
is very
Clean

it

is sanewhat

it

is equally

If

it

it

clean,

------

of opposing

OTI each line,

spaces.

have just

you

------

dirty,

check

clean

p----w

each Pair

taken,

For instance,

if

best
you

to the left:
dirty

than dirty,

check here:
dirty

X
or neither,

check

the middle

than clean,

check here:
dirty

X
the space farthest

Table 11. Questionnaire
and semuntic
with permission
from Lowenthal
i!9721

space:

dirty

X

-----

Clean

words,

check the space that

check the space farthest

and dirty

is somewhat more dirty

is vury

pairs

X
P--P-

clean

clean
If

five

more clean

clean
If

-

-

-

twenty-five

by a line

the walk

with

find

separated

If

Never

Sometimes

1.

On the next

feel

a. bright
b. cloudy

-

Often

been:

a) in this neighborhood
b) along much of this path

Question

Path No.

Date and Time of Day

NSllle

1,

Listening

to the right
X

differential
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test

dirty

for

urban

walks
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natural

A
B

contrast

C
D

people
WY
appearance
texture,
color)

E
(shape,
F

SId.ly

G

vertical

H

-----

-----

poor

-----

L

open
boring
old

0

quiet

P

vivid

motionless
rough
rich
bounded

-----

interesting

-p-7-

new

-----

noisy

-----

---

--

---

--

drab
awareness

self-awareness
pleasant
use

T
U

clean

V
w

suburban
individual
features
(details)

dense

like
dark

of surroundings

unpleasant
-----

living

use

-----

dirty
---

--

---

--

---

-c_

---

-7

3.
this path or your
above.
b.

empty
urban
overall
views
(wholes)
dislike

-----

Question 2,
What are the most significant
on the list
which best apply
Question
Describe
the list
a.

chaotic

-----

K

X
Y

fresh
horizontal

-----

---_c-

business

meaning
(use, associations,
symbols)

--e--

smooth

S

things
beautiful

-----

moving

R

uniform

-----

J

Q

artificial

-----

I

N

and coding

-----

ordered

M

recording

light

-qualities

to this

feelings

of

this

path?

about

it,

using

Table

five

words

four

words srhich are e

end when you are certain

Il.

on

d.

CI

Question h.
Please
look over the questionnaire,
each question,
cherk here

G{g$the

oath.

Continus,i.
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parison with other semantic differential
studies and linguistic
models (see page 46). The
semantic differential
technique
also emphasizes the walk as a whole unit rather
than
allowing
respondents
to refer
to particular
It removes the "particularity"
parts of it.
of environmental
elements and constrains
the
description
of the area into twenty-five
preselected
categories.
The urban walks provide vivid
descriptions
which can be presented
as maps to graphically
illustrate
differences
in urban images between different
groups.
Content analysis
of Lynch's
respondents
provided
five main design elements in the
ways they organized
their
perceptions
of the
city:
paths,
edges, districts,
nodes and landmarks. Using these categories,
trained
observers then surveyed the urban area to produce
"imageability"
maps. These maps have obvious
implications
for urban planners
but do not
seem to have been taken up as practical
planning tools.
Similarly,
Lowenthal
and Riel's
conclusions
for environmental
design are unlikely
to be implemented
since they largely
imply "non-designable"
elements such as ambiguity,
contradiction,
variety
and unexpected
juxtaposition.
So far urban walks have not proved to be
an important
technique
for urban design,
but
they are a valuable
and flexible
research
tool to reveal differences
in environmental
perceptions
and images between urban areas
and urban groups. They are also a useful
technique for comparing respondents'
(residents')
images of their
neighbourhood
as obtained
in
interviews,
with the researcher's
(stranger's)
own view. Thus it is useful
for the researcher himself
to take an urban walk around the
area in which he will
interview
others,
These walks have usually
been made in urban areas by researchers
interested
in the
design aspects of cities,
taking advantage of
the concentrated
source of environmental
stimuli in urban settings
to study environmental
"legibility".
Apart from practical
problems
of distances
required
to provide
a variety
of
stimuli,
there is no reason why the method
cannot be used to study perception
of other,
non-urban
environments.

listening

what a person did - when, where, for how long
and with whom. The significance
of events for
people and their
feelings
about what they have
done are given more attention
in an oral history approach than in the usual time diary.
Time diaries
are most commonly used to
simply find out the total
amount of time devoted to particular
activities,
the variation
of these allocations
of time for different
days, months, seasons or other significant
and the characteristic
prostages and cycles,
file
of activity
for a particular
respondent
or group of respondents.
The usefulness
of time diaries
for recording behaviour
should not be underestimated.
How people behave and allocate
their
time reflects
attitudes
and values as well as personal,
social
and environmental
constraints
Time diaries
also prounder which they live.
vide information
about environmental
and social needs and the demand for facilities
(e.g.
community,
transport,
recreation).
Interest
in how people allocate
their
time
arose partly
through time and motion studies
in factories
in the 1930s in industrial
countries,
including
the Soviet Union and the
Time diaries
have since been
United States.
widely
used in urban and land use planning
and
in architectural
design.
They have also been
used to obtain
communication
networks
- to
find out who met whom and when, and to design
the scheduling
of meetings and management activities
in complex organizations.
The time
diaries
method can be usefully
extended to
environmental
management problems especially
where interdepartmental
or interagency
collaboration
is needed.
A major cross-cultural
investigation
into
time budgets has been undertaken
by social
scientists
in twelve different
countries
by
the European Coordination
Centre for Research
and Documentation
in the Social Sciences.
Method
Time diaries
can be included
as part of
an interview
schedule,
although
they take
considerable
time to complete and although
it is difficult
for respondents
to recall
accurately
even one day's activities
in detail
once that day is over. Some interviewers
are
uneasy about probing
for details
on people's
activities
or become bored with the repetitiveness
of the task.
Perhaps a better
method in literate
societies is to ask the respondent
himself
to keep
a diary of his activities
either
by following
a structured
format provided
by the researcher, as in the example in Table 12, or by allowing him to keep a diary of events that he

Time diaries
Time diaries,
or time budgets,
are simply
means of recording
what a respondent
has done
during a recent period of time - usually
a
day or a week. They differ
from oral histories
in that they are more specific
to particular
times and are usually
more factual
in terms of
69
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A. TODAY IS:
Mon

Tues

@
rest

c$Giz$
(&Tzql

not

Fri

Thurs
day

other
(explain

typical

SUII

sat

why)

(circle

one)

(circle

one)

(circle

one)

B. Please
fill
in the diary
for each activity
that takes more than 15 minutes.
record
each of them. Waiting
Where more than one activity
takes place
together,
time,
travelling
time and doing-nothing
time are all
separate
activities
and
should be individually
recorded.
Please
try to fill
the diary
in at several
points
throughout
the day in order
Put both starting
and finishing
times and
to make it as accurate
as possible.
try to account
for the whole 24 hours.

Time

Activity

Where did it
take place?

Table

12.

Exmple

Alone or with
someone else?

of

a

structured

considers
significant.
The time
diary can be
a highly
accurate
record of behaviour
and can
maintain
this reliability
over longer periods
of time than any other method,
Diarists
are
often asked to cover periods
of 24 hours to include
at least one workday
and one weekend day. If the researcher
is particularly
interested
in c,ertain
aspects of
time budgeting
or behaviour
he should make
this clear to the respondent
either
through
briefing
sessions
or by the format of the
diary to be filled
in. The minimum time period to be individually
specified
should also
be made clear to the respondent
- 15 to 30
minute periods
are commonly used units.
He
should also be made aware of how to record
activities
carried
out simultaneously
(e.g.
reading and travelling,
collecting
edible

Other
neous

time

Typical
activity
for this
time

simultaactivities

diary

fomat

plants while hunting
or walking
to work).
Coding the information
contained
in a diary is a problem similar
to that faced by observers who need to code behaviour.
Attempts
at providing
respondents
with preceding
categories are most successful
when the respondents or their
activities
being researched
are relatively
homogeneous, so that the number of categories
required
to cover the range
of behaviour
is not too large.
For general
populations,
experience
has shown that about
100 categories
are required
to cover the population's
range of activity,
but individually
most respondents
find it difficult
to classify their
own activities
according
to such
a large numbei of categories
(Michelson
and
Reed 1975). The ninety-nine
categories
devised by the Multinational
Comparative
Time
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of structuring

Budget Research Project
(Szalai
1966, 1972)
have been subsequently
used by several
researchers
but there are no universally
agreed
codes for activity
time budgets (Table 13).
Respondents keep time diaries
most conscientiously
when their
purpose is understood
and when they are personally
distributed
and
collected.
This is particularly
true if the
researcher
takes time to discuss
the diary
Such social
interaction,
with the respondent.
however brief,
cannot be replaced
by asking
respondents
to mail their
diaries
or by written requests
to fill
them in.
Oral

history

Oral history
is a method whereby oral evidence is taken from people who have usually
directly
experienced
the events they talk
about or who are relating
accounts that have
been personally
handed down to them. Historians have used this listening
technique
to
record from older people their
stories,
impressions
and memories of events that occurred when they were younger and before the
major social
and technological
changes of
this century
took place.
In both rural
and
urban environments
the use of oral history
methods has captured vivid
descriptions
and
otherwise
unknown detail
of the immediate
past. Oral evidence
is obviously
of importance where documentary
material
is absent
either
because it never existed
or because
written
records were later
destroyed.
The
South Wales Miners'
Library
and Coalfield
Project at University
College,
Swansea in the
United Kingdom demonstrates
the significant
contribution
that oral evidence can make in
a situation
where the documentation
- colliery
records - was systematically
destroyed
by the
coal owners when the mines were nationalized
in 1947 (Evans 1976).
Oral evidence
is also of particular
importance to the study of environmental
perception because it reveals
not only the facts
of environmental
experience
and behaviour
but
also the feelings
and meanings for people
that are associated
with them. In respondents'
own accounts of events,
people and places,
they reveal
their
perceptions,
attitudes
and
values as well as convey the spirit
and sense
of actually
having been present.
Oral evidence can also document the "minutiae of change" which occur progressively
so that each step is considered
too trivial
to record formally
but is remembered by those
who were present.
Evans (1975, 1976) exemplified
this in his studies
of rural
and urban England and Wales where the social
revolu-

listening

tion that followed
the First
World War is
closely
documented in his respondents'
accounts of new social
habits
that arose in
dress and behaviour,
changes often initiated
by one individual
in the community and soon
followed
by others.
Method
Taking oral evidence requires
time, some
means of recording
what is said (tape recordand above all an internotes),
er, written
ested and sympathetic
listener.
The success
of the method depends to a great extent
on
the researcher
as a person,
his knowledge of
the topic and the relationship
he can establish with the respondent.
This is stressed
by oral historians
who emphasize the value of
intuition
and imagination
over a set of tools
and techniques.
With these caveats in mind, a few guidelines
should be noted in addition
to those
mentioned
in the discussion
on "unstandardized interviewing'
(page 37), and "interviewer-respondent
effects"
(page 38).
- Do as much background
research
as possible
into the research
topic and if possible
have an initial
exploratory
interview
to
discuss
the research
project
with the respondent.
- Do not try to rush the interview
or do
more than one or two interviews
in a single day. Take time and ask to meet the respondent again at a later
date rather
than
exhaust either
the respondent
or the researcher.
- Explain
to the respondent
how you are going
to record what he says, and why. Make sure
that he agrees at the outset,
especially
if tape recordings
are to be made.
- Let the respondent
set the pace and the direction
of the conversation
with as little
interruption
as possible
from the researcher. Even if the account seems haphazard and
it may have value that the rerambling,
searcher
cannot necessarily
predict
at the
time.
- Phrase your questions
carefully
and leave
them open-ended without
suggesting
definite
alternatives
which might constrain
the respondent's
answers.
- Ask the more difficult
or sensitive
questions
towards the end of the meeting after
some rapport
has been established.
If there
are several
difficult
issues,
try to space
them out so that the respondent
can talk
about topics
he enjoys between them. Phrase
difficult
questions
in the third
person,
such as "Some people say that..."
to avoid
any sense of researcher-respondent
confron-
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about the noise of the conveyors:
I didn't
realize
how much we were depending on our
ears when we were working:
little
cracks
in the top, or little
flakes dropping
by
here - things
like that,
rumbling.
So much
easier when you were working in a stall.
You could say when a place was squeezing,
when it was preparing
to collapse,
settling
down or something.
You were careful
when you heard that. And you could listen
for the coal working,
and find exactly
where was the easiest
place to go and pull
out a dram of coal. This business
of listening:
when you are knocking
the top. We
used to have to hold the mandril
firm and
tap the top with it; and we could say whether that top was safe or not, just by the
sound. The only thing we had to watch for
were the balls
- balls
of iron ore that
would give a solid
sound, and still
drop
without
any warning
(Evans 1976, p. 167).
The second and third
quotations
provide
evidence for Evans' argument that social
structure and* material
culture
are intimately
and that therefore,
to understand
the
linked,
changing social
relations
in the mining community above ground, it is necessary
to know
the changes that occurred
in the working conditions
of the miners below ground.
The following
quotation
refers
to the situation just before mechanization
began in the
1920s and 30s.
The first
time you'd see this kind of order was in the morning when you went underground. The boy would go along, and he'd
pick up the powder-tin,
and he'd go to the
blacksmith
shop, and he'd pick up any
drills
that had been sharpened.
And then
you went underground.
You had your lamp, of
course, with you then; and you'd have to
wait at the 'locking-station'
then. The men
congregated
together
and the boys congregated together:
it was unheard of then for
a boy to go and sit with the men. Or if as I was telling
you - if a boy even ventured an opinion
in amongst the men, it was
the biggest
crime you could commit. And
this was the order of things.
When you went
to the face and you were having your morning break perhaps only you and your 'butty'
[friend]
would be together,
and you'd sit
with him. But if there were - if you were
like I was: in a heading with a lot of
and the
boys, the boys would sit together
men would sit together.
And it stayed like
that and it never altered.
Walking out afterwards
the boys would walk out together,
and the men would walk out together.
The
boys never fraternized
with the men: they

tation.
- At the end of the respondent's
discussion,
what has been said should be reviewed and
supplementary
questions
asked to clarify
or obtain more detail
about points
already
discussed.
Important
topics
can be introduced several
times from different
points
of view and each time it is likely
to proinformation.
duce new, useful
- Reliability
in oral evidence can be increased by asking respondents'
advice on
what other evidence or people could help
to document their
talk and by finding
out
indirectly
whether the respondent
experienced the events he is discussing
firsthand or only heard about them. Respondents
themselves
may have kept diaries
or have
pertinent
written
documents such as letters and newspaper cuttings.
- The notes or tape recording
should be
transcribed
by the person who has met with
the respondent
as soon as possible
after
preferably
the same day,
the interview,
as in the case in classic
anthropological
field
work. Only a person who was present
at the discussion
or interview
can annotate a transcription
adequately.
Having
been present when the respondent
was talking enables the researcher
to understand
what is conveyed through the same kind of
osmosis that enables the respondent
to recreate his first-hand
experiences.
Although
transcription
is laborious
and slow, it
enahles the researcher
to re-live
the conversation
and see nuances he earlier
missed,
nuances that would have perhaps escaped
him altogether
if the transcription
had
been done by someone else. It is worth considering
showing the written
record of the
interview
to the respondent
in a followup interview
for further
amplification
or
correction.
E3xmpZe: Perception
o;f the elf-feet of mechaniand the mining community in
zation
on mining
South &%es (iinite:?. Kingdom)
This example and the quotations
which follow are drawn from the work of George Evans
(1975, 1976) in England and Wales, where people's
perceptions
of vanishing
urban and rural environments
were studied.
The first
quotation
concerns the effect
of mechanization
in the mines on the miners'
perception
of
their
physical
environment
in terms of their
awareness of danger and their
ability
to discriminate
between different
parts of the coalfield.
I felt
very unsafe when I went on a conThere was something you said, Ifan,
veyor.
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answers

and systematically
describing
the content
of
messages. Messages in this sense include
documentary material,
folk-tales,
the contents
of diaries,
speeches,
answers to open questions and the stories
elicited
by the various projective
techniques
described
in the
discussion
on projective
techniques.
As a systematic
method, content
analysis
was first
used in the United States by students of journalism
to study the contents
of
newspapers during the 1920s. Simple techniques
of tabulating
frequencies
of occurrence
for
straightforward
categories
such as foreign
affairs,
domestic affairs,
politics
and sports
content
were used. During the same period,
analysis
began to be applied
to literature
to
describe
stylistic
and linguistic
characteristics.
From the late 1930s the focus of the technique became both more political
and more concerned with mass media, especially
through the
work of Lasswell
(1960). During the Second
World War it advanced rapidly
as a technique
for analysing
propaganda material.
Since that time content
analysis
has been
widely
used in many fields
including
history,
linguistics,
mass media studies
and psycholhave become more sophisogy. Its techniques
ticated
and there is now a computer process
called
the "General
Inquirer"
which can rapidly
analyse content material
and perform
required
frequency
counts and statistical
tests
(Stone et aZ. 1966).
Content analysis
has not only been applied
to many fields
of inquiry
but also used to
answer very different
types of questions.
Messages have both form and meaning. Traditionally
message "form" was studied
within
linguistics
and message "meaning" by content
This distinction
is no longer vaanalysis.
lid since the structural
analysis
of messages
is now the concern of content
analysis.
For
example, whether an invitation
is internally
structured
in formal or informal
phrases affects the "meaning"
it imparts
to the receiver. Similarly
the exact structure
of a magical
chant or folk-tale
may determine
its
intended
effect,
and thus its meaning.
In addition
to describing
message structure,
two major aims of content
analysis
are
description
of message content
and inference
from message content
to the senders and receivers
of messages. Typical
questions
posed
of message content
description
are:
- What is the subject
matter of the message?
- What trends in content
occur over time?
- How do different
messages or communication
channels
differ
in content?
- How readable
is the message?

were always kept strictly
in their
place.
During the time that I was there I can't
remember an occasion when the boys were
allowed to join in with the men in anything;
until
he had a collier's
number.
Then he'd be a man then. And he could join
in the jaw: he could talk with the men.
He changed his status!
(Evans
1976, p.
160).
The third
quotation
refers
to the social
impact of mechanization.
Now there is another thing that mechaniimposzation
has done. It was virtually
sible
[under the old stall
system] to be
a cheeky boy underground.
Now, under mechanization,
the boys are put to work in
groups;
so the boys themselves
create
their
own sort of society;
and they can
pick on one man and be quite rude to him an old man. But when the boy - it's
true
he was in a group to start
with,
but then
he had to go on his own with a man. And
they had various
ways of putting
you in
order:
they could see your father
in the
lamp-room;
or on a Saturday,
if you came
in to work and your 'butty'
wasn't there,
the other men wouldn't
take you; and you
had to walk home and you wouldn't
have
That was
any pay. There were no set rules.
the way it was done. Nobody ever wrote t.he
rules.
But they soon put cheeky people in
and this was the kind of retheir
places;
lationship
between man and boy in the colliery
(Evans
1976, p. 173).
6'vaZuation
The type of information
contained
in these
oral accounts cannot be found in written
documents and would escape the net of ,structured
questionnaires.
The collection
of this type
of information
depends on long, unhurried
conversations
between respondent
and researcher
who share a mutual trust
and interest
in the
topic.
oral evidence has
As a method, recording
the advantages
of high validity
and low researcher
domination
with disadvantages
of
high time requirements
and few checks on reliability.
Since the narratives
can be vivid
recreations,
it is often wisest
to minimize
coding and numerical
analysis,
and let the
words speak for themselves.
CODING ANSWERS
Content

analysis

0-f verbal

mate&a2

Content analysis
is a general
cover a set of techniques
for

term used to
objectively
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- What stylistic
features,
characteristics
and patterns
can be seen for sets of message (e.g. for the writings
of one author
or one newspaper)?
Questions
about what inferences
can be made
from the content
of messages by the people involved in sending or receiving
them rest on
assumptions
about the relationships
between
individuals
and their
verbal messages. Two
types of relationship
exist:
explicit
meaning, such as in propaganda which is politically
or commercially
motivated;
and implicit
such as may be revealed
about peomeaning,
ple's
attitudes
through projective
tests or
free conversation.
The difference
between the
two may be roughly
characterized
as explicit
meaning assuming that the sender "means what
meaning requiring
the
he says" and implicit
analyst
to "read between the lines".
The assumption
of implicit
meaning in messages is a cornerstone
in much psycho-analytic
theory.
For example, a highly
anxious
person would be expected to reveal his state
of anxiety
in the way he speaks and writes.
From this it is also argued that this anxious state can be isolated
and systematically
described
from verbal
evidence.
Questions
concerning
inference
are generally,
but not exclusively,
directed
towards the sender or
producer
of messages. For example, mass media
research
has used content
analysis
to identify
the attitudinal
and behavioural
responses of audiences
of messages. The characteristics
of senders,
especially
their
inand psychological
states,
tentions,
attitudes,
as well as the intensity
and direction
of
these attributes,
are probably
the most common inferences
made from verbal messages by
content
analysis.
Frequency

and coding

- construct
categories
for coding (see below),
e.g. by subject matter,
positive
and negative statements,
people mentioned;
- read through or listen
to material
and code
the occurrence
of each item into the appropriate
category,
using more than one
coder wherever possible;
- revise
categories
and units
if there is
poor inter-coder
agreement (poor reliability);
- tabulate
frequencies
of occurrence
between
material
being compared;
- interpret
data.
The keys to successful
content
analysis
are
the selection
of units,
construction
of Cateand good interpretation.
For the othgories,
frequency
counting
involves
only
er aspects,
systematic
coding and careful
tabulation.
The assumption
that greater
frequency
of
an item is directly
related
to its significance or importance
is valid
for many, but
not all,
For example, in material
situations.
which has an explicit
motivation,
the absence
of a particular
item may be significant
for
deducing the source's
intentions.
Similarly,
in analysing
a person's
psychological
state,
it may be the repression
of a topic that will
identify
his most important
feeling.
In these
cases, better
techniques
may be either
nonfrequency
analysis,
which uses simply the presence or absence of a particular
item, or
structural
analysis,
which is concerned not
with frequency
of occurrence
but with the possibility
of occurrence
for given items.
Example I: content analysis
of Oaark superstitions
The material
used in this study (Miller
1972) consisted
of 1715 orally
recounted
superstitions
collected
by Randolph (1947) between 1899 to 1947 from people,
some of whom
had been original
settlers
in the Ozark Mountains
(an area in the states of Missouri
and
Arkansas in the United States),
having moved
from Kentucky and Tennessee. The objective
was to establish
what these early pioneers
considered
the most significant
characteristics of their
environment
as reflected
in
their
everyday sayings.
Examples of the units
(superstitions)
used are:
Category
- "Cattle
will
not fatten
properly unless there is an unANIMALS
even number in the herd."
- "The first
frost
occurs ninety days after
the first
atWEATHER
tack of hay fever in the autumn."

counts

The basic logic
of counting
frequencies
in
content
analysis
is that the greater
the
source's
interest
in, concern with or knowledge of a given topic,
the greater
will
be
the relative
frequency
with which that topic will
be mentioned,
as compared to other
The principle
is thus a simple one
topics.
of counting
frequencies
within
categories.
The method involves
several
preparatory
steps which are common to other,
more sophisticated
techniques
of content analysis:
- select
hypotheses
to be tested;
- select material
to be content
analysed;
- select units
for measuring frequency,
e.g.
column inches,
key words, literary
forms,
conversational
exchange,
scientific
papers;
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- "If you soak the cobs from
seed corn in water,
there
CROPS
will
be an abundance of rain
for the crop, but if you
be a
burn them, there will
drought."
WATER
- "At midnight
on January 5
some well water becomes wine."
The superstitions
were simply coded into six
broad environmental
categories
(Table 14).
From her content
analysis,
Miller
concludes
that the Ozark environment
in which these
traditional
sayings developed was a well watered, humid and forested
one where environmental hazards such as tornadoes
and hailstones were known and feared.

Frequency
x
Environmental feature
Animals (domestic and wild)
Natural vegetation
Weather, seasons, heavenly bodies
Crops
Water

27.11

16.55
14.63
3.32
1.34
62.95

Non-environmental
or combined
(e.g. witchcraft,
death, dreams)

37.05

Table 14. Environmental perceptions of eady
&ark settlers in the USAas revealed in their
orai: superstitions
(based on Miller 1972).
Bowden included
in his units
American
geographies
and school textbooks
published
between 1800 and 1880 having more than 120 words
describing
the geography of the Western Interior.
He found 184 such books. The categories used to code the material
were
subdivisions
of desert and non-desert
(Table 15).
Using content
analysis,
Bowden found that
the Great American Desert as a name and image was predominant
in textbooks
only in the
the
1840s and early 185Os, and not throughout
even until
after
the American Civil
period,
as had been argued by some
War (1861-1865),
historians.
The term first
appeared in New England on the eastern coast of the United States
between 1814 and 1830 and from there spread
to the rest of the continent.
Bowden also
found that the more elementary
geographies,
which were most likely
to have been read by
potential
settlers,
did not carry the desert
image but that the books with a more educated
readership
did. He also compared the content
of books published
in the eighteenth-century
with contemporary
newspapers which carried
letters
from western travellers
and found no
mention of the area as a desert.
Similarly,
settlers'
diaries
do not mention a desert
(Jackson 1972).

The rich material
on oral superstitions
collected
by Randolph is worthy of
much more content
analysis
than is presented
here, as Miller's
study itself
indicates.
The
example of the
study is, however, a useful
material
which can be used in environmental.
perception
and which can be collected
and analysed in many traditional
societies
throughout the world.
The hypotheses
that such material
can be used to test can vary from those
concerned with environmental
perceptions
and
to specific
studies
of
beliefs
in general,
traditional
knowledge about, for example, the
use of herbs in medicine.
Euahation.

Example 2: American perceptions
of the "Great
American Desert" between 1,800 and l870
False images of unknown places have characterized
oral and written
geographies
of
many different
societies,
and have been the
motivation
behind much early geographic
exploration.
Bowden (1969) used content
analysis to evaluate
the hypothesis
that in the
first
half of the nineteenth-century,
the
American public
image of the western United
States between the Mississippi
and the Rockies was that of an uninhabitable
desert.
This myth is supposed to have remained predominant until
about 1870 when a more informed image was established
of the "Great Western Prairies"
or the "Great Plains"
with
pastoral
and agricultural
potential.
The effect such widely
held environmental
images
might have on migration
and economic exploitation
of an area is obviously
far-reaching.
Looking out from his forests,
the American of the generation
before the Civil
War pictured
on his map of the continent
a blank space before the Rocky Mountains.
It was labeled
The Great American Desert.
As long as he pictured
it there,
he would
not settle
it (Hart 1957, p. 31).

Evaluation.
Bowden's study is a good example
of the diverse
material
which can be content
analysed and compared to examine a particular
research
question.
He used textbooks,
newssettlers'
diaries,
explorers'
jourpapers,
and accounts
of military
expeditions
nals,
that were available
for the period
1800
to
1880.
By comparing the frequency
of occurrence of the desert image he was able to isolate the perception
of the desert to the elite and educated people of New England who
were not potential
migrants.
He was thus able
to refute
the idea that the desert image was
a psychological
barrier
to westward migration
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my neighbourhood
you see street
after
street
all the same".
The third
assumption
is that coders can
agree on the direction
and intensity
of asFor example, they would agree that
sertions.
"the mountain clans despised the lowlanders"
is a dissociative
assertion
of high intensity
became accepted as
while "newcomers gradually
is an associative
assertion
of weak
villagers"
intensity.
Fourth,
one assumption
is that coders can
agree on the direction
and degree of evaluations made for common-meaning terms. For exanalysis
is a method" has zero
ample, "content
analysis
is a comevaluation,
while "content
plete fabrication"
is strongly
negatively
evaluated in the message.
While these assumptions
can be verified
to
some extent by using several
coders and testing for inter-coder
reliability,
there remain
problems of objectivity
in making the required
is limiFor example, is "science
judgements.
attitude
or a commonly
ted" an individual
shared view? And is it equivalent
to "science
seem
has its uses"? Many of these difficulties
to be resolved
by common sense rather
than by
formulating
rules.
The experience
of content
analysts
using this technique
is that the
judgements
can be reliably
and validly
made
if the coders are intelligent,
well trained
and share or are thoroughly
familiar
with the
same language and culture
as the sources of

States.

assertion

and coding

analysis

The purpose this technique
is to measure the
evaluations
of significant
concepts contained
in a message in a way that is objective,
and
distinct
from the evaluations
that the coder
or analyst
would himself
make. It involves
reducing
raw messages to standard
forms and
scaling
the simplified
assertions
obtained,
usually
along a positive-negative,
favourable-unfavourable
dimension.
Assumption
The technique
is based on several
assumptions about the judgements
that coders are
it is assumed that codable to make. First
ers can distinguish
between "attitude
obThe
jects"
and "common-meaning material".
former are objects
to which individuals
will
differ
in attitude
and the latter
are objects
or concepts which can be reasonably
assumed
to be culturally
shared.
Examples are: "my
object)
and
father
is a bad man" (attitude
"murderers
are bad" (common-meaning).
Second, it is assumed that coders can reliably
judge when two alternative
constructions are equivalent
or non-equivalent
in
meaning. For example, they would agree that
there is equivalence
between "the area is
physically
homogeneous in housing"
and "in
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ENVIRONMENTAL
FEATURES
(examples)
POSITIVE
3
EVALUATION

1

-1
Table 16.
Example of an evahative assertion
scale:
analysis
of one author's

I

Drury Lane
Bow Street
most houses

dossers
Convent Garden
Community Association

tea-stand
Albert's
Strand

cafg

drifters
(vagrants)

of

coppers

trolleys
fruit
boxes

-2

ning
vent

the material

being

(police)

conservation

plan

proposal

i

argument in a phi+
dispute
over CoGarden (the old
flower and vegetable
market)
in London,
En&&
(based on
Mazis 2975)

PLANNING
PROPOSALS

Inigo
Jones'
master
Les Halles
author's,
proposal

Opera
Flower market
St. Paul's
church

2

0

PEOPLE INVOLVED

NEGATIVE -3
EVALUATION

analysed.

radicals
Architectural
Association
politicians
developers

Architectural
Association's
posal

Greater
London
Council
speculators

Greater
Plan

London

pro-

Council

a noun or an adjective.
Thus Osgood defines
an evaluative
assertion as a linguistic
construction
in which an
actor (attitude
object)
is associated
with,
or dissociated
from, a complement (attitude
object
or common-meaning) via a verbal
connector.
Only those assertions
are counted
which include
at least one attitude
object
and some evaluation.
Osgood, Saporta and Nunnally give detailed
translation
rules for converting
raw messages into assertions.
In Stage 3 directions
and intensities
are
assigned
to connectors
and evaluators.
Using
a chart of commonly formulated
assertions,
the coder assigns each connector
(verb phrase)
and each common-meaning evaluator
a direction
and value in terms of a seven-step
scale running from -3 to t3.
Stage 4 involves
obtaining
an evaluative
scale of attitude
objects.
The coder determines the average evaluation
score for each
attitude
object
as it appears in all types
of assertions
and places each one on a single seven-step
evaluative
scale (Table 16).

Method
Osgood (Osgood 1959; Osgood, Saporta and
Nunnally
1956) has been the principal
developer of the technique.
He describes
four
Stage 1 involves
identification,
isostages.
lation
and masking of attitude
objects.
The
coder reads through the message and substitutes symbols (usually
letters)
for everything which would elicit
attitudes
from a
subsequent
reader,
i.e.
any information
about
who, what, when and where. For example,
"The
Nile was Egypt's
lifeline
according
to the
early Greek scholars"
would become "A was E's
lifeline
according
to the earliest
Cs".
Stage 2 is the translation
of the message
into an assertion
form. The message is recast into a set of commonly constructed
assertions
which are equivalent
in meaning to
the original.
The linguistic
form most used
in English
has been commonly adopted for this
technique,
i.e.
the "actor-action-complement"
construction.
The actor is usually
a noun,
the action
a verb, and the complement either
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Evaluation
This technique
is very time-consuming
even
with trained
coders who are generally
able to
process only one page of triple-spaced
material (133 words) per hour. A shortened
form of
the technique
has been shown to increase
the
speed to three pages per hour, but inter-coder reliability
fell
to 0.75 from 0.85 (Os1956). The transgood, Saporta and Nunnally
lation
of the material
into assertions
also
means that it loses considerable
flavour
and
nuances of meaning. On the other hand, translation
of material
into a uniform
format eases
the task of the coders who scale the assertions.
Holsti
(1963) points
out three main
sources of low reliability:
ambiguity
of categories
selected,
confusion
over varying
roles
played by an attitude
object within
one sentence and difficulty
in giving
numerical
values to complex sentences.
The strengths
of the method lie in its
ability
to greatly
minimize
the potential
bias
of the analyst's
own attitudes
by word-masking, and in its comparability
across both
Thus it is possible
to
messages and sources.
use evaluative
assertion
analysis
to say
which of several
sources best corresponds
to
a particular
criterion
(e.g. law, norm, ethic) in the assertions
made. It is also readily
adaptable
to computer processing
since the
message has already
been put into standardized form.
Osgood (1959) stresses
that the technique
is aimed at obtaining
evaluations
of what
the message actually
says, and not of what
the source may have really
intended.
Thus
where one is interested
mainly in inference
from the message to the source,
other techniques in content
analysis
would be more appropriate.
Contingency

and coding

as synonyms, such as "rural"
and "country".
Unless these are placed together
in the same
category,
a contingency
analysis
is likely
to
find them highly
dissociative,
because where
one appears the other does not, i.e.
they are
substitutes
for one another.
The assumption
linking
message contingency
structure
with the sender's
cognitive
association
structure
has received
some experimental verification
(Osgood 1959). Inferences
about association
structure
are largely
independent of either
item frequency
or evaluations made of items. Contingency
analysis
is
thus a complementary
technique
in content
analysis
in that a property
of messages different from that obtained
in frequency
counts or
evaluative
assertion
analysis
is measured.
Method
Selection
of units.
Messages to be analysed
are first
divided
into units.
These units
are
often natural
ones such as individual
letters,
diary entries,
newspaper articles,
or responses to a particular
interview
question.
Where the message is continuous,
arbitrary
units
appropriate
to the research needs have
to be set up. Obviously,
contingency
values
are partly
dependent on the size of units
selected,
since if the units
are as small as
individual
words there will
be no contingencies,
and if the units
are too large most
items contained
in the message will
be contingent
on others.
Theoretically
some criterion
should be used which separates
units,
for example on the basis of time elapsed between them, thus taking
into account the possibility
of cause and effect
between units.
Often the information
required
to establish
such theoretically
appropriate
units
is not
available
within
the message itself.
Construction
of categories.
set up so that their
number,
ture are appropriate
to the
search objectives.
The finer
used, the larger
the sample
must be analysed
in order to
cant contingencies.

anaZysis

Contingency
analysis
is a technique
used to
measure the co-occurrences
of items in a message and to establish
whether the number of
times two or more items appear together
is
greater
or less than would be expected by
chance. From the co-occurrences
found in a
message, inferences
can be made about the
"association
structure"
in the mind of the
sender. The associations
between items may
be positive
(e.g. references
to "environmentalist"
and "conservationist"
appearing
together with a greater
than chance frequency)
or negative
(e.g. references
to "tourism
and
air pollution"
appearing
in conjunction
less
frequently
than expected by chance).
One difficulty
arises
immediately
with words used

Categories
are
breadth and naparticular
rethe categories
of messages that
obtain signifi-

Coding the messages. The coder examines each
unit of the material
and scores it for each
content
category
on a data table such as that
shown in Table 17. Each row represents
a different
unit
(e.g. questionnaire
response)
and
each column a different
category.
Two possible
scoring methods are used. If
the units are small,
the coder does not need
to score how many times a category
is used in
a message, but merely indicates
its presence
80
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Units
(responses)

Content Categories
-__
Housing
People
types

1
Table 17. Construction of
contingency matrix from

raw.data: raz data matrix
(hypothetical example for
responses to question on
neighbourhood characteristics)

+

3

-.

:

Change

-

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

-

etc.

+

etc.

Per cent
Where items co-occur
with a greater
than
the obtained
contingency
chance frequency,
will
be greater
than the expected value,
and
vice versa.
Calculations
can then be made for
the significance
of the differences
between
expected and obtained
contingencies
by standard statistical
tests,
establishing
a table
of significant
contingencies
or cluster
analysis (Osgood 1959).

or absence with a plus or minus sign. Where
the units
are large and where many categories
a simple presence or aboccur in each unit,
sence score shows everything
contingent
on
everything
else.
Therefore,
frequencies
of categories
used
per unit are entered and the median frequencies are calculated
for each category
as it
appears across all units.
Comparison of the
category
frequency
for each unit with its
median, enables the coder to assign a positive
or negative
sign to each cell
in the
table,
according
to whether its frequency
is
above or below this median.

Evaluation
When contingencies
in a set of messages
are found to be significantly
above or below
chance, there is evidence
for message structure. As Osgood points
out, however,
inference from this to the cognitive
association
structure
of the sender is at least partly
dependent on the sender's
motives
for producing the message. When the messages are
purposeful
and deliberately
worded - such as
advertising
or organizational
in propoganda,
memoranda - any structure
in the message is
more likely
to reflect
policy
and strategy
than cognitive
association
of an individual.
Thus the inferences
made from a contingency
analysis
need to be carefully
considered
in
the light
of the total
context
of the message.

Constructing
a contingency matrix. The expected or chance contingency
for each pair
of columns is obtained
by multiplying
together the sheer rates of occurrence
of these two
categories
(row labelled
"per cent" in Table
17). The expected contingencies
are then
placed in the upper right
hand cells
of the
contingency
table
(Table 18). In the corresof the matrix,
the acponding lower cells
tual obtained
contingencies
are entered.
These are the percentages
of units where
plusses occur in both of the columns tested
in Table 18.
Housing
types

Table 18. Construction of
contingency matrix from
rm data: contingency ma-

Natural
environ.

-t

2

n

Economics

People
Economics
Natural
environ.
Change

People

Economics

Natural
environ.

Change

Nth
category

EXPECTED

(CHANCE)
CONTINGENCIES
OBTAINED
(ACTUAL)
CONTINGENCIES

Nth

trix

al
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This technique
is less time-consuming
than
evaluative
assertion
analysis,
especially
where only presence and absence of categories
used are scored. But it is of course measuring a different
aspect of message content.
How far the associations
obtained
from contingency
analysis
can be related
to the pattern of cognitive
constructs
that are obtained
by repertory
grid techniques
(page 59) has
not yet been systematically
studied.
Contingency analysis
is the technique
in content
analysis
closest
to methods of structural
Interchange
between the two
linguistics.
fields
is increasing.
Construction

and coding

ysis which could be widely
shared between research projects,
the use of contingency
analysis to determine
clusters
of related
items
in a more rigorous
fashion,
does afford
the
possibility
of having common categories
between studies
on similar
topics.
Inter-coder
agreement is also less difficult to achieve in practice
than it might appear in theory or in anticipation.
For examin coding sentence compleple, experience
tions
(see page 49) about people's
perception of air pollution
in very different
urban settings
has shown both that inter-coder
agreement is not difficult
to achieve,
and
that the range of individual
responses within one country
is relatively
small (A.V. Kirkby 1972).
An ad hoe approach to coding categories
is illustrated
in Table 19 where sentence completions
obtained
as part of a house-to-house
interview
in urban areas of the United Kingdom were coded into five categories
representing degree of active
response to the threat
of air pollution.
It is best to make categories
as discrete
single
component and explicit
as possible.
Reliability
is increased
as the number of decisions
the coder has to make is decreased.
Too much emphasis on reliability,
however,
may make coders unnecessarily
conservative
and increase
their
proportion
of "uncodable"
responses.
The researcher
may also lose the
coder's
insight
and intuition
which may bring
to light
more richness
in the data. The construction
of the best categories
cannot always be carried
out by the rule book, but
must combine scientific
method with intuition and understanding
of the data and their
sources.

of categories

The task of constructing
good categories
is
common to all coding procedures
as well as
to content
analysis
itself.
Any subsequent
interpretation
of data or inference
from coded and scaled responses
to human perception
and behaviour
can only be as good, and no
than the categories
chosen for analbetter,
sis.
Much content
analysis
has used ad hoc
categories
which rely on the judgement and
intuition
of the researcher
in the context
of
his research
objectives.
Where the research
goals are highly
specific,
this procedure
can
still
be used, but reliability
is considerably
increased
if more than one coder goes through
the material
and categorises
it independently.
Tests can be run to establish
the degrees of
inter-coder
reliability
(different
coders
classifying
the same material)
and intra-coder reliability
(degree of agreement between
two attempts
at coding at different
times by
the same coder).
The units
for coding can be key words or,
more commonly in environmental
perception
rethemes or concepts.
The classificasearch,
tion should ideally
be systematic
in that
most items can be coded somewhere (that is,
the proportion
of uncodable
items is small)
and that there are some common criteria
linking the categories
and rough equivalence
beof
tween them. For example, the rationale
Lasswell's
(1960) categories
of pro-self,
proother,
anti-self
and anti-other
is clear,
as
is the non-equivalence
of "reindeer"
in a
classification
comprising
"wild animals,
domestic animals,
edible
plants,
inedible
plants,
rocks and minerals,
etc.".
While it is difficult
at this time to conceive of standardised
units
for content
anal-

Fvaluation
Simple content
analysis
is widely used to
code responses
to questionnaires,
different
types of behaviour
and environmental
characteristics,
Most researchers
employing
this
a:? hoe approach to coding would probably
not
describe
what they were doing as content
The descriptions
of more elaborate
analysis.
and formal techniques
are given to introduce
the reader to possible
ways of increasing
the reliability
and scope of content
analyapsis, which in turn makes a less structured
preach to research more amenable to scientific
method.
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Suggestions

Raw data
(examples

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

of

close
all windows
stay indoors
wear a mask
bring
in my washing

.
.
.
.

probably
move into
go away if I could
move house
leave
district

..would
..would
..would
..would

reading

Categories
(intercoder
ment 0.93)

responses)

..would
..wouldn't
..would
..would
class
____.-. . ..would
. . ..would
. . ..would
. . ..would
.
.
.
.

for further

due to my chest
do anything
accept
the inevitable
put up with
it as T'm only

Obtained
frequencies
(four
cities
in U.K.)

agree-

Number

cent

die

the

working

passive
acceptance

83

19.76

immediate
avoiding
action

110

26.20

longer
term
avoiding
action

108

25.70

complaining
and reporting

42

10.00

active
response

42

10.00

uncodable

35

8.34

420

100.00

country

,...would
report
it
. . ..would
protest
to my Member of Parliament
. . ..would
protest
vigorously
to all people
authority
. . ..would
complain
to authorities

in

. . ..would
to do
. . ..would
. . ..would
. . ..would

make a complaint
and try to get
the same
campaign
against
it
make as little
smoke as possible
stop burning
coal fires
_______~__~
. . ..would
quit
. . ..wouldn't
move
. . ..don't
know (no response)

others

Total
Table
about

SUGGESTIONS

19. Constructing
response
to air

FOR FURTHER

categories:
polhtion

in

example of
the United

are

and Lowenthal

given

in

and Riel

Lynch

and

(1972).

Rivkin

Lynch

coding
sentence
Kingdom

completions

is less concerned with method but is a well
illustrated
and well written
demonstration
of his perception
approach to urban form and
design.
Szalai
(1972) is an excellent
source book
for methods, concepts and comparative
empirical data on time budgets
for twelve countries.
He also includes
an extensive
bibliography divided
into theoretical
and empirical
available
in several
works, of the literature
different
languages
(including
French, German, Japanese and Russian).
In addition
to the books suggested above
for further
reading
about the listening
approach,
there are also several
journals
devoted to oral history,
including
the Oral History Review (annual)
in the United States and
Oral History
(twice yearly)
in the United
Kingdom.
Researchers
should also look at the bibliographies
in Waserman (1971) and Moss (1974).

READING

Helpful
suggestions
on conducting
unstructured interviews
are given in a chapter by
Morrissey
(1970). Much other useful
general
advice on the art of listening
is given in
Dexter (1970). Two recent books by Evans
(1975, 1976) exemplify
the kind of material
that can be obtained
through listening
to
respondents
and provide
fascinating
reading
on perception
of social
changes in the United
Kingdom. An earlier
study made in 1937 (Dollard 1957) of black people's
life
histories
in a town in southern
United States is another vivid
empirical
example of listening
as
a research
tool.
Dollard
also discusses
the
use of his approach in the context
of escalating quantification
in the social
sciences.
The clearest
statements
of urban walk procedures

Per

(1959)

(1960)
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SELECTION OF RESEARCH VARIABLES
all

system.
Following
the nomenclature
suggested in
Unesco (1972),
system variables
are defined
as state variables,
processes,
output variables and driving
variables.
State variables
include
measurable
properties
of the system such as biomass (ecosystem) and group characteristics
(perception
system).
It is the changes in these state
variables
that are of major interest.
Their
values at any particular
time depend on
changes within
the system.
Processes provoke changes in state variables,
and their
rates are determined
by the
current
or previous
values of these and other
state variables
and of driving
variables.
They thus constitute
the mechanism by which
these variables
are coupled.
Output variables
are the quantities
which
the model is required
to predict.
Sometimes
these may constitute
a sub-set
of the state
variables;
more often they will
include
quantities
calculated
from the state variables.
Clearly
these are the quantities
of most direct interest
to the manager who proposes to
make use of the model.
Once the boundaries
of the research
system have been defined,
those variables
which
lie outside
the system and which are not affected by processes
internal
to it but which
impinge upon it,
can be considered
as driving
variables.
In environmental
systems the most
important
driving
variables
are usually
major climatological
or meteorological
factors
which trigger
the actions
of erosion,
disease, natural
predators,
etc. In environmental perception
systems, a new technological discovery
or government policy
imposed
from outside,
may act as driving
variables
on the evolution
of the system.

A SYSTEMS APPROACH
Ecosystems

and perception

systems

Integrating
environmental
perception
research with ecosystem studies
is dependent
on comprehensive
models being developed
for
perception
processes.
These models must be
comparable to the best ecosystem ones. Models in human perception
and decision-making tend, of necessity,
to be restricted
to
description
of a few variables,
and are often limited
to either
a psychological
or sociological
level
of explanation.
Nothing of
the scale and sophistication
of ecosystem
modelling
has been attempted.
This situation
is due in part to the nature of systems in which human thought
is
a dominant variable.
Cause and effect
relationships
are even more difficult
to model
in social
systems, where both individual
and
collective
perspectives
must be taken into
account.
Also, there has been a greater
concentration
on measurement in the social
sciences rather
than a refining
of concepts.
This is perhaps most true of geography and
social
psychology
where more effort
has been
expended on developing
sophisticated
measures than on evolving
rigorous
concepts.
For example, attitude
measurement is relatively
advanced, whereas the concept of attitude
remains a mixture
of opinions,
beliefs
and feelings
that interact
to form a
"state
of readiness
for action".
The lack of a "birds-eye"
view of environmental
perception
is particularly
critical
at the research
planning
stage and it is for
this reason that in this Technical
Note, an
attempt has been made to provide
at least a
generalised
flow-chart
indicating
the main
variables
and linking
processes
of the over-
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"critical
paths" through it (see the section on examples of field
studies).
Unfortunately,
many empirical
studies
in environmental perception
do not clearly
specify
the
variables
considered
in terms of their
systematic
relationships
or wider contexts.
OWll

Figure 12 represents
one way of organizing
the components of a general model of environmental perception.
In Figure 12 and in the
succeeding
figures
based on it,
the state
variables
are arranged approximately
in order of: distance
from the decision-point
at
the man-environment
interface;
and scale of
decision-maker
from the individual
resource
manager making decisions
on behalf of himself or his household,
to the collective
resource manager acting
on behalf of many others.
Thus as one moves from the right
to the
left
of the flow chart,
the variables
more
directly
impinge upon the output variables
for a specific
situation
(but they may not
necessarily
be more influential).
And as one
moves from the bottom to the top of the diabecome more relevant
to
gram, the variables
collective
rather
than individual
decisionmaking, though they are not exclusive
to
either.
Thus a progression
can be traced from
individual
and group characteristics,
through
interviewing
variables
such as values and
to decisions
and choices afpersonality,
fecting
the environment.
Linking
the individual
and social
variables are four interdependent
processes which
together
act as the main organizing
force in
prothe system. These are the "perception
In
cesses" which link all the components.
this model they are considered
as four process elements on the pragmatic
grounds of
what are measurably
different
components of
perception
at the field
level.
Thus, categorization
and judgement are grouped together
in the model because they are obtained
together by several
field
methods although
they
are conceptually
different
parts of the perception
process.
The other three major divisions
of perception
used here are: sensory perception
smell);
attitudes;
and commu(e.g. sight,
nication
and information
flow.
In the field,
these processes
(either
separately
or together)
can be investigated
as links
between
any sub-set
of variables
relevant
to the
study.
Figure 12 is a simple heuristic
device to
help organise
the research
planning
task. It
cannot serve as a substitute
for specific
hypothesis
development
and conceptual
modelling within
each research
project.
No constraints
are placed on where the boundaries
of a specific
study are drawn or on the operation
of the linking
processes.
Individual
research
projects
can therefore
trace their

STATE VARIABLES
Experience
Experience
is gained through time and becomes
part of the attributes
of an individual
and
of social
groups.
It can also be learned from
other people's
experience
through the medium
of communication.
Time itself
is both a resource which can be allocated
in diverse
ways,
and a dimension
which is perceived
differently by separate cultures
and individuals.
Time and experience
enter the system in three
important
ways:
- The model describes
processes leading
to
choice in relation
to the environment
which
are repetitive;
i.e.
the model depicts
only
one cycle of which there are many through
time. The output of one cycle becomes part
of the input for the next,
through the variable of experience.
- The cyclical
or developmental
nature of
systems and choice processes can be more
formally
modelled as a learning
process,
so that individuals
and social
organizations at any level
can be regarded as
learning
systems. The variable
of experience is thus ordered in terms of learning.
- To make choices and arrive
at policy
formulation
takes time, so that in reality
a
decision-making
model has temporal as well
as spatial
dimensions.
This is especially
true for more collective
choices where
communication
and information
flow consume much time, and are often analysed
in
terms of time (e.g. critical
path analysis).
The idea of the time taken to arrive
at the
decision
point at the interface
of man and
environment
introduces
the consideration
of
time scales.
Natural
processes
in ecosystems
commonly operate at slow rates through long
time scales.
Some environmental
processes,
even man-influenced
ones such as air pollution,
may develop so gradually
that they operate below the threshold
of human sensory
perception.
Without
scientific
monitoring
they would, and have, remained undetected
for
long periods.
The management of these slow
environmental
processes operates
at very difand more rapid,
orders of time scale
ferent,
once they are recognized
(categorization
and
86
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ferent
groups of which he is a member and
the level
of society
being considered.
An individual's
access to leadership,
authority
and power may stem from his possession
of
wealth,
ownership
of land, possession
of special "powers"
(in magic, ritual,
teaching
or
hunting,
etc.),
or even from the fact that he
has travelled
more widely
than his fellows.
These second types of measures are more individual
to each investigation
and require
the judgement of the researcher
to define
which ones are appropriate.
The first
set
should be collected
in some form in any field
study, whether using observation
or questioning.
In the model, individual
characteristics
are restricted
to a relatively
"objective"
set of measures. The way people identify
themselves
with groups or places,
or the significance
that age, social
status,
occupahave for them are considered
as
tion,
etc.,
attributes
of other variables
such as identity
and value system.

judgement).
Institutional
organizations
for
decision-making
are usually
bounded by fixed
time horizons
of a few years.
Time is therefore
a discontinuous
variable in terms of the different
orders of time
scales for the resource manager and for environmental
processes.
The different
time
scales available
to decision-makers
influence
their
perspective
on the problem and its alternative
solutions,
particularly
where they
are aware that time is a scarce resource.
The way people perceive
time has been
relatively
little
studied.
Significant
differences
have been shown between different
cultures
and societies
in the perception
of
(1) duration,
(2) simultaneity,
(3) rhythm
and (4) time horizons.
Consideration
of time
perception
as an important
variable
may be
particularly
relevant
in studies
involving
two or more different
cultural
groups (Doob
1960, Gale 1967, Ornstein
1969, Szalai 1972).
Examples of empirical
measures for the variable
of experience
Perception
of time, e.g. duration,
time horizons,
time scarcity
Time budgets,
e.g. time taken to reach decisions
and their
implementation
Time scales,
e.g. of institutions,
organisations
and individuals
memory and nostalgia
Learning,
Traditions,
written
and oral
Previous
events and case histories
in the context
of a particular
study
Historical
and prehistorical
antecedents
and sequences from written
and field
evidence

IndividuaZ

variabZes

Examples of empirical
measures for the variable
of individual
characteristics
- Age and sex
- Socio-economic
level
or class
- Ethnic
group
- Occupation
and skills
- Education
- Religion
- Physical
characteristics
- Income, individual
or household
- Roles,
e.g. in household,
work group,
community,

larger society
- Groups, e.g. professional,

religious,

interest,

labour
unions
- Wealth,
e.g. in terms of land ownership,
possessions,
animals,
cash
- Power and authority,
e.g. position
in work, political,
administrative,
judicial
or religious
spheres

characteristics

Individual
characteristics
are variables
by
which individuals
are described
and classified in relation
to their
role and status
in
society.
Many of the common measures are included in census statistics
and they are
usually
a part of any social
survey or questionnaire.
These are attributes
such as age,
sex, socio-economic
class,
occupation,
income and education.
They are relatively
objective
measures that are not usually
difficult
to obtain.
There are also some more interpretative
attributes
several
of which are measures of
an individual's
role and status
in relation
to his power and influence
in his society.
These range from the individual's
role in
the household
- whether he is head of the
household,
youngest
son, etc. - to his role
within
the larger
social
spheres of community,
city or nation.
Each individual
tribe,
will
have several
roles relating
to the dif-

Group characteristics
This variable
comprises
those parameters
by
which the population
being investigated
can
be described,
classified
and grouped.
In part,
it consists
of a set of measures parallel
to
those suggested for identifying
the characteristics
of an individual.
It is likewise
helpful
to restrict
this variable
to a relatively
objective
set of parameters.
These data
can often be obtained
from census and other
socio-demographic
survey material.
Of particular
significance
in this context
are those aspects of a population,
such as
population
density
and mobility,
rate of population
changes and the pattern,
size and distribution
of human settlements,
which can have
88
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an impact on the biosphere.
One index which
has been borrowed from ecology and applied
to
human populations
is that of "carrying
capacity".
Carrying
capacity
can be used in developing a useful
normative
model against
which
actual
population
characteristics
in certain
contexts
can be compared. For example, parameters of population
carrying
capacity
have
been applied
to isolated
areas such as isor areas which are sublands and mountains,
ject to significant
population
influx
such
as recreation
areas (Dnesco 1973b). But such
a normative
model should be used with caution,
as attempts
to make it more realistic
for social
systems by including
some concepts
of perception
and choice have so far not been
very successful.
Some degree of comparability
is desirable
between the measures selected
for individual
characteristics
and those by which the whole
population
is described.
The group characteristics
variable
is also a significant
one,
because in many areas population
changes,
particularly
population
increases
and movement, can be considered
as a driving
variable in ecosystem management and man-environment reLations.
Examples of empirical
measures
for the variable
of group characteristics
- Population
size and density
- Population
structure
- age, sex, workers/nonland-owning/landless,
etc.
workers,
- Population
increase
and decrease
- net change,
birth
and death rates
- Population
movements - migration,
daily,
seasonal
spatial
movements
- Size of groups,
population
clusters,
settlement
patterns
- Population
composition,
e.g. kinship,
ethnic,
religion,
linguistic,
socio-economic
- Distribution
of occupation,
skills,
education,
income, wealth,
land
- Housing and living
standards,
e.g. water supply
number of rooms, diet,
medical
and sanitation,
services

Personality

and efficacy

There is no generally
agreed definition'of
personality.
Its concepts are defined
by the
particular
theory of personality
adopted and
its parameters
are those scores or descriptive terms which are a part of that theory.
Definitions
of personality
tend to stress:
the social
aspect of personality
in relation
to the response of others;
the physiological
aspect that is rooted deeply in the charac-teristics
of the person;
and the "wholeness"
in that personality
is
or Gestalt
aspect,
the organizing
centre of a person or repre-

sents the total
of his being.
Of these, the
third
definition
comes closest
to a "perception"
view of personality.
PersonaLity
theory has been influenced
by
four related
approaches
in psychology
- clinical,
Gestalt,
lcarning'theory
and psychometric measurement - each of which has been
emphasized in the various
theories
and techniques developed.
The differences
between
these theories
- ranging
from Freud's
psychoanalytic
theory,
to stimulus-response
theory
and Skinner's
reinforcement
theory,
to existential
thecry
- are so great that any statement about personality
would not hold with
any generality
across them. It is therefore.
important
that any researcher
who wishes to
use personality
as a variable
in his investigation
should become more familiar
with
the alternative
theories
and their
associated parameters
and techniques
of measurement.
Although
most personality
psychologists
are concerned with personality
in a social
setting,
some work has specifically
explored
the relation
of personality
to the physical
environment
as expressed by environmental
preferences,
attitudes
to environment
and,
the behaviour
of people
to a lesser
extent,
towards the environment.
These studies
indicate
that personality
is a significant
variable in relation
to environmental
choices,
but adequate assessment of personality
even
using the scales and tests that have been deis a time-consuming
field
process.
veloped,
"Efficacy"
is a term that has been devised to bring together
several
concepts
expressed in the literature
as "internal-ex"expectation
theory",
ternal
control",
"powerlessness",
and "alienation".
It means
to which an individual
perceives
the extent
his actions
and views - as expressed in
or behaviour
- to be effecspeech, writing
that is, to carry some weight,
and
tive;
achieve his desired
outcome.
A similar
concept has been developed wi'thin the framework of personality
psychology
so that efficacy
is placed with personality
for convenience
here. The personality
concept is called
internal-external
control,
which is defined
as the degree to which an
individual
perceives
the events in his own
life
to be largely
the result
of internal
forces under his personal
control
or the result of external
forces beyond his control,
such as fate,
God and central
government.
Expressed in more sociological
terms "alienis defined
as the degree to which ination"
dividuals
and groups feel outside
the "inare efficacious,
i.e.
group" whose actions
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his view of his own authority.
"Acting
beyond one's brief",
that is, outside
of other
people's
view of one's authority
(for example in the giving
or withholding
of information),
influences
the decision-making
process and may produce conflict
in resource
management. In any case the researcher's
view of the role and status of the decisionmaker may not be shared by the individual
concerned,
and it is important
to know how
the individual
himself
identifies
them.

who have power.
Efficacy
or perceived
effectiveness
is
an important
variable
at two levels:
- within
any decision-making
system, the
degree to which individuals
and groups
believe
they are effective
as resource
managers and as social
influences
on others is a significant
factor
in what they
choose to do;
- in the larger
context
of man-biosphere
relations,
individuals
and societies
hold
different
philosophies
or "world views"
in which the degree of control
they feel
man has over nature,
or nature has over
man, varies.
Special
attention
has been paid to the variable of efficacy
in the Guidelines
because
it is considered
a particularly
significant
one in man-biosphere
relations.

Examples of empirical
measures for the variable
of identity
-Reference
groups of individual
(self-defined)
- Perception
of his own role,
status
and authority
- Attachment
to places
and communities
- Self-description

Territoriality
Examples of empirical
measures for the variable
of personality
and efficacy
- Internal-external
locus of control
- Risk-taking,
propensity
to innovate
- Environmental
dispositions
- Environmental
preferences
- Environmental
personality
inventory
- Attribution
of causality,
responsibility

and ethnocentrism

Territoriality
refers
to attachment
to, and
sense of possessiveness
of, a particular
place or area. For human beings,
it is a perceived rather
than an objective
variable,
although it may be expressed
in real spatial
terms. Territoriality
operates at all scales:
from the strong feeling
of territory
that
people in old people's
homes have for particular
chairs,
to a peasant community's
deep attachment
to its land and village,
to
the nation
state's
or tribe's
sense of its
collective
territory.
Territoriality
has an "exclusiveness"
component similar
to that for other animals,
i.e.
other people should not have free access to the area. This component is found,
for example, at the national
level
and also
in some urban systems which contain
ghettos
or marked territorial
components.
Territoriality
also has an "attachment"
component
which expresses people's
identity
with places
at the collective
level
- a feeling
of shared
identity
with one's neighbours
or compatriots.
An urban expression
of territoriality
is
the "neighbourhood".
This concept has both
spatial
and social
attributes
for people as
a definable
space containing
particular
features and lay-outs
and as the location
of
their
social
interactions
at the personal
and general
levels.
The neighbourhood
is
the area people live in and where they are
most likely
to know and meet other people.
Ethnocentrism
expresses
the degree to
which perceptions
of the outside
world are
rooted in, and distorted
by, a perspective
in which an individual's
culture
or person
is central
and dominant.
It is difficult
not
to have an ethnocentric
view of other people

Identity
Identity
is the variable
which measures an
individual's
self-identity
and attachment
or
sense of belonging
to a group, community or
a particular
place and area. It is an important variable
because the ways in which the
researcher
classifies
and codes his sample
population
of individuals
- for example, by
age and socio-economic
status
- may not be
the significant
way the individual
categorizes himself.
He may identify
himself
as
a tribal
leader,
an artist,
conservative,
a countryman or an intellectual
and behave
in conformity
with these self-categorizations or reference-groups.
In an individual's
attachment
to a place,
the notion
of identity
parallels
that of
territoriality
for the group. This latter
variable
is reserved
for a more collective
identity
with land and people.
The individual's
attachment
to a particular
place is
more than a sense of territory.
It is also
an identity
with the location
of his home
and personal
experience
in his past.
In studying
choices it is relevant
to
know on whose behalf
the resource manager
perceives
himself
to be making decisions.
This consideration
involves
his sense of
identity
as a collective
decision-maker
and
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tific
method are attitudes,
while money and
scientific
theory are values.
Although
values
are considered
as underlying
attitudes,
new
values can be created by attitude
change.
A value may be verbally
expressed as a
belief
or an attitude.
It may also be enacted in behavioural
acts, especially
habReligious
and political
ritits and rituals.
uals express shared values as do the ways in
which friends
greet one another
in the street,
the family members sit down to eat together,
or gifts
are exchanged on particular
occasions.
Values are expressed,
therefore,
in
in social
occasions,
in folkdaily
behaviour,
in literature
and art.
tales and mythology,
In whatever
form a culture
is expressed,
so
also are its values.
The particular
significance
of a value
system in the context
of environmental
perception
is the way in which it constrains,
or supports
and encourages,
choices and actions relating
to the biosphere.
Traditional
resource management choices,
by virtue
of
their
historical
continuity,
are generally
in harmony with a society's
value system.
New uses of the biosphere
are likely,
at
least for a short time, to be contrary
or
alien
to the values held by the community.
an important
aspect of a
In this respect,
value system is how nature is regarded,
and
whether it is considered
an object of exploitation
or conservation.

and places to some extent.
Mobility
and contact with other cultures
may reduce the
strength
of an ethnocentric
view by increasing the number of alternative
perspectives
from which to compare and evaluate
new information and by thus attenuating
the influence
Stereotypes
are the generaof stereotypes.
lized
images (associated
with attitudes)
held
about people or places distant
in social
or
spatial
terms.
Territoriality
and ethnocentrism
are significant
in man-environment
relations
because they influence
behaviour.
Even within
a single
urban system, territoriality
may
strongly
define and restrict
spatial
movements and communication.
In a traditional
a strongly
ethnocentric
point of
community,
view may be associated
with resistance
to
innovations
which are seen as coming from
outside
the culture
and thus constituting
a
In this type of community it
threat
to it.
is important
to understand
ethnocentric
viewpoints
in order to present an innovation
or
change
in a form
in harmony
with
its
social
world-view
and set of values.
examples
of empirical
measures for the variable
of territoriality
and ethnocentrism
Spatial
movements
Location
of social
networks
Defensive
or exclusive
behaviour,
e.g. street
refusal
to sell
land outside
the comfighting,
munity
Values and attitudes
towards
other people and
places
Knowledge
of other
cultures
and places
Preferences
for other cultures,
places,
countries,
landscapes
Expression
in art,
history,
traditions,
ritual
and folk-tales

Value

Examples of empirical
measures for values
relating
to:
- Nature
- Particular
places
- Different
aspects
of biosphere,
e.g. land,
- Environmental
quality
- Social
and spatial
mobility
- Tradition
and change
- Productivity,
profit
and work
- Social
exchange of goods and services

system

All social
groups have a value system which
is shared to some degree by each individual
a frame of
member. The value system provides
reference
by which behaviour
and ideas can
be evaluated
and either
accepted or rejected.
it provides
a normative
To differing
extents,
behavioural
model for the group. Each individual
has his own unique constellation
of
values within
the framework of value systems
as shared by the groups to which the individual
belongs.
Values are usually
considered
to be fundamental qualities
which underlie
more ephemeral attributes
such as attitudes.
Attitudes
have been defined
as a "state
of mind of the
individual
towards a value"
(Allport
1935).
Thus, love of money and respect
for scien-

PERCEPTION PROCESSES
Sensory

perception

Sensory perception
is the direct
experience
of the environment
through the sense organs
for sight,
hearing,
smell,
taste and touch.
A distinction
is usually
made between
sensory perception
and cognition
or between sensing and knowing:
Perception
can be defined
as the process
of immediate experience
in organisms.
This-links
perception
with sensation;
such primitive
terms as 'seeing',
'tastare refinable
into
ing' and 'feeling'
91
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skovits,
1972).

perceptual
processes.
As experience
becomes less immediate and the amount of
inference
by the organism increases,
processes of cognition
have become involved.
Among the primitive
terms are 'knowing'
(French 1963).
and 'thinking'

Variables

Campbell

and Segall

1956;

Lloyd

L:x,kmples
of empirical
measures for the variable
of sensory
perception
- Perception
thresholds,
e.g. of noise and smell
- Visual
perception,
e.g. form, colour,
detail
and
variety
- Orientation
perception,
e.g. in urban environments

The argument amounts roughly
to stating
must have at least one
that 'perception'
foot firmly
on the ground, and that this
entails
classifying
as perceptual
only
those responses which are at least partlinked
to,
ly determined
by, and directly
the sensory information
received
by the
organism at the time they are made (Tajfel 1969).
sensory perception
precedes
As thus defined,
any understanding
and selection
among alterIt is a basic input to the choice
natives.
processes but is usually
distant
from the
decision-point
in that many other variables
intervene.
Choice also entails
selection
among alternatives,
which is explicitly
beyond the realm of sensory perception.
Sensory perception
is always to some degree a component in environmental
perception,
but its direct
significance
increases
in certain
resource management situations
such as, for example, visual
perception
in
the design of urban complexes and motorways,
and acoustic
perception
in assessing
the environmental
impact and social
disturbance
of airports
and road traffic
(Canter 1975).
Increasingly,
scientific
monitoring
systems and instruments
are extending
and endorsing
human sensory perception
in detecting environmental
states and changes that
are below sensory threshold
of awareness because they are small,
ambiguous or slow. In
information
flow takes
these circumstances,
the place of direct
sensory perception
in
the environmental
perception
process.
Many studies
have revealed
significant
differences
in sensory perception
of different cultures.
Research has been focussed on
visual
perception,
particularly
of colour,
orientation,
depth and illusions.
Colour
perception
illustrates,
for example, the cultural
effect
of language on the discriminations
seen between colours;
where there is
no word for a colour,
it will
not be meaningfully
"perceived"
or categorized.
Depth-perception
in two-dimensional
representations
is a learned
skill,
and the use of perspective to indicate
three dimensions
is a recent discovery
of the western world which is
still
not shared by many cultures
(Her-

Categorisation

and judgement

Categorization
and judgement are inherent
processes
in decisions
and explanations
both scientific
and everyday.
Categorization
is the means by which diverse
phenomena are
arranged
in some order.
By creating
classes
which are meaningful
to the individual
or
enables:
separately
group, categorization
known objects
or events to be linked
together;
new phenomena to be assimilated
and
classified;
objects
and events,
as yet unknown, to be predicted.
Categorization
is
thus a cognitive
process which performs the
same functions
in a general way as do the
development
of taxonomies
and theories
for
sci~ence.
The ways in which people and societies
categorize
phenomena are idiosyncratic.
The
need to establish
some order and taxonomy is
universal,
but the criteria
by which phenomena are distinguished
are personal
and
cultural.
The agricultural
agent in a peasant community may clearly
differentiate
between his categories
of "agricultural
improvements"
(new hybrid
crops and irriga"land reform";
the "provision
of medtion);
ical facilities"
and "social
security".
He
may consider
the first
category
to be within his professional
domain and the other two
outside
it. For the peasant farmer in the
same area, low crop yields
due to drought and
poor land, and to an illness
in the family
(which created expenses and a loss of family
labour),
may be more relevantly
labelled
as
a single
category
"poverty"
or "peasant"
or
"indian".
The discrepancies
between the
agent's
and the peasant's
categorization
in
this example are based both on differences
in their
criteria
for classification
and in
the content
of their
categories.
These differences
can be the cause of misunderstanding
and non-communication.
Judgements (assessments,
evaluations)
are
values assigned to classes once the classes
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(feeling,
emotional),
cognitive
(thinking,
mentally
organizing)
and conative
(behavioural)
components,
and to be sets of dispositions
to act.
Attitudes
are measured in terms of their
direction
(positive
or negative
towards the
attitude
object),
their
strength
(the extremity
to which an attitude
is held) and
their
consistency.
This last measure is related to attitude
change and attitude
formation,
which are usually
conceived
of as
processes
operating
towards achieving
balance or congruence
between different
attitudes, and between attitudes
and behaviour.
Thus a strongly
held attitude
towards the
beauty of pastoral
landscape
would be expected to be associated
with a negative
attitude
towards the spread of industry
into
rural
areas and with preserving
the countryside in order to enjoy recreating
there.
Attitudes
have come into prominence
and
are relevant
to field
studies
because much
attention
has been given to methods of measuring them. Some one hundred or more scales
for measuring
attitudes
towards specific
objects have been devised and collections
of
them are available
for selection.
These scales
seek to measure the direction
and strength
of
attitudes
held for given objects.
While attitude
scales have reached a rel-.
atively
high level
of sophistication
which
can readily
be applied
to empirical
investigations,
attitudes
can also be measured in
a less quantitative
way by direct
questions,
and a priori
scales.
These
opinion
polls,
are sets of statements
which are assumed (but
not constructed
as in a psychometric
attitude scale)
to represent
equal degrees of attitude
strength.
A widely
used a priori
scale
is that devised by Bogardus (1925) for measuring
social
distance,
in which people are
asked the degree of intimacy
they would willingly
accept between themselves
and members
of other races.

themselves
have been determined.
The individual
categories
of any classification
of phenomena, even if it is shared by many
are likely
to have quite different
people,
values for each individual
according
to the
positive
or negative
values or relative
importance
attributed
to them. These values
can change through the operation
of perception processes over long periods
of time.
dominated by mounFor example, environments
tains and "wilderness"
areas have acquired
a positive
value in western European society
today, whereas traditionally
they were
regarded as places to be feared and avoided.
Conversely,
the city - once regarded as a
pinnacle
of civilization's
achievements
is now becoming more negatively
evaluated
as "a concrete
jungle"
(Tuan 1974).
Within
shorter
time scales,
judgements
can be formally
and informally
expressed as
words or numbers in terms of subjective
probability,
utility,
cost-benefit
analysis
and
risk assessment.
Judgements of probability
how likely
something
is to occur - are as
important
as judgements
of utility
or cost-benefit.
Several distinctions
can be made
in modelling
judgement,
particularly
between judgements
involving
choices with or
without
risk and between risk-takers
and risk
avoiders.
These judgements
are discussed
further in the literature
on decision-making
(e.g. Edwards and Tversky 1967; Slavic,
Kunreuther
and White 1974; Kates 1977).
Examples of empirical
measures for the variables
of categorization
and judgement
- Personal
constructs
and criteria
for categories
- Descriptions
of people,
places,
events
- Stereotypes
- Preferences
- Subjective
probability
and utility
- Risk assessment
- Cost-benefit
assessment

Attitude

formation

Examples of empirical
measures
for the variable
of attitude
formation
(Attitudes
can be measured
towards
any attitude
object)
- Attitude
object
- Attitude
strength,
e.g. extreme,
moderate
or
weakly
held attitudes
- Attitude
direction,
for or against
- Attitude
consistency,
within
and between attitudes
- Attitude
change,
e.g. with new information

The concept of attitude
is one of the most
empirically
studied
in psychology
and sociology.
It has been given many definitions
of
which that of Allport's
is given here: "An
attitude
is a mental and neural
state of
readiness,
organised
through experience,
exerting
a directive
or dynamic influence
upon
the individual's
response to all objects
and
situations
with which it is related"
(Allport 1935). It thus includes
opinions,
beliefs,
and feelings
which include
a preparation or readiness
for response.
Attitudes
are usually
considered
to have affective

Communication

and information

flow

Communication
and information
flow are two
of the most important
processes
in decisionmaking, especially
at higher
levels
of re93
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source management. Communication
is a social process operating
between two or more
individuals
or groups. People act as senders and receivers
of information,
or as
barriers
and bottlenecks,
for many reasons
related
to their
perceptions
of themselves
to organizational
arrangeand of others,
ments in their
institutions
and groups and
to their
view of the information
and the
decision-making
process.
In the broadest
sense, therefore,
the study of communication includes
social
perception,
roles and
personality
and group dynamics.
status,
Within
the framework of resource management choice where the outcome of communication and the ways of optimizing
information
flow for decision-making
are important,
the
organization
of communication
must be considered.
Analysis
of information
flow and
information
networks
is well suited
to field
studies
because they are often outside
the
formal organization
of information
flow
based on institutional
hierarchies
and official
communication
channels.
In simple
terms, the aim is to understand
who says
what to whom, by what channel,
to what effect and for what purpose (Havelock 1971).
there are several
posIn such analysis,
sible problem foci:
- overall
pattern
of information
flow between a network of individuals
or groups;
- critical
circuit
of information
flow for
decision-making;
- timing
of information
flow;
- locus of significant
nodes in the network where information
is transformed,
blocked or disseminated;
- changes occurring
in the message as it
is passed around the network,
including
changes in content,
presentation,
objectivity,
perceived
authority
or bias,
etc.;
- the point at which information
leads to
action
determined
by, for example, acquiring
a critical
amount of information,
timing and significance
of the
person sending the information.
Information,
organization
and decisionmaking theories
provide
several
formal models for analysing
communication.
In empirical
studies,
social
factors
such as individual
roles and personalities
tend to
become more prominent.
In some investigations,
communication
must be regarded as a
system or network,
while in others it is
appropriate
to view it principally
as a
simple one-way input.

variables

Examples of empirical
measures for the variable
of communication
and information
flow
- Information
flow and networks,
e.g. spatial
and
temporal
aspects
- Organisational
arrangements
for communication,
including
structure
and frequency
- Information
content,
e.g. written,
spoken
- Critical
path analysis
- Information
transformation,
e.g. in message content
- Information
overload,
diffusion,
diversion
and
blocking

OUTPUT VARIABLES
Choice

and behaviour

Choice and behaviour,
together
with decision-making
and policy,
represent
the later
stages of the perception
process which lie
between cognition
and action.
They can be
considered
as either
state or output variables. Choice is the selection
of one alternative
(or set of alternatives)
in preference
to others within
a context
that includes the other variables
in the model.
Behaviour
is generally
a broadly
defined
term which includes
acts, including
verbal
acts, performed
in response to the choice
Together,
process.
choice and behaviour
represent
the output of the perception
process which in turn provides
feedback in the
form of input to the variable
of experience.
Choice and behaviour
are less clearly
defined than some of the other variables
and
therefore
can be considerably
harder to measure empirically.
Behaviour
and choice are
continuous
processes having many interlocking causes which in practice
may make it
difficult
to isolate
as a particular
"act"
or moment of choice within
any defined
decision-making
system. Behaviour
as measured in the field
is commonly verbal behaviour,
i.e.
it is the individual's
account of his past behaviour,
or his intended future
behaviour.
Behaviour
as a
response to perception
and choice within
the delimited
context
being investigated
should also be distinguished
from "habit"
which extends beyond that specific
context.
Here behaviour
is used to describe
the outcome of individual
choice in contrast
to the collective
context
of decisionmaking and policy.
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Examples of empirical measures for the variable
of decision and policy-making
- Administrative or political
level at which decisions are taken
- Continuity or discontinuity
of policy and importance of preceding policy
- Time horizons, urgency, reversibility
of decisions
- Number and range of alternatives
considered
- Decision-making style: conflict avoidance or
conflict resolution
- Context of decision - political,
social, historical,
judicial
- Implementation of policy - by whom, when, how
- Effect of policy on alternatives
for other levels
of decision-making
- Time taken to reach decision and its timing; relationship to initiating
agent
- Degree of public involvement in other levels of
decision-making

Examples of empirical measures for the variable
of choice and behaviour
- Alternatives,
with or without consideration of
range and number
- Reversibility
of choice, both short- and longterm
- Effects of choice on different time scales
- Constraints on choice and behavioural situation
- Consistency of choice and behaviour; predictability
- Time, including duration, sequence, timing
- Future, present, past choices and behaviour
Decision-making

and policy

Decision-making
is linked
to policy
to express a more collective
notion
of choice
and behaviour
at higher levels
of resource
demanagement. Like choice and behaviour,
cision-making
is a target
variable
for the
types of field
studies
envisaged
in the
It lies at the interface
of man
Guidelines.
and environment
and is the point through
which all the other system variables
are articulated
and find expression
in man's effect on the environment.
The antecedents
of the decision-making
process have already
been described
within
the context
of perception
processes.
In colcommunication
and informalective
choice,
tion flow are of major importance
in forming
decisions
and policy.
Time is also an important
consideration
- both the timing,
and the time taken, for decisions
and the
history
of previous
decisions
and policy.
analysis
of policy-making
at
Similarly,
higher levels
of management (e.g. national)
will
entail
understanding
the political,
judicial
and administrative
institutions,
structural
relationships
and procedures
involved.
In the context
of resource management,
three types of decision-making
processes
are particularly
relevant
and together
can
define a particular
"style"
of management:
- preventive
or curative
(anticipatory
or
responsive)
in relation
to environmental
impact;
- consensual
(conflict
avoidance),
adversary (conflict
resolution)
and "mixed"
decision-making
in selection
of alternatives;
- "private",
"public"
and "semi-enclosed"
decision-making
in relation
to public
involvement
and range of alternatives
considered.

Human use systems
These systems are the organizations
of social,
legal,
political
and economic systems
directed
towards the use of ecosystems.
Human use systems may be defined
as organizations
through and by which resources
are managed. They vary in size and composition
from the household
or tribe
to the
nation
state or multinational
corporation.
In their
spatial
expression,
they are
if ever, congruent
with ecosysrarely,
ortems. Indeed they are often expressly
ganized to cut across several
natural
ecosystems in order to take advantage of the
complementarities
and contrasts
of different
ecological
zones...It
is these
multi-ecological
systems which constitute
the frame of reference
and responsibility
of most national
governments
and administrative
units
within
them...These
organizational
systems themselves
form a nested series,
ranging
in scale from the
household
unit through the community and
local area to the national
and international
levels.
The relationships
between
these different
levels
of social
systems
are important,
as are the relationships
between the biosphere
and the social
system at each scale (Unesco 1974, p. 10).
Human use systems do not necessarily
include
all aspects of, for example, an economic
system; rather
they emphasize those aspects
which bear upon choice and behaviour
in resource use and management. Sven given this
focus,
the selection
of possible
measures
is very wide.
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Each field
study will
be made within
an
existing
context
of social,
legal,
political and economic systems. The researcher
will
be aware of these major structures
just
as he is aware of the major parameters
of
the physical
environment
in which his field
study is located.
Together
they form the
reality"
which perframework of "objective
ception
shapes to make decisions
possible.
For a model of environmental
perception,
attributes
of the human use system to be
selected
may be of two types:
they define
and describe
the organizational
settings
of
the study or they have major influence
on the
way choices are made.
Examples of the first
type of attribute
are that the human use system is feudal or
capitalist,
has a codified
legal
system
has formal procedures
based on precedent,
for planning
resource
use (such as environmental
impact statements
or public
intotalitarian
state
quiries),
is a chiefdom,
or democratic
government,
etc. These attributes are significant
in determining
the
characteristic
ways in which choices are
made but they operate less directly
than
communication
or judgement on a particular
They are contextual
measures rathchoice.
er than processes.
Examples of the second, process-oriented attributes
are the ownership
of land
which has direct
bearing
on perceived
power
and value system and territori(efficacy),
ality.
Also of major importance
is the system of division
of labour which reflects
the technological
and organizational
capacity of the human use system.

be measured to investigate
different
aspects of environmental
perception.
Their
purpose is exemplary only and in each case
other parts of the perception
system could
have been selected
for measurement using
other parameters.
Table 20 shows a summary comparison
of
the four investigations
in terms of the number of system components (variables
and processes) they were concerned with,
and the
main methods they used. Figures
13-16 present the models of environmental
perception
adopted or implicit
in each investigation,
arranged
in the common format of Figure 13
and with the measured relationships
shown
linking
the boxes. Comparison of the figures gives some idea of the range of different
models (combinations
of state variables and processes)
that can be empirically
tested in the field
by using measures relevant to the local
situation.
It is thus possible to focus on the interaction
of any
sub-set of variables
in terms of some, or
of the perception
processes
that link
all,
them.
The four examples given here reflect
the
current
state of the art in environmental
perception
in both the large diversity
of
perception
models currently
adopted in research studies,
and the concentration
on
interviewing
techniques
for a wide variety
of environmental
settings.
They also reflect
the lack of longitudinal
studies
in
which the operation
of feedback in the model can be empirically
tested.
Mode7, for adoption
vation
by peasants
ecosystem

Examples of empirical
measures for the variable
of human use systems
- Resources
(environmental,
human, organizational)
number and diversity
type,
- Ownership
of resources,
including
land,
capital,
labour
- Productivity
of resources
- Rent, yield,
return
for investment
- Social
organization,
including
division
of labour
- Scale and complexity
of system
- Isolation
or integration
with other
systems:
central
or marginal
position
- Environmental
impact:
scale and rate
- Rate of change

of agricultural
in a tropica

innoforest

Figure 13 shows the selection
of variables
and the measures used for a study of innovativeness
among Central
American shifting
agriculturalists
(Feaster
1968). The sample was seventy male heads of households
among the Maya Indians
of Belize
(formerly
British
Honduras).
Six variables
and two
processes were used to study the choice of
adopting
an agricultural
innovation.
As an
example of the measures obtained
in the
field,
the two selected
for communication
and information
processes were the number
of annual visits
by agricultural
agents and
the number of subjects
discussed
with others.
Interest
here was focussed upon the role
of agricultural
agents and the Village
Association
in communicating
new ideas to farfor example,
mers. The study did not consider,

EXAMPLES OF FIELD STUDIES
Four examples of field
research
have been selected
to illustrate
range of variables
and processes

Variables

studies
the wide
that can
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PLACE

SAMPLE

DATE

RESPONDENTS

SYSTEM
COMPONENTS

PRINCIPAL

Variables

Processes

Observation

Interviewing

70

6

2

Participant
observation

Unstructured
interview
Attitude
scale

366

8

3

Structured
Projective
Semantic

interview
tests
differential

66

6

1

Structured
Sentence
Scenario

interview
completion

499

7

3

-Adoption
innovation
Urban
ment

of

agricultural

residential

move-

Belize
1968
England
1974

Response to tropical
cyclone
floods

Bangladesh
1970

Planning
policy
for
conservation
area

England
1974

studies

Table 20. Compa.kwn of fotcr exqles

of

field

Direct
observation

in environmental

Structured
interview
Photographs
Semantic differential
Adjective
check list
perception

tionnaire
were open-ended,
multiple
choice,
and projective
questions;
Likert
scaling
and the semantic differential.
techniques;

their
early experience
with innovations
or
their
individual
personalities
as major
variables.
The main methods used in the study were
participant
observation,
interview
survey
and attitude
scale measurement.
Model for spatial
movement of residents
urban and industrial
systems

invest@ations

METHODS

Model ~OYI response
tropicaL
eyeZones

to coastal

fZooding

hy

This study (Islam 1974) was made within
the
international
programme of natural
hazard
research
carried
out by collaborators
in
some twenty-three
countries
(White 1974).
It concerns the area of coastal
Bangladesh
which suffered
great damage and loss of life
from tropical
storms and coastal
flooding
especially
during the disaster
of November
1970. The research
was undertaken
to investigate
how residents
perceived
the hazard
of coastal
floods
and how these perceptions
influenced
their
likely
response to future
situations,
particularly
in making the choice
between migration
and rebuilding
their
homes
in the same locations.
The investigation
consisted
of a standard questionnaire
given in a face-to-face
interview
to sixty-six
residents
in a community which was inundated
to depths of 3
to 9 metres in the 1970 storm. Most of those
interviewed
were rice cultivators
but a few
were businessmen
and teachers.
Figure 15
outlines
the six variables
studied
which
were mainly in the context
of risk assessment of future
hazard,
together
with the
measures used.
The investigation
was concerned with individual
choice and behaviour,
as the concentration
in the lower half of the diagram
"Individual
characteristics",
indicates.
such as education
and land tenure,
is the

in

This example is taken from study undertaken
by the North East Area Study Unit supported
by the Social Science Research Council
of
the United Kingdom (Townsend and Taylor
1975). It was a survey study rather
than an
in-depth
analysis
and it covered eight of
the twelve system variables
and three proin terms of
cesses. Each one is investigated
a few measures obtained
through questionnaires
(Fig. 14). The focus of the study was
to see how far identity
with a particular
locality
or region influences
the choice between
local
and wider patterns
of spatial
movement.
Identity
is considered
in terms of the characteristics
of the place,
the characteristics
of the people interviewed,
and their
definition and strength
of attachment
to a subjectively
perceived
area.
In the study,
336 male and female adult
residents
of four urban areas in North East
England were interviewed.
A standard
questionnaire
was used in an hour and a quarter
face-to-face
interview
conducted by trained
interviewers,
A sample was drawn from lists
of electors
within
each of four urban areas,
i.e.
a clustered
random sample was used.
Analysis
was done using a computer.
The main methods used within
the ques97
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main variable
by which other variables
are
The amount of uniformity
coded and analysed.
within
the sample found for some of the other variables
(e.g. risk assessment of fufatalism
in terms of internalture floods,
choice to remain rather
external
control,
than migrate)
enabled the researcher
to make
some generalizations
about the sample population
as a whole.
The principal
method used was that of the
structured
questionnaire
in a face-to-face
interview,
within
which were included
a projective
story test to determine
future
risk
assessment and a sentence completion
test
to measure internal-external
control
(efficacy).
Model for
servation

planning
areas

poZicy

for

natural

studies

visitor-enjoyment
terms.
The study consisted
of direct
observation
with
of people and cars, and 499 interviews
visitors
lasting
twenty minutes each, in the
were spatially
samrecreation
area. Visitors
pled by interviewing
in different
parts of
the conservation
area having different
recreational
facilities.
The interview
and questionnaire
part of the study included
the use
of photographs
as environmental
surrogates,
semantic differential
and adjective
checklist
techniques.
EvaZuation
As has been stated earlier,
these four case
studies
have been selected
as examples to
illustrate
the range of empirical
investigations
being undertaken
on environmental
perception.
They are neither
demonstration
projects
nor should they be individually
criticized
outside
the context
of their
own
Taken together
they do, howresearch
goals.
some of the possibilities
ever, illustrate
and limitations
of field
studies
in environment perception.
The sample sizes in the four studies
(66499 respondents)
are larger
than in many
other empirical
field
investigations,
but
compared to the demands of statistical
significance
in social
science data, they are
small.
Inadequacies
in sample size and random sampling have been two major limitations
to statistical
inference
in many environmental perception
field
studies
carried
out
significant
reso far. The statistically
lationships
all too often seem to be confirmations of the obvious,
while more theoretically
interesting
associations
remain elusive to a statistical
inference.
Hence the
emphasis in this report
on alternative
scientific
methods to the accumulation
of computer analysed
cross-tabulations
of questionnaire
responses.
Dollard
expresses
the issue with reference to his own work as a psychologist
working in the "real world".
I came under pressure
of the experimentalists
on methodological
grounds.
I had
to amplify
my mathematical
and statisI had to learn sometical
background.
thing of psycho-physical
methods as applied
to scaling
and rating,
and hence
to test and scale construction.
The importance
of reliable
and valid
data was
greatly
raised up in my mind.

con-

Figure 16 shows the seven variables
examined together
with their
empirical
measures
for a field
investigation
of visitor
use and
perception
of a natural
conservation
area
was in Can(Burton 1974). The area studied
largely
neck Chase, an area which consists
of heathland
given over to recreational
use
in the Western Midlands
region of England.
The study sought to define
the ecological
carrying
capacity
of the area with
the perceptual
capacity.
The ecological
carrying capacity
was measured in terms of recreational
damage, particularly
the effect
of trampling
on vegetation
changes and soil
erosion.
The perceptual
capacity
part of
the study was focussed upon visitors'
perception
of crowding
in terms of their
tolerance for other cars and other people.
Perception
of crowding was found to be related to home environment
(type of house),
to crowds, and
size of group, attitudes
general
socio-economic
and demographic
characteristics.
The behaviour
of visitors
was measured in
terms of the frequency
of visits,
their
motivation
for visiting
the area and their
activity
patterns
within
the area. This behaviour
was related
to the individual
and
group characteristics
of the visitors
and
to the weather.
Correlations
were found between these
variables
and the variable
of choice and
behaviour
which can be used as input to decision-making
and policy
for the area.
Planning
concerns included
the forecasting
estimating
the ecological
imof attendance,
and the recreational
carpact of visitors,
rying capacity
of the conservation
area on
and
any day, or in any season, in ecological

I should like to be able to testify
that
were I to do this study of Southerntown
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vironmental
perception.
Figures
13-16 illustrate
a third
characteristic
of present
empirical
work: its conceptual
"looseness"
and tendency to wander
all over the field,
measuring variables
in
the hope that later
analysis
will
reveal
some significant
relationships.
Hypotheses
which have led to the research
design rather than the other way round often remain implicit
and the selection
of empirical
measures to test them appears arbitrary
rather
than theoretically
determined.
To some extent,
therefore,
environmental
perception
research
as a whole has fallen
between the two paths of statistical
inference and understanding
people's
perception
and behaviour
at deeper, more meaningful
levels.
In the context
of responding
to specific
environmental
management questions,
however,
the role that can be played by empirical
investigations
using a perception
approach is becoming more clearly
defined
in models and procedures.

over, now that I have better
tools,
I
could do it much better.
I am not so sure.
and truly
explanatory,
The significant,
data on the South is hidden behind great
sets of defensive
habits.
Much of the relevant material
can appear only in intimate relations
where fear is reduced.
The
relation
of friendship
is such a one; the
psychoanalytic
relation,
another.
Where
friendships
must be formed or patients
acquired in order to sample adequately,
the
difficulties
are grave indeed, Not every
nth person can be a friend
(Dollard
1957).
Related to the problem of sampling
is that
of method. All four case studies
used interviewing
as a principal
method; three used
structured
interviews
and one used a less
structured
approach.
Only two of the studies
used observation
to collect
specific
data
and none used listening
as a main tool.
This
emphasis on asking questions
that arise directly
from prior
research
objectives
is
characteristic
of many field
studies
in enVIII.

studies

CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF METHODS
field
perception
studies,
the range of techniques described
in the Guidelines
(as well
as others not specifically
discussed
here)
can be considered
as a resource
pool on
which he can draw. Each technique
can then
be evaluated
according
to his own set of
criteria.
The questions
he might ask of each
technique
include:
- For what variables
is it a good measure?
- Does it tell
me more about the system as
a whole or about specific
interrelationships between variables?
- Is it unobtrusive
or does it help to
educate and inform people?
- What data base does it require?
- Can it be carried
out in the given field
conditions?
- What are its requirements
in time and
manpower in developing
any research
inactual
field
work and later
struments,
analysis?
- What level
of explanation
can be reasonably expected from the results?
- What sampling strategy
and sample sizes
are involved?
- What, if any, models and assumptions
about human perception
and behaviour
are
implicit
in the technique?
- Can its results
be built
upon, and added
research
efforts?
to, in later
It would be ideal if this chapter
could provide the detailed
evidence on which the re-

The selection
of suitable
field
methods is
generally
a search for an acceptable
compromise between the conflicting
demands of
theory and field
conditions,
and the supare designed
ply of manpower. Some studies
as experiments
to test methods; other studies begin with a theory and proceed to those
methods that are specifically
related
to
it. Another group of studies
are problemThey are designed to answer ceroriented.
tain environmental
management questions
about human perception
and behaviour
and
are located
in a particular
place at a parempirical
ticular
time. For these projects,
realities
tend to define what techniques
can be used. It is to this third,
problemoriented
group of studies,
in which many perception
studies
undertaken
within
the MAB
that this section
is adProgramme fall,
dressed.
Such studies
are likely
to be part
of larger
scientific
investigations,
the
overall
structures
of which may be already
in terms of location,
purpose, and
decided,
scale.
The designer
of an environmental
perception component within
such a larger
collaborative
effort
will
have to work within
a
partly
determined
framework in which some
options
are already
eliminated
because, for
example, they require
a longer time or more
highly
trained
research
assistance
than can
be made available.
For the designer
of such
103
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searcher
could base his own specific
answers to these questions,
but unfortunately
the information
available
about most techniques does not allow detailed
comparative
evaluation.
The trade-offs
that occur beand validity
tween, for example, reliability
when techniques
are changed in format or
procedure
for local
field
conditions
have
not been systematically
tested.
This is a
major methodological
obstacle
to international
comparative
research
in environmenand in the social
sciences
tal perception,
in general.
What is possible
at this time is a more
qualitative
comparative
evaluation
of techniques in terms of the system variables
they
manpower and time
can best measure; their
their
suitability
for surveys,
requirements;
more detailed
case studies,
and educational
their
usefulness
with
research
approaches;
people with limited
educations;
and the extent to which changes in format and procedure can be made without
lowering
standards of validity
and reliability.
The evaltogether
with the tables
uations
that follow,
based on them (Tables 21-24),
are necessarily
only one person's
perspective
based on the
weight of evidence
so far. The evaluations
are thus intended
as guidelines
only, and in
each case the researcher
is urged to further explore
the relevant
literature
before
developing
or adapting
a particular
technique for his own study.

of methods

for measuring
individual
characteristics
such as age, sex, education).
- The degree of explanation
they provide
on
the variable
is generally
too poor or
superficial
to justify
their
use and better methods are available
(e.g. adjective check-lists
are not recommended for
measuring values).
Table 21 shows that for obtaining
information
on some variables,
for example attitudes,
there are as many as nine methods available
in addition
to the standard
technique
of
constructing
attitude
scales.
For other variables,
such as sensory perception,
the range
of suggested alternatives
is reduced to direct observation
and direct
questions,
together with two specialized
techniques
for
landscape
and urban environments.
Techniques
such as content
analysis
and expert judgement are not included
in the table because
they are components in many of the methods
listed
and can be applied
in the measurement
of any variable.
Some methods can be generally
applied
to
many variables
(for example, direct
questions and unstructured
listening)
while others are highly
variable-specific,
such as
repertory
grid tests and landscape
evaluation.
The suggested methods are also clustered in terms of the variables
for which
they are recommended; direct
methods are
suggested for measuring
the more objective
characteristics
of individuals,
society
and
environment;
indirect
techniques
of asking
questions
are associated
with measuring
the
process of perception
and choice;
and observation
techniques
are generally
recommended
for measuring behaviour.

MATCHING FIELD METHODS TO SYSTEM VARIABLES
Table 21 is a summary chart of the system
variables
described
in the previous
section together
with the field
methods that
are suggested to be suitable
for measuring
them under the proper conditions.
Thus several possible
methods are indicated
for each
variable,
irrespective
of their
relative
field
and data requirements
or level
of explanation.
Those methods which are not suggested for a certain
variable
are excluded
according
to one or more of the following
criteria:
- They are largely
irrelevant
(e.g. landscape evaluation
is not recommended to
measure communication
patterns).
- They tend to yield
inferences
rather
than direct
measurement and more direct
means are available
(e.g. personality
scales are not recommended for measuring
choice and behaviour).
- There are simpler,
more economic means
of obtaining
the same data (e.g. the sentence completion
test is not recommended

MATCHING METHODS TO LOCAL FIELD CONDITIONS
The likely
field
conditions
under which many
MAB research
projects
will
be carried
out
do not in any way resemble the standardized
situations
in which most specialized
techniques in environmental
perception
have been
developed.
In addition,
many techniques
are
based on highly
specific
verbal
forms and
usages whose meaning and significance
(and
thus validity)
are lost when translated
into
other languages and cultural
contexts.
Some
techniques
are less exacting
in their
requirements
for trained
personnel
and standardized
formats and procedures,
while other methods may become invalid
through a
change in use to meet local conditions.
The
"local
conditions"
criteria
which have been
applied
to the methods in the Guidelines
are:
- the time taken to use a method; although
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approach,
methods involving
relatively
short times per data point are probably
of
most interest.
These include
the most direct and most structured
methods such as
direct
observation,
direct
questions,
checklist
scales and structured
questionnaires.
Some variables
cannot be studied
through
quicker
survey methods and these require
longer times, different
methods, and usually
a case study approach.
For example, in Table
22 the study of social
or personal
values
is best achieved by participant
observation,
unstructured
listening
and in-depth
projective
tests which all require
from sevto several
months' field
work.
eral hours'
Table 22 indicates
a rough division
of the
suggested methods on the basis of field
time requirements
into survey and case study
methods.

this includes
time taken in the development stage such as designing
local
research instruments,
time taken in carrying out the main field
research,
and
time required
for analysis,
the emphasis
here is on time required
in the field;
- the need for trained
personnel
to apply
the method in the field
area;
- the usefulness
of the method with both
literate
and illiterate
populations;
- the tolerance
of the method to local
variations
in format,
procedure
and
analysis
to maintain
validity
and reliability.
Time requirements
The time required
by different
field
methods to obtain data varies
from a few minutes to several
days, months and in some
cases, years. The kind of data they are
able to collect
vary correspondingly
from
objective,
simple statistics
to revelations
about a respondent's
individual
personality
and to complex information
and experience,
about social
interaction.
In environmental
perception
research,
there has been a trend towards using increasingly
sophisticated
or experimental
research
techniques
and adapting
them for
use in natural
field
settings.
The adaptation
has usually
involved
considerable
developmental
work to produce a new research instrument
to meet specific
needs,
and a streamlining
of the technique
as
used in the field
to reduce time and manwhich fall
into
power needs. Techniques
this group (particularly
projective
tests)
may therefore
appear to have low time requirements
in terms of field
time. However,
in their
shortened
forms there are serious
doubts as to their
usefulness,
and their
research
instruments
are highly
specific
to particular
places,
and social
and cultural
groups. They therefore
require
new
research
instruments
to be developed,
tested and validated
for each study area.
Table 22 sets out the average time requirements
for carrying
out the field
work
of a project
using different
methods. Estimated
average times are given for each
data point,
which may be an individual
respondent,
a group of respondents,
a site
The data are obtained
from
or viewpoint.
studies
using the methods as they are described
in the Guidelines,
Some methods can
obviously
be redesigned
to take longer or
shorter
times.
For researchers
contemplating
a survey

i"danpower and tl*aining
The manpower required
for a study of environmental
perception
depends on the study
objectives
and the research
design.
It can
range from an extremely
large group consisting
of hundreds of field
interviewers
and involving
many more data coders and
analysts
as, for example, in national
surto the single
scientist
conducting
a
vets,
small study and carrying
out all the operations
himself.
The same range is found in the "generality"
of the manpower or the amount of
training
required.
For some tasks a high
degree of professional
training
and experience is needed. Other tasks can be performed by relatively
inexperienced
persons
given a few days',
or in extreme cases, a
training
only,
few hours'
Ideally
the manpower is obtained
in the
quality
and with the training
requisite
to
carry out the study as designed.
In reality
the study usually
has to be designed with
the manpower availability
(together
with
funds for training
and time limitations)
very much in mind. In fact,
the availability
of manpower, funds and time, more often than
not determines
or greatly
influences
the
design of the research.
It should not be assumed that a perception study will
necessarily
be expensive,
time-consuming,
or exact a heavy drain on
limited
supplies
of trained
manpower or
skilled
organisers.
Much can be done, as
the literature
makes abundantly
clear,
with
short-term
or temporary
assistance.
Students, high school teachers,
sub-professional
and technical
trainees
often make
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groups'
perceptions).
In these situations,
a standard
format is often inappropriate
to
all groups being studied.
For example, language uses and the meaning of everyday expressions
can vary not only between cultures
and societies
but within
different
parts of
one city.
Where terminology
is critical
to
the reliability
of the technique,
as in attitude
scales,
it cannot readily
be changed
to accommodate local needs. The same problem
is faced in a field
study in which several
assistants
are working,
who may inadvertently reduce the validity
of their
findings
by
changing the order in which a series of questions or tests are asked, or by modifying
the wording sufficiently
to alter
its meaning.
These difficulties
are most severe with
verbal
techniques
and with highly
structured
techniques.
The margins of tolerance
inherent
in many verbal
tests,
such as attitude
scales
and sentence completion
tests,
have not yet
been properly
determined,
but preliminary
indications
suggest that they are not very wide.
Accurate
recording
of directly
observed behaviour
together
with oral descriptions
and
narratives
are approaches with the widest margins of flexibility
in the field
but they do
not altogether
escape the need for selectivity
on the part of the researcher.
It is not possible
to record fully
the streams of behaviour
and conversation.
Thus the researcher
is always dependent upon his ability
to selectively
record what is significant
and hope
that only what is trivial
is lost.

excellent
field
workers and bring to the
tasks of data collection
a good combination
willingness
to be trained
for
of enthusiasm,
the job, capacity
for hard and sustained
effort,
and sympathy with both the research
objectives
and the views of the people being
studied.
Normally
a perception
study should be under the direction
of a social
scientist
with
field
experience
in dealing
with local
populations.
On occasion
it might be necessary
for him to be able to draw upon particular
specialized
skills
where he himself
may lack
knowledge.
A good perception
study may well
or psyrequire,
for example, sociological
chological
training
in the use and interpretation
of some of the more projective
methods described
in the Guidelines.
It will
also require
a good social/anthropological
knowledge of the local populations
as well
as expertise
in sample design,
data coding
and analysis,
ranging
from the most sophisticated
computer-oriented
techniques
to simple methods of analysis
by hand.
Table 23 presents
the methods suggested
for measuring
each variable
according
to
whether they can be carried
out in the field
by trained
assistants
or whether it requires
professional
field
investigators
qualified
in the use oE social
science techniques.
The
concern here is with field
time only since
professional
input is always necessary
to the
design,
development,
analysis
and interpretative
aspects of field
work.
In each case, there is at least one suggested method for measuring
a variable
which
can be executed by trained
personnel
in the
field.
This makes the mounting of a perception study more feasible
in many areas where
professional
social
scientists
are not available to play more than a supervisory
or coordinating
role in the field
work itself.
Even so, it is generally
true that the better
methods for obtaining
valid
data on perceptions and behaviour
require
more highly
trained
investigators
and longer inputs
of
research
time in the field.
2'0Zerance

of methods

IMPACT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PERCEPTION RESEARCH
As perception
studies
are planned and impleof their
impact and utilmented, the question
ity has to be satisfactorily
answered for each
field
project.
In general,
the utility
of the
studies
can be of two kinds.
First,
the results,
in the form of findings
or conclusions
usually
presented
in written
reports,
can be
used in the formulation
of policy
and management strategy.
Second, and less appreciated,
the carrying
out of the studies
themselves
can at best serve a mutual educational
function,
and at the very least have some impact on the researchers
and on those who are
studied.
It is important
to consider
at the design
stage of a perception
study the impact of the
study on respondents
asked to participate.
A
perception
study can be used as an appropriate
vehicle
for an exchange of information
between
the researchers
(or the research
organization
or government body) and those who participate
in the study as respondents.
As noted earlier,

anJ fZezi/~ility

Table 24 compares the suggested methods in
terms of their
usefulness
with illiterate
as
well as literate
populations,
and in terms of
how exacting
they are in their
requirements
for standardized
formats and procedures.
The
flexibility
of field
methods is particularly
important
when a study includes
very different populations
(e.g. a cross-cultural
study
or one comparing different
socio-economic
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perception
research
is not simply an extractive
industry
in which information
is obtained from passive and naive "subjects".
it involves
or should involve
an exRather,
expertise
and perspecchange of information,
tives between respondents
and researchers.
Those engaged in the study can gain a
deeper and richer
understanding
of the respondent's
point of view. Often this can lead
to a greater
appreciation
of the actions
or
inactions
of the respondent
which at first
and are subsequently
underseem irrational,
stood to be deeply grounded in the traditional
wisdom of the community through the
accumulation
of long experience.
Equally,
the respondents
themselves
can
become more fully
informed by the research
worker.
For example, a farmer may be made
more aware of the choices open to him or of
ways in which his productivity
might be increased.
Or, he may be informed by the research team of threats
to his livelihood
that
he had previously
not known about, or had discounted.
In such a case it is incumbent upon
the research
worker not to simply identify
a
threat,
but to explain
as precisely
as possible
the nature of the threat
and the deHe might then also go on to
gree of danger.
explain
what the respondent
can do to protect himself.
What appears to be responsible
action
to
the research
team may not appear so to the
In the example of soil erosion
respondent.
in Mexico cited
in the beginning
of this Technical
Note, it can be appreciated
that the
peasants'
view and the view of the soil conservation
expert are likely
to be far apart.
A perception
study in such a case can provide both groups with a greater
appreciation
of the other's
perception
and lay the basis
for mutual understanding
and cooperation.
Effective
reconciliation
of perceptions
is unlikely
as long as the different
functions
and
perspectives
of each remain unknown to the
other.
Some methods are more suitable
to this cooperative
approach.
Structured
scenarios,
for
example, enable the researcher
to present
several alternatives
to respondents
of which they
were previously
unaware and which may help to
improve their
management choices.
Similarly,
the process of keeping a time diary or completing
a repertory
grid is a self-revealing
one for the respondent.
The educational
component of the process is often enhanced by
conducting
the investigation
with groups of
respondents
rather
than, or in addition
to,
individuals.
The research
task (categorizing,
selecting
alternatives)
becomes a stimulus

perception

Research

for discussion
that has been known in some
studies
to provide
input into later
community
decisions.
Self-study
Unfortunately
enough material
could not be
assembled for the Guidelines
to discuss
in
detail
the experience
of using self-study
methods. Often these are simply adaptations
of
the kinds of methods discussed
in the Guidelines
involving
carefully
prepared explanatory material
and "do-it-yourself"
kits.
Selfstudy methods enable local people to study
their
own communities
and environmental
settings.
They can range from national
surveys
rightsof, for example, land use or public
of-way as has been done in the United Kingdom, to individual
community-based
diaries
or "village-books".
These village
case studies
can be organized through
schools,
women's organizations,
local unions or volunteer
groups. Using centrally
defined
guidelines,
members of the community can decide in detail
on the contents
and contributors
to the "book" which can become an invaluable
data source of local
customs, beliefs,
perceptions
and behaviour.
It
also serves to invest
the community with considerable
pride and awareness of itself,
its
alternatives.
past, and its future
One such village
book was initiated
by an
anthropologist
in Mexico who helped a small
Indian community as listener
and scribe
to
record freely
its own perceptions
(Iwanska
1971). In the United Kingdom, an educational
organization
(Advisory
Centre for Education)
has prepared clear and simple kits
for surveying environmental
pollution
such as air,
water and beach pollution.
These are publicized
through a national
newspaper and organized through the medium of an educational
club for children
("Watch").
The kits are
sent by mail to children
who use them in a
survey of their
local
area and return
them
to the central
office.
When some 15,000 children become field
workers for such a project,
as in the case of the air pollution
survey
based on the presence or absence of lichen
species,
it can produce data far beyond the
detail
and scale of that which can be achieved
in more researcher-based
studies
(Jackson and
Young 1973).
A perception
study can thus benefit
a respondent in four ways. It can help make him
aware of hitherto
unknown or unappreciated
opportunities.
It can help prepare him for
previously
unrealized
dangers,
and it can
help him to understand
and appreciate
the

Criteria

view of others which
own. Most important,
new and more effective
management.
Rights

for

selection

of methods

national
objectives
and also how they might
help the community and thus the individual
respondent.
There is no substitute,
however,
for a genuine attitude
of respect
towards respondents.
Where this is not present,
its absence is likely
to be detected
through nonverbal
communication
by most respondents.

do not coincide
with his
it can be a stimulus
to
actions
in biosphere

of respondents

At the same time it should be recognized
that
individuals
and groups participating
as respondents in perception
studies
have rights.
These include
the right
to privacy
in their
own lives
and the right
not to have the information
that they have given the researcher
disseminated
without
their
prior
approval.
There is current
debate about the infringement of the rights
of "subjects"
in social
science investigations.
Practices
vary widely,
and acceptable
actions
in one place are considered
improper elsewhere.
Two principles
can be noted briefly.
First,
the respondent
should be looked on as a helper rather
than as a subject.
The dignity
of
the respondent
should be preserved
and protected at all times.
In short,
he should be
treated
equally
and with respect.
Second, it
is important
that the respondent
be given as
full
and complete an understanding
of the purposes of the study as he wishes and as he can
assimilate.
At an early stage it may be desirable
to conceal from respondents
the precise purpose of the study in order to ensure
that knowledge of the purpose does not distort
some responses.
Before a researcher
leaves a respondent,
however, he should ensure that the respondent
knows what the study
is about and what purpose it serves.
These ethical
principles
are also important for another reason. Observance of them
helps to improve the quality
and reliability
It is well known that
of the data obtained.
a variety
of extraneous
factors
may influence
Suspicions
are bound to arise
respondents.
in the minds of some respondents
that the information
sought will
be used in some way
against
them. If such ideas persist
and a
gulf of distrust
separates
the respondents
from the research
staff,
then the data obtained will
be highly
unreliable.
It has to
be recognized
that in some communities
it is
virtually
impossible
for any outsider
to establish
a strong rapport.
In all field
studies of environmental
perception,
every effort should be made to foster
trust
between
the respondent
and the research workers.
This
can be done to some extent by following
some
common sense rules of procedure,
such as carefully
explaining
the study,
indicating
for
whom and by whom it is being carried
out, and
how the results
can be expected to benefit

CONCLUSION
The intention
of the Guidelines
is to describe methods available
for field
studies
in
environmental
perception
and to provide
a basis for choice between them. The criteria
by
which researchers
can evaluate
alternative
methods will
vary according
to their
research
problem and research
area. There is, in any
"best method". Nor are there
case, no single
easy shortcuts
to doing worthwhile
environmental perception
studies.
The road ahead
seems at one and the same time to contain
potential
methodological
pitfalls
and the promise of considerable
empirical
reward for each
step taken. The usefulness
of perception
field
research
for environmental
management problems is being increasingly
exploited.
As experience
in the field
widens and more
researchers
are involved,
better
techniques
and research
instruments
are generated.
Some
in which the language and norms of
of these,
industrial,
literate
societies
predominate,
will
inevitably
need to be modified
to permit
a wider application
of the more specialized
techniques
now available.
Techniques
which
minimize
cultural
biases are available
in the
more direct
and more unstructured
simpler,
methods discussed
here.
simplicity,
honesty and diAs a rule,
versity
should be stressed.
There is no evidence that more sophisticated
techniques
automatically
produce better
results.
Their
application
to each individual
situation
needs careful
evaluation.
Time spent in developing
a more elaborate
way of asking a
question
indirectly
may well be better
spent
in establishing
sufficient
rapport
with the
respondent
to ask him the same question
directly.
Similarly
honesty may succeed, and
where subterfuge
brings
onbe more ethical,
ly doubt and ambiguity.
Diversity
in method
has been a relatively
little
used means of
increasing
the amount and quality
of information.
Wherever and whenever possible,
a
combination
of the three approaches
(asking
observing
and listening)
should
questions,
structured
and unstrucbe used. Similarly,
tured methods are complementary
in the kind
of data they can provide.
Structured
approaches tend to emphasize the operations
of
112
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or reluctance
to carry out certain
techniques,
then another approach will
probably
be more
successful.
Even where guidelines
are available,
the
selection
of field
methods and research
instruments
remains a complex task of trying
to
accommodate the various,
and often conflicting, needs of research
problems,
field
areas,
local
populations,
and research
personnel.
The choice is therefore
one that cannot be
engineered
from afar,
but relies
also on local knowledge and initiative.
The range of
methods discussed
in the Guidelines
gives
some cause for optimism that the demands of
scientific
method and of local
situations
can
be methodologically
reconciled.
If so, environmental
perception
research
can move rapidly
from the "drawing-board"
and into MAB
field
research
to play a practical
role in
improving
our understanding
of environmental
management and man-biosphere
relations.

specific
components of the system whereas
unstructured
approaches are more concerned
with general relationships
within
the system as a whole.
much has been said about methods
Finally,
in the Guidelines
and little
about those
who will
carry them out. Yet a study stands
or falls
not only on the rigour
of its techniques but also on the quality
of its research workers.
Jung quotes a Chinese aphorism:
"If the wrong man uses the right
means,
the right
means work in the wrong way"; he
concluded
himself
that "in reality
everything
or nothing
on
depends on the man, and little
the method" (Jung 1967).
Thus methods by themselves
are not enough.
Matching methods to the field
workers who
will
carry them out is a further
consideration in the design of projects.
However methodologically
and conceptually
sound it is, a
technique
can only be as good as its practitioner.
If field
workers express difficulty
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Questionnaire
One aim of the Guidelines
is to encourage the development
and exploration
of
established
and new field
methods in environmental
perception
through their
practical
testing
in the field.
To do so and to help strengthen
existing
networks of communication
among interested
scientists,
users of the Technical
Note are invited
to send their
comments and suggestions to the MAB Secretariat,
Unesco, 7 Place de Fontenoy,
75700 Paris,
France.
questions.

If

The MAB Secretariat
would also be grateful
if readers
necessary
use a separate
sheet for each technique.

would

answer

the following

I
I
I
I

1.

Which techniques

have you used in the

field?

2.

What was the purpose of the study to which the techniques
the study briefly
and give references
where available.

3.

Please write
a brief
evaluation
of the techniques
cross-cultural
major advantages
and disadvantages,
quirements.
Please give references
where available.

4.

Additional
ways could

5.

Which techniques
give references

6.

Which techniques

7.

Do you have any suggestions
search?

8.

Name:

I
I
I
I
I

were applied?

Please

describe

I
I
I
I
I
I

used giving
usefulness

details
where possible
and time and training

of
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A stylized ‘ankh’, the ancient Egyptian
sign for life, has been incorporated into
the symbol of the Programme on Man
and the Biosphere (MAB).
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